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Abstract

Aim of this thesis

Brain activity is strongly oscillatory. This thesis investigates how neural oscil-
lations relate to various perceptual and cognitive processes, and thereby offers a
representative glance at the relatively young neuroscientific field of cognitive elec-
trophysiology. Two key hypotheses are being tested. First, from a neurocognitive
perspective, the aim is to show that by applying time-frequency analysis on EEG
data we can obtain biologically plausible insights into how the brain implements
certain cognitive functions, which in turn allows us to understand these cognitive
functions better. Second, from a more systems-neuroscience perspective, the aim
is to show how the brain uses temporal information as a code to structure its activ-
ity and to temporally connect spatially distributed processes. Together, this thesis
thus illustrates how several neurocognitive mechanisms can be characterized by
local as well as interregional frequency-specific oscillatory dynamics.

Overview of results

Two general neurocognitive functions form the backbone of this thesis. First,
Chapter 2 investigates how humans integrate multisensory information into a
coherent percept. More specifically, we studied multisensory integration in rela-
tion to the perception of time. In a continuously changing environment, time is
a key property that can tell us whether information from different senses belongs
together. Yet, little is known about how the brain integrates temporal informa-
tion across sensory modalities. One popular new hypothesis in research on cross-
modal processing is that of “binding through coherence”: when the rhythmic ac-
tivity in spatially and functionally differing regions becomes synchronized, this
allows for effective temporal windows of communication between these regions,
and, as such, integration of neural information. Chapter 2 shows evidence in
favor of this hypothesis. While subjects judged the duration of stimuli that com-
prised the auditory and visual modalities presented simultaneously, we witnessed
a very strong effect of interregional phase synchronization between clusters of
EEG channels assumed to pick up activity from primary sensory processing re-
gions. Moreover, this effect was remarkably confined to the alpha band (8-12 Hz),
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Abstract Brain oscillations and synchrony in neurocognitive systems

centered exactly around 10 Hz. The interpretation that this signal reflected cross-
modal integration was corroborated by the observation that the strength of alpha
audiovisual coupling correlated with performance measures thought to reflect the
degree to which subjects integrated the temporal information of the multimodal
stimuli.

The second cognitive theme of this thesis is cognitive control, with a focus
on response conflict in particular. Bottom-up processing of incoming sensory
information may often activate multiple response alternatives, while only one
is appropriate given the task instructions. This specific situation, together with
response errors, negative response feedback or punishment could collectively be
regarded as comprising a conflict between one’s desired action and the actual out-
come. Conflict elicits an avalanche of performance-related processes, including
the detection of the presence of conflict, the selection of the appropriate action
in addition to the suppression of the to-be-inhibited inappropriate action, and the
monitoring of the eventual performance outcome. Together these are referred
to as cognitive control. We can learn more about how cognitive control is im-
plemented in the brain by studying brain oscillations, because 1) these cognitive
processes are extremely rapid yet computationally effortful, and 2) these com-
putations have to be implemented by a tightly linked yet spatially distributed
network of primarily frontal brain regions. Recent theories on the electrophysi-
ological mechanisms that underly cognitive control posit that synchronized theta
band (4-8 Hz) oscillations within and between medial and lateral frontal cortex
actively support conflict- and error-processing. This hypothesis is investigated in
Chapters 3 to 6.

In Chapter 3, we showed that in task conditions that were likely to elicit
fast, impulsive errors, these errors primarily resulted in enhanced frontal theta
dynamics. In contrast, a similar task with yet a more predictable trial structure
(thereby inducing “mind wandering” and attention lapses) resulted in errors that
were rather characterized by posterior alpha power suppression. Such post-error
alpha responses are known to be related to a regaining of sustained attention to
a task. This study thus supports the view that not all errors are alike: different
types of errors may coexist, each recruiting their own mixture of post-error elec-
trophysiological processes. When investigating performance errors, one should
thus consider what types of errors are being produced, and what patterns of neu-
ral activity might result.

Chapter 4 further elucidates the role of frontal theta oscillations in relation to
response conflict, by showing how predictive information preceding the moment
of conflict can alter both behavioral adaptation, and local as well as interregional
theta activity. This is an important question because although evidence is com-
piling that response conflict by itself (i.e., before a plausible error is made) elicits
a burst of theta activity that is qualitatively largely similar to the error-related
theta signal, it has been more difficult to demonstrate whether frontal theta can
be modulated before conflict occurs, as a function of expectation. Given our abil-
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ity to judge the passage of time (topic of Chapter 2), we investigated in Chapter 4
whether people can use temporal contingencies embedded in the task (i.e., inter-
trial intervals) to predict conflict. Indeed, around the moment in time at which
the likelihood of upcoming conflict changed from low to high, frontal theta ac-
tivity increased.

Chapter 5 and 6 explore the frontiers of the relation between medial frontal
theta activity and cognitive control. That is, in Chapter 5 we investigated percep-
tual conflict in grapheme-color synesthesia (a perceptual phenomenon in which
for certain people, letters or digits strongly and automatically elicit different asso-
ciated colors), by having synesthetes respond to colored letters. Sometimes, these
letters were colored “incongruently” with respect to their synesthetic experience,
which resulted in typical behavioral conflict effects of response time slowing and
reduced accuracy. Interestingly, although this type of conflict elicited strong time-
frequency dynamics in various frequency bands and cortical regions, we did not
find conflict-related medial frontal theta activity. Instead, frontal activity con-
sisted of delta-band (1-4 Hz) enhancement in orbitofrontal cortex. This chap-
ter thus shows how conflict that is completely internally generated and highly
idiosyncratic, elicits time-frequency fingerprints that are qualitatively different
from “regular” conflict-related theta dynamics.

In Chapter 6, we showed that these “regular” conflict-related theta dynamics
are nonetheless unlikely to be an epiphonemon and instead reflect active, causal
cortical processing of conflict signals. The evidence in favor of this claim came
from a study in which we externally manipulated frontal theta oscillations by
means of transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS). This stimulation
technique sends an alternating, weak current through the cortex, thereby entrain-
ing the underlying neural populations to “resonate” in the same frequency. Inject-
ing theta oscillations over medial frontal scalp regions resulted in more efficient
behavioral responses in situations of strong response conflict. A similar setup but
with tACS applied in the alpha band did not show such conflict-related improve-
ment.

Finally, Chapter 7 describes a methods-oriented study on “cross-frequency
coupling” and thus does not investigate a cognitive function in particular. Nonethe-
less, an increasing number of neurocognitive findings points to the functional im-
portance of cross-frequency phase-amplitude coupling (PAC), where the power
of a higher frequency oscillation shows a strong dependence on the phase of a
lower frequency oscillation. This chapter uncovers a heretofore unknown though
consistent bias in a popular metric used to quantify PAC, which can result in
mis-estimations and uninterpretable findings. Here, we proposed and validated a
debiased PAC method (dPAC).
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Conclusion

Together, the studies presented in the chapters of this thesis elucidate the func-
tional significance of different frequency bands in neurocognitive mechanisms,
primarily with respect to the theta and alpha bands. First, the alpha band may
be an important rhythm for multisensory integration: sensory processing may
“prefer” the alpha cycle, as it has been shown that this is the time window within
which cross-sensory information can be integrated most efficiently. Moreover, lo-
cal posterior alpha suppression effects obtained in this thesis fit within the “gating
by inhibition” theory, or the view that the alpha band provides rhythmic pulses of
inhibitory activity, resulting in periodic attentional sampling. This fundamental
principle of active inhibition may manifest in posterior alpha power suppression,
which can, depending on the task at hand, reflect a general regaining of sustained
attention, or the suppression of irrelevant, distracting information.

Second, the findings presented in this thesis strengthen the recently proposed
view of an active role of theta band activity in conflict processing. Just as alpha
oscillations provide the optimal temporal window for neural communication re-
lated to attentional modulation of perception, theta oscillations appear to be the
optimal rhythm used within a neural microcircuit in the medial frontal cortex
to detect the presence of conflict and to signal the need for increased control to
other task-relevant areas.

To conclude, this thesis in general showed how time-frequency analyses of
M/EEG data offer a rich toolbox for the cognitive electrophysiologist to study
the neural mechanisms underlying perceptual and cognitive processes. By having
investigated both low-level perceptual processes (Chapter 2) as well as higher-level
cognitive processes (Chapters 3 to 6), by using both scalp-level (Chapters 2 to 4
and 6) as well as source-level analyses (Chapter 5), with correlation (Chapters 2
to 5), causation (Chapter 6), and simulation (Chapter 7) approaches, this thesis
aimed to offer a broad view of several aspects of the exciting field of cognitive
electrophysiology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We are like islands in the sea,
separate on the surface but
connected in the deep.

William James

1.1 There is something about waves

Oscillations are ubiquitous in nature. From the light waves that hit our retina to
our biological clock that follows the day-and-night cycle, and our smartphones
that rely on the digital processing of broad-casted signals: many fundamental pro-
cesses exhibit oscillatory behavior.

Brain activity is no exception. In the 1920’s the German neurologist Hans
Berger observed rhythmic fluctuations of around 10 cycles per second (i.e. 10
Hz) in the electroencephalogram (EEG; electrical potentials measured at the sur-
face of a human scalp). These “alpha waves” varied as his human subjects opened
and closed their eyes (Millett, 2001). It is now almost a century later that re-
search into brain oscillations, and how these oscillations relate to cognition and
behavior, has gained in popularity (da Silva, 2013). Collectively, the field in neuro-
science that investigates this relationship is called “cognitive electrophysiology”
(Cohen, 2014a; Cohen and Gulbinaite, 2014), and has culminated into exciting
and increasingly complex findings especially over the past two decades.

This thesis can be regarded as a “showcase” of cognitive electrophysiology.
In six chapters, I will present data to support the hypothesis that the brain uses
temporal information embedded in the dynamics of its activity (namely, oscilla-
tions) to temporally organize spatially distributed neurophysiological processes,
and that this fundamental principle has functional relevance for various neurocog-
nitive mechanisms (Cohen, 2011b). Most importantly, the chapters support the
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Introduction Chapter 1

view that studying neural oscillations in relation to cognitive functions allows
one to better understand these functions. Below in Section 1.2, I will first briefly
introduce the different cognitive functions that were studied in this thesis. Then,
this Introduction will provide a (sketchy) background of the neurobiology of os-
cillations (Section 1.3), discuss some current theories and hypotheses on the role
of neural oscillations in cognition in general (Section 1.4), and explain some basic
principles of how one can extract oscillatory signals from EEG data (Section 1.5).
Lastly, I end with a more extensive outline of the different research topics and
questions (Section 1.6), addressing why these are relevant, and why studying neu-
ral oscillations can provide insightful answers.

1.2 The cognitive themes of interest

Multisensory integration

From our (interaction with the) environment, our brains receive input from mul-
tiple sources that may or may not belong together. In the field of psychophysics,
which is increasingly complemented by neuroscientific findings (Ernst and Bülthoff,
2004; Klemen and Chambers, 2012), it is studied how humans integrate multisen-
sory information into a coherent percept. For example, one exciting and popular
view states that we are “Bayesian” observers, such that we integrate cross-modal
information in a statistically optimal fashion, weighting the “sensory evidence”
from the different modalities based on prior experience (Alais and Burr, 2004;
Ernst and Banks, 2002). One intriguing aspect of integration is that there seems
to be a temporal window within which multisensory events are regarded as be-
longing together, provided they also show spatial proximity. This can be recog-
nized in an everyday example: while watching TV you sometimes notice at first
that the sound slightly lags behind with respect to what you see on screen; after
a while, however, you often do not notice this anymore. To put it simply: your
brain applied some kind of correction to the audiovisual time-lag, an effect that
has been confirmed empirically (Jaekl and Harris, 2007; Van der Burg et al., 2013;
Wada et al., 2003). On top of this temporal window between events, the dura-
tion of these events themselves may also be important indices of integration (Shi
et al., 2013): similarly lasting and overlapping durations of sensory information
from different modalities may trigger integration.

In general, cross-modal integration lends itself well to be studied through the
investigation of EEG oscillations (Senkowski et al., 2008). That is, when the
rhythmic activity in spatially and functionally differing regions becomes syn-
chronized, this allows for effective temporal windows of communication between
these regions, and, as such, integration of neural information. As will be set out
below (Section 1.4), this idea is in fact part of a more general hypothesis of the
role of brain oscillations in cognition. Interregional oscillatory synchronization
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Chapter 1 Introduction

as a neural mechanism for cross-modal integration of temporal information is the
topic of Chapter 2.

Cognitive control: performance errors and response conflict

Picture yourself waiting at a cross-road while you need to go left. An arrow-
shaped traffic light that points to the right and that suddenly turns green can
induce a strong action impulse that needs to be inhibited. Another example is
your automatic reaction to catch a falling plant that is tipped off a desk, realizing
in time/too late that it is a cactus. These response conflict scenarios exemplify the
fact that our multifaceted environment often triggers the need to cognitively con-
trol our action impulses in order to obtain a desired behavioral goal (e.g. go left;
not getting stung by cacti). Failing to detect response conflict can have serious
consequences (e.g. traffic accidents, a cactus wound) and is common to various
clinical disorders (e.g. AD/HD [attention deficit/hyperactivity disorders] and
Parkinson’s disease; van den Wildenberg et al., 2010). The cognitive control sys-
tem is often conceptualized as a set of highly flexible, rapid processes that have
in common to serve goal-directed behavior, recruiting primarily a network of
frontal regions during difficult decisions comprising multiple response alterna-
tives (Botvinick et al., 2001; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b). In situations that require
cognitive control, people often make mistakes, and such performance errors are
a powerful signal for the cognitive control system to improve future behavior
(Gehring and Knight, 2000). These post-response processes can be complemented
by pre-response or even pre-stimulus neurocognitive adjustments in preparation
for the conflicting stimuli or response alternatives. In the first example, a counter
next to the traffic light relevant for your current goal (a left-pointing arrow) can
serve as a cue to attend to the proper traffic light and to ignore the distracting
traffic light.

In other words, within the perception-action cycle surrounding challenging
situations, cognitive control allows us to respond adaptively and efficiently to
these situations, and to learn the stimulus-response contingencies that best suite
our goals. This is accomplished by the monitoring of conflict, performance, feed-
back and reward. We can learn more about how cognitive control is implemented
in the brain by studying brain oscillations, because 1) these cognitive processes are
extremely rapid yet computationally effortful, and 2) these computations have to
be implemented by a tightly linked yet spatially distributed network of brain re-
gions, including the posterior medial frontal and lateral prefrontal cortices (Rid-
derinkhof et al., 2004a), both initiating top-down control signals to task-relevant
sensorimotor areas (Egner and Hirsch, 2005; Miller and D’Esposito, 2005). Os-
cillatory synchrony between these regions again provides an intuitive and neu-
rophysiologically plausible framework to study such functional linkages (Cohen,
2011b). Frontal oscillatory dynamics of cognitive control is the topic of Chap-
ters 3 to 6.
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1.3 Background I: neurobiology of oscillations in brief

Where do the observable patterns of frequency-specific oscillatory brain activity
come from? Although a thorough discussion of this question would require a
thesis on its own, a brief guidance from single-cell properties to measurements in
EEG channels is at place in order to better understand and appreciate the findings
presented in the main chapters. For an extensive overview of the biology and
computational principles of neural oscillations, see Wang (2010).

The membrane of the dendrites of neurons can be electrically charged, which
is a consequence of an interaction between active ion channels along the neuron’s
membrane and biochemical processes within the neuron’s cell body. This “charg-
ing” can exceed a threshold, after which an action potential (a rapid rise and fall of
the electrical membrane potential) is sent along the axon of the neuron. The axon
synapses onto other neurons, which causes yet other biochemical and neuroelec-
trical processes in these neurons. In other words, neurons communicate with
each other through electricity. If many many neurons (up to tens of thousands)
are close to each other, spatially aligned, and simultaneously active, their electrical
fields sum together. This is often the case for pyramidal cells in the gyri and sulci
of the cortex. This summed and synchronous activity can be so powerful that
it can be measured at the level of the scalp. The fact that this measured activity
is rhythmic, is a result of various forms of interactions between various types of
neurons. The most intuitive “circuit” that produces oscillations consists of excita-
tory pyramidal cells with inhibitory interneurons (see, e.g., Buzsáki et al., 2012):
in short, when excitatory neurons become increasingly active precisely because
they excite each other, this results in a general rise of an electrical field potential;
however, they also excite interconnected inhibitory interneurons—when these in-
terneurons become more active, they inhibit the excitatory neurons, leading to
a general fall of the electrical field potential. Consequently, this results in less
inhibition, which gives room for another cycle of excitation, again followed by
inhibition, et cetera. Because this rising and falling is gradual at the level of a pop-
ulation of neurons, it is measured as an oscillation. Such populations of neurons
that exhibit oscillatory activity can form functionally coupled networks (Buzsáki
and Draguhn, 2004; Engel et al., 2013; Varela et al., 2001).

In the literature, the oscillatory characteristic of network activity in the brain
is often conceptualized as “packages” of neural information (Freeman, 2003) or
“temporal windows” of communication between regions (Fries, 2005). Although
intuitively appealing, these conceptualizations also illustrate an explanatory gap
between the biological neuroscience of the precise biophysical and neurochemical
processes that give rise to oscillations, and the psychological neuroscience that “ac-
cepts” this an empirical fact and studies the relationship between oscillations and
cognitive mechanisms and behavior. This thesis undoubtedly falls into the latter
category. When considering the literature at large this gap is smaller than outlined
here; examples of more detailed accounts that address both the neurobiology of
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Chapter 1 Introduction

oscillations and their functional relevance for cognition in a more unified way are
Buzsáki and Draguhn (2004), da Silva (2013), Donner and Siegel (2011), Cohen
(2014b), Jensen et al. (2014), Siegel et al. (2012) and Womelsdorf et al. (2007).

1.4 Background II: the hypothesis of oscillations and
cognitive processes

Brains have a difficult problem to solve. Information from different sources (e.g.,
the sight of a car approaching and the sound of the klaxon) that comes into the
brain is spatially distributed, temporally distorted, and processed with differing
physiological velocities. Yet, our conscious experience comes to us as unified and
temporally coherent (you see and hear the car simultaneously and experience this
as one “perceptual event”), and our motoric behavior seems fast and effortlessly
streamlined over time (you jump aside to prevent the car from hitting you). A
popular view in cognitive neuroscience is that when the oscillations of popula-
tions of neurons become phase-synchronized (i.e. the phases of the oscillatory
cycles in different regions show a temporal relationship), this allows for efficient
cortico-cortical communication, thus providing a “temporal code” with which
neural activity becomes coupled over time while being scattered over space (Co-
hen, 2011b; Fries, 2005; Varela et al., 2001).

This principle has been applied to various concepts in cognitive science and
psychology, including the binding problem of consciousness (Engel et al., 1999;
von der Malsburg, 1995), the integration of multi-sensory information, (Senkowski
et al., 2008), the filtering of relevant from irrelevant information through atten-
tion (Fell et al., 2003), short- and long-term memory (Fell and Axmacher, 2011),
and the distinction between bottom-up driven and top-down controlled processes
(Bastos et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2014). Thus, it seems like neural oscillations and
their interregional synchrony are involved in any type of cognitive operation.
Indeed, even resting state brain activity has been shown to exhibit specific spec-
tral profiles or “intrinsic coupling modes” (Engel et al., 2013; Hipp et al., 2012).
This thesis deals with the challenging question how these modes wax and wane in
relation to the cognitive themes outlined in Section 1.2.

There are two major pitfalls that reside in this challenge, to which I will also
turn in the General Discussion and Conclusion (Chapter 8). The first is what I
call “frequency phrenology”. Phrenology was a scientific movement initiated by
Franz Josef Gall that studied the shape of the human skull and from this made
inferences about how specialized faculties of the human mind were localizable to
well circumscribed brain regions. Cognitive electrophysiology runs the risk of
“localizing” specific cognitive function to specific frequency bands. For example,
it has been proposed that activity in the beta frequency range (14-25 Hz) reflects
the maintenance of the current cognitive state, or “status quo” (Engel and Fries,
2010). Another example is the alpha band (8-12 Hz), which has been intimately
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linked to attention (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Klimesch, 2012; Klimesch et al.,
2007). Such a one-to-one mapping between activity in a specific frequency band
and a specific cognitive process may or may not be oversimplified. In general, it
seems that lower frequencies (e.g. delta: 1-3 Hz; theta: 4-8 Hz) are implicated
in processes that require large-scale, interactive communication, such as perfor-
mance monitoring (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014) and perceptual decision making
(Nácher et al., 2013), and that higher frequencies (e.g. gamma: 30-80 Hz) are im-
plicated in local processes such as the encoding of visual features (Donner and
Siegel, 2011; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999).

The second pitfall relates to the first, in that the functional relevance of dif-
ferent frequency bands introduces increased dimensionality (and thus, complex-
ity) to studying brain activity in relation to cognition and behavior (Cohen and
Gulbinaite, 2014). For example, around some cognitive event, EEG activity at
a certain electrode may show 1), increased theta power (the strength of the os-
cillations in the theta band), 2) reduced alpha power and 3) phase-synchronized
interregional connectivity in the delta band with some other electrode. More-
over, the phases of lower frequency oscillations may be coupled in time with the
power of a higher frequency oscillation, both locally and interregionally; a phe-
nomenon called cross-frequency coupling (Canolty and Knight, 2010), which is
the topic of Chapter 7. Such non-linear, hyperdimensional expressions of brain
activity pose a challenge both in terms of appropriate statistical tests and in terms
of a priori hypotheses versus post-hoc interpretations. As will be clear, this the-
sis uses different statistical approaches to this problem, and is a mixture of both
confirmatory, hypothesis driven, as well as exploratory, data driven research.

1.5 Background III: time-frequency analyses of os-
cillations in human EEG

When collecting EEG data of human participants who perform a cognitive task,
you don’t get the underlying oscillatory activity for free. This thesis uses state-of-
the-art analysis techniques that are designed to extract the information of differ-
ent frequency bands that are “hidden” in the raw EEG signal (see Cohen, 2014a
and Gross, 2014). These analyses are all based on the core assumption made by
the French mathematician and physicist Joseph Fourier that any signal can be
represented by a sum of sine waves of different frequencies. This mathematical
principle lies at the heart of time-frequency analyses of (human) EEG data, and
is used to backwards-infer from an observed EEG signal out of which frequency
bands it is composed.

The mathematical details of the different analyses will not be presented here,
as they are outlined in every Materials and Methods section in the different chap-
ters. However, the most frequently used method in this thesis deserves some dis-
cussion, which is wavelet convolution. With the Fourier Transform a time-domain
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Figure 1.1: From raw EEG to time-frequency power and synchrony. A) Raw EEG trace of one trial,
midfrontal channel FCz. Time 0 means the onset of a stimulus. B) 6 Hz wavelet, constructed by multi-
plying a Gaussian with a 6 Hz sine wave. C) Time-frequency representation after wavelet convolution, of
an average of 100 trials of the type of trial shown in (A). Colors represent decibel increase (red) or decrease
(blue) from a -400 to -100 ms time- and trial-averaged baseline. In (A) and (C), the green outlined transpar-
ent window highlights that around this time, there was a strong “match” between the raw EEG and the
wavelet shown in (B). D) Band-pass filtered data between 4-8 Hz (i.e. theta band) of the trial shown in (A) .
The top panel shows the time domain filtered signal (black), the power envelope (magenta), and the phase
angles of the oscillation (orange). The bottom panel shows the same theta signal of the top panel (FCz;
blue), together with a similar theta signal from another, parieto-occipital channel (PO4; red), illustrating
a transition from no synchrony between channels, to a transient “window” of inter-channel synchrony.

signal is translated into a frequency-domain signal. However, after this translation
the time domain is lost. Thus, we need a trick to keep both time and frequency
information, to be able to visualize and analyze frequency-band specific activ-
ity that evolves over time. Conceptually, this trick is quite simple: a wavelet is
constructed, which is a perfect sine wave of a particular frequency with a rising
and falling amplitude that follows a Gaussian distribution (see Figure 1.1b). One
could think of this as a “template” of a burst of activity in this frequency. Next,
over the different overlapping time windows of the raw EEG signal, a “match” is
computed between this template, and the raw data. A strong match means that
in this time window, activity of the same frequency as the wavelet was likely to
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be present in the EEG. When this procedure is done for different frequencies (for
example, from a wavelet of 1 Hz to a wavelet of 40 Hz) and multiple overlapping
(or, “sliding”) time windows, the end result is a time-frequency representation of
the EEG signal (see Figure 1.1c).

From this basic analysis step, we can extract two types of information that
describe the time-frequency dynamics: the power (or strength) with which an
oscillation of a particular frequency band was present, and how this power de-
veloped over time. And, the phase (or position along the sine wave) of the os-
cillatory cycle (Figure 1.1d; top). These two parts of the time-frequency rep-
resentation provide the opportunity to implement various additional measures.
One of these measures, which is used in particular in Chapters 2 to 4, quantifies
the degree to which the phase angles of oscillations picked up by distant EEG
electrodes show a consistent relationship over time (Figure 1.1d; bottom). This
metric is called inter-site phase clustering (ISPC; Cohen, 2014a) and reflects inter-
regional phase synchronization (Lachaux et al., 1999), which in turn is thought
to reflect frequency-specific functional connectivity between brain regions (Fries,
2005). Note that because with ISPC we now have time, frequency and multi-
ple channel-by-channel combinations, the dimensions of the data have increased
substantially, illustrating the complexity of time-frequency analyses.

1.6 Aim and outline of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is twofold. First, from a neurocognitive perspective, the
aim is to show that by applying time-frequency analysis on EEG data we can
obtain biologically plausible insights into how the brain implements certain cog-
nitive functions, which in turn allows us to understand these cognitive functions
better. The cognitive functions of interest, as briefly introduced in Section 1.2,
differ across the chapters. Second, from a more systems-neuroscience perspective,
the chapters collectively aim to show how the brain uses temporal information
as a code to structure its activity and to temporally connect spatially distributed
processes. Together, this thesis thus illustrates how several neurocognitive mech-
anisms can be characterized by local as well as interregional frequency-specific
oscillatory dynamics.

In Chapter 2, I start by applying the principle of “binding through coher-
ence” to multisensory integration, which we investigated using audiovisual time
perception. As described in Section 1.2, humans may be “Bayesian” observers, by
weighting sensory information from different modalities according to, e.g., their
reliability and precision given the task at hand. In this regard, time perception
offers an interesting topic, as it is widely known that the auditory modality out-
performs vision when it comes to judgments about time (Grondin, 2010). In this
chapter we show that nonetheless, when stimuli were composed of a combina-
tion of sound and light, this resulted in strong interregional phase synchrony in
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the alpha band between regions thought to process the respective auditory and
visual modalities. Intriguingly, the degree of this frequency-specific connectivity
correlated with various performance measures that reflected the degree to which
subjects used both modalities or only focused on one, which in turn depended
on task instructions. Importantly, these brain-behavior correlations also clearly
reflected auditory dominance in time perception. Thus, this chapter lends sup-
port to the hypothesis that coherent oscillatory activity between spatially sepa-
rate regions may be the neural mechanism underlying cross-sensory integration
(Senkowski et al., 2008), and provides evidence for a neural signature (fluctuations
in interregional alpha synchrony; Palva and Palva, 2011) of the well-accepted be-
havioral finding that sound outperforms vision during time judgments.

In the next three chapters, I shift gears to go from the more lower-level per-
ceptual process of integration to the more higher-level cognitive process of perfor-
mance monitoring and conflict detection. When we commit errors, behaviorally
these appear indistinguishable (e.g., in a task, subjects press the wrong button).
However, given that errors can have different neurocognitive sources, they may
elicit qualitatively different electrophysiological responses, which would allow
performance adjustments to be implemented more efficiently (Christ et al., 2000;
Maier et al., 2008; Maier and Steinhauser, 2013). In Chapter 3 we tested and con-
firmed this hypothesis: based on oscillatory brain activity patterns, we could dis-
tinguish between different error types: failures of motor control were primarily
associated with frontal theta dynamics, while momentary “lapses” in sustained
attention to the task were primarily associated with posterior alpha dynamics.
Knowledge about how the brain responds to different error types may have clin-
ical relevance. For example, children with AD/HD may either show erroneous
behavior due to neurocognitive factors that are more attention-deficit-related (i.e.
sustained attention lapses) or more hyperactivity-related (i.e. impulsive motor
control failures). Studying the time-frequency dynamics can inform us about
these different performance monitoring mechanisms, especially given their pu-
tative frequency specificity (i.e. alpha and theta; Cohen and van Gaal, 2013).

Chapter 4 further investigates the role of frontal theta oscillations in rela-
tion to response conflict, by showing how predictive information preceding the
moment of conflict can alter both behavioral adaptation, and local as well as in-
terregional theta activity. In the literature, evidence is compiling that response
conflict by itself (i.e., before a plausible error is made) elicits a burst of theta
activity that is qualitatively largely similar to the error-related theta signal stud-
ied in Chapter 3 (Cohen and van Gaal, 2014). However, whether frontal theta
can be modulated before conflict occurs, as a function of expectation, has been
difficult to demonstrate (Cavanagh et al., 2012). Given our ability to judge the
passage of time (topic of Chapter 2), we investigated in Chapter 4 whether people
can use temporal contingencies embedded in the task (i.e., inter-trial intervals) to
predict conflict (Wendt and Kiesel, 2011), and how cue-, stimulus- and response-
related oscillatory dynamics would fluctuate depending on these predictions. In
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short, although especially the behavioral and response-related EEG results were
counterintuitive (which is discussed in depth in the corresponding chapter, and
in the General Discussion and Conclusion, Chapter 8), we did obtain evidence of
pre-stimulus theta fluctuations as a function of temporally guided conflict antici-
pation.

Chapter 5 elucidates the neural dynamics underlying an “exotic” case of con-
flict, namely in people with grapheme-color synesthesia. In synesthesia, one stim-
ulus that usually elicits one type of experience (for example a particular sound)
also elicits another type of experience that is not part of that stimulus (a sound
also elicits a particular taste; Beeli et al., 2005). Chapter 5 made us of this intrigu-
ing perceptual condition by introducing “synesthetic conflict”(Rouw et al., 2013):
for a person who always perceives the letter “A” as red, presenting this letter in
a blue color not only results in slower and more error-prone behavior (Matting-
ley et al., 2001; Wollen and Ruggiero, 1983), but, as we show in this chapter, also
recruits a network of distributed cortical regions each with their own frequency-
specific profile of conflict-related activity. This adds to the current literature on
synesthesia, which is dominated by fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing) studies that primarily identify the regions implicated in synesthesia as such
(Rouw et al., 2011). From a cognitive control perspective, this chapter shows
how conflict that is completely internally generated and highly idiosyncratic,
elicits time-frequency fingerprints that are qualitatively different from “regular”
conflict-related theta dynamics. Lastly, this chapter deviates from the other chap-
ters in terms of methods, in that it uses MEG (magnetoencephalogram) instead
of EEG, and reconstructs the neural sources underlying the observed, scalp-level
activity using a technique called beamforming.

Chapter 6 is also different from the other chapters: here we made use of a
technique called transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) to “inject” os-
cillations into the brain. Specifically, by alternating the current between two
electrodes placed on the scalp, resulting in actual electricity going in a sinusoidal
fashion through the subject’s brain, one can entrain the underlying neural pop-
ulations to “resonate” in the same frequency. Given its low voltage, tACS is a
completely safe and harmless method with which one can study the causal role
of neural oscillations in relation to behavior. This is an important endeavor: the
previously held view that oscillations merely reflect “background” activity, and
that a cognitive or perceptual event actually perturbs these background oscilla-
tions through phase resetting (appearing as an event-related potential, or ERP),
seems to be outdated (although see Sejnowski, 2006). This is mostly because of
the abundance of empirical evidence linking oscillatory dynamics to cognition
(da Silva, 2013). However, most of this evidence is correlational. tACS, by ex-
ternally manipulating brain activity in a frequency-specific manner, provides an
exciting avenue to reveal active, functional roles of oscillations (Herrmann et al.,
2013; Thut et al., 2012; although see Bestmann et al., 2014, for a critical review).
Here, we applied theta and alpha tACS to a midfrontal region while subjects per-
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formed a response conflict task, and provide evidence that ramping up the general
level of midfrontal theta oscillations indeed causally improved behavior towards
conflict (Cohen, 2014b). This chapter is thereby a direct support for a recently
proposed neurobiological model of conflict processing in which theta oscillations
generated in medial frontal cortex play a central (causal) role (Cohen, 2014b).

Finally, the body of the thesis ends with the methods-oriented Chapter 7 on
cross-frequency coupling. As mentioned in Section 1.4, the power of a higher
frequency oscillation can show a strong dependence on the phase of a lower fre-
quency oscillation. Phase-amplitude coupling (PAC), is a topic of intense explo-
ration and serves as an important principle in various theories on the role of
oscillations in cognition (e.g. see Jensen et al., 2014 and Sauseng et al., 2008). In
previous work (Cox et al., 2014) we have noted, however, a consistent bias in a
popular metric used to quantify PAC, which can result in mis-estimations and
uninterpretable findings. This chapter proposes a debiased PAC method (dPAC),
shows its implementation by various simulations, and applies the novel method
on real data.
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Abstract

In a continuously changing environment, time is a key property that tells us whether
information from the different senses belongs together. Yet, little is known about
how the brain integrates temporal information across sensory modalities. Using
high-density EEG combined with a novel psychometric timing task in which hu-
man subjects evaluated durations of audiovisual stimuli, we show that the strength
of alpha-band (8–12 Hz) phase synchrony between localizer-defined auditory and vi-
sual regions depended on cross-modal attention: during encoding of a constant 500
ms standard interval, audiovisual alpha synchrony decreased when subjects attended
audition while ignoring vision, compared to when they attended both modalities. In
addition, alpha connectivity during a variable target interval predicted the degree
to which auditory stimulus duration biased time estimation while attending vision.
This cross-modal interference effect was estimated using a hierarchical Bayesian model
of a psychometric function that also provided an estimate of each individual’s ten-
dency to exhibit attention lapses. This lapse rate, in turn, was predicted by single-trial
estimates of the stability of interregional alpha synchrony: when attending to both
modalities, trials with greater stability in patterns of connectivity were characterized
by reduced contamination by lapses. Together, these results provide new insights into
a functional role of the coupling of alpha phase dynamics between sensory cortices in
integrating cross-modal information over time.
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2.1 Introduction

When the sound coming from a television gets out-of-sync with what is visually
displayed, you immediately feel that something is wrong. Multimodal processing
is ubiquitous in perception: different senses provide us with complementary evi-
dence about external events, which can aid our responses to these events (McDon-
ald et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2013), or can result in perceptual illusions (Alais and
Burr, 2004; McGurk and MacDonald, 1976). Over the past several decades, neu-
roscience of multisensory processing has shifted from a strict hierarchical view of
unisensory signals converging onto higher supramodal areas (Meredith and Stein,
1983; Stein and Stanford, 2008), to a growing consensus that cross-modal integra-
tion can occur even at early stages of sensory processing (Foxe et al., 2000; Ghaz-
anfar and Chandrasekaran, 2007; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Giard and Per-
onnet, 1999; Kayser and Logothetis, 2007; Martuzzi et al., 2007; Molholm et al.,
2002). However, how these early-stage interactive processes are neurophysiolog-
ically organized remains a topic of active exploration (Klemen and Chambers,
2012; Sarko et al., 2013).

One proposed mechanism of neural interaction is “binding through coher-
ence” (Fries, 2005; Varela et al., 2001; Ward, 2003; Womelsdorf et al., 2007), or
the idea that effective windows of cortico-cortical communication may arise by
transiently synchronized electrophysiological oscillations of the involved neural
populations. Evidence is accumulating that this principle may apply to the in-
tegration of multisensory information as well (Doesburg et al., 2008; Hummel
and Gerloff, 2005; Sarko et al., 2013; Senkowski et al., 2008; von Stein et al.,
1999). For example, a stimulus of one modality can modulate the processing of
a concurrently delivered stimulus of another modality, through the phase reset-
ting of ongoing oscillatory activity in the corresponding primary sensory region
(Diederich et al., 2012; Kayser et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2007). This results in in-
creased cortical excitability, and thus improved behavioral performance towards
the bimodal stimulus. Attention seems to determine which modality “controls”
the phase-resetting (Lakatos et al., 2009). Given the tight link between alpha-
band (8-12 Hz) activity and attentional processing (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010;
Klimesch et al., 2007), we hypothesized that during cross-modal attention, alpha
phase synchrony may be an important mediator of large-scale communication
between distant sensory regions (Hummel and Gerloff, 2005; Palva and Palva,
2011). Although several frequency bands have been implicated in multisensory
integration (Senkowski et al., 2008), it has been proposed that phase synchroniza-
tion in the alpha-band may be especially important for coordinating functional
integration between cortical regions (Doesburg et al., 2009) of relatively longer
inter-areal distances (Palva et al., 2005; Palva and Palva, 2007). This active role of
alpha activity has been shown in a variety of cognitive and perceptual tasks, such
as spatial attention (Doesburg et al., 2009), working memory (Palva et al., 2005),
object recognition (Bar et al., 2006), and error-processing (van Driel et al., 2012),
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and may thus represent a general mechanism of coherent network functioning.
Importantly, increases in interregional alpha-band phase synchrony can co-occur
with local decreases in alpha-band power (Palva and Palva, 2007, 2011), where
the latter may reflect attention-related “active inhibition” of task-irrelevant areas
(Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010). In this study, we were in particular interested in the
role of interregional alpha phase dynamics during cross-sensory integration.

Most studies on multisensory processing use brief, momentary stimuli, and
focus on the spatial domain (Driver and Spence, 1998, 2000; Macaluso and Driver,
2005), or on judgments of successiveness versus simultaneity (Jaekl and Harris,
2007; Keetels and Vroomen, 2007). However, multisensory events in a continuous
environment are more likely to be prolonged (Ghazanfar and Chandrasekaran,
2007), and are not necessarily linked to one spatial location; in these more nat-
uralistic situations, correlated temporal durations can provide key evidence for
integration. Moreover, it is especially interesting to study cross-modal integra-
tion of elapsed time, because the perception of auditory duration is superior to
that of visual duration. This is in contrast to the more frequently investigated
spatial domain, in which visual spatial localization is superior to auditory spatial
localization (Burr et al., 2009; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Pick et al., 1969).

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the potential neural mech-
anisms of multimodal integration via duration perception. We here report novel
evidence that inter-regional phase synchrony in the alpha-band supports multi-
modal duration judgments in humans. Through time-frequency decomposition
of high-density EEG activity, we found that alpha synchrony was modulated by
cross-modal attention and correlated with subject-specific Bayesian estimated pa-
rameters of distractor interference and lapsing.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Subjects

Nineteen subjects (age range 18-29, M = 22.4; 13 females) from the University of
Amsterdam community participated in this study in exchange for €14 or course
credits. All subjects signed an informed consent form before participation and
reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and normal hearing. The
study was approved by the local ethics committee; all procedures complied with
relevant laws and institutional guidelines. Data of one subject were excluded from
further analyses due to a programming error during data collection. Thus, the
final dataset existed of data from eighteen subjects (12 females).
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2.2.2 Bimodal duration discrimination task

Subjects performed a psychophysical duration discrimination task. In each trial
they were presented with a “standard” 500 ms stimulus followed by a target stim-
ulus whose duration was always shorter or longer than the standard (determined
on a trial-to-trial basis by an adaptive staircase procedure; see below). After the
target, they indicated with a button press whether they perceived its duration as
shorter (left thumb) or longer (right thumb) than the duration of the standard.
Both standard and target were composed of a concurrently presented tone (500
Hz sine wave with a 5 ms ramp-up/down envelope, played by speakers left and
right from the screen) and a red LED (fixed at the center of a computer screen).
During the standard, the auditory and visual stimuli had the same onset and offset
time (i.e. always a perfectly simultaneous 500 ms combined audiovisual stimulus).

For the target intervals, stimuli had equal onset times. Offset times, as well as
instruction on attention, were manipulated in three different conditions (see Fig.
2.1a). In the Audiovisual condition, the auditory and visual stimuli had the same
offset time, and subjects were instructed to attend to both modalities, and to re-
gard the two modalities as belonging to one coherent stimulus. In this condition,
both the standard and target interval thus consisted of a perfectly simultaneous
auditory and visual stimulus. In two distractor conditions we manipulated the
cross-modal offset of target intervals, thereby introducing “temporal conflict”.
That is, the target started simultaneously in both modalities, but the distractor
modality ended earlier or later. We reasoned that the simultaneous onset initially
triggers cross-sensory integration (as in the Audiovisual condition), but the un-
equal offset time results in a bias in responding to the duration of one or the other
modality. Specifically, in the Attend Auditory condition, the visual stimulus had
an earlier or later offset than the auditory stimulus, and subjects were instructed
to attend to the auditory (target) and ignore the visual (distractor) modality. In the
Attend Visual condition this was the other way around: subjects were instructed
to attend to the visual target and ignore the auditory distractor stimulus that had
an earlier or later offset time. For both Attend Auditory and Attend Visual con-
ditions, distractor stimuli had a duration of 50% (short distractor) or 150% (long
distractor) of the target interval, which was counterbalanced across short and
long targets. Thus, for example, a target shorter than the standard could be ac-
companied by a distractor that was shorter or longer than this target. Similarly,
a target longer than the standard could be accompanied by a distractor that was
shorter or longer than this target. We hypothesized that, given the ubiquitous in-
fluence of cross-modal integration, this manipulation would bias the responses of
the subject towards the duration of the distractor, which could be correct (e.g. re-
sponding “long” to a long target accompanied by a longer distractor), or incorrect
(e.g. responding “short” to a long target accompanied by a shorter distractor).

Each trial started with a standard stimulus of 500 ms, followed by a 1000 ms
inter-stimulus-interval, after which the target was presented. After target-offset,
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subjects were required to respond within 1500 ms. Trials ended upon responding,
or when the 1500 ms response window had passed in which case feedback on
response speed (“Respond faster!”) was presented for 500 ms at the center of the
screen. A response (or response-feedback) was followed by a 1500 ms inter-trial
interval.

The duration of the target was titrated trial-by-trial by means of an adaptive
staircase procedure. Within each block, two staircases of 36 trials were randomly
interleaved: one with durations shorter than the standard (starting at 398 ms, with
a minimum of 333 ms), and one with durations longer than the standard (starting
at 654 ms, with a maximum of 750 ms). Titration followed a 2-up-1-down rule,
such that after two consecutive correct responses to the same target, its duration
approached the standard with a particular step size (0.15 times the difference be-
tween the target duration and 500 ms standard duration), and after one error, the
target duration moved away from the standard with the same step size. With a
2-up-1-down staircase procedure, subjects will converge to 71% accuracy level,
i.e. around the just-noticeable difference (Leek, 2001). We took the proportional
distance-to-standard step size approach to be able to account for Weber’s law, or
the scalar property of variation in interval timing (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Gib-
bon, 1977; Grondin, 2010). This law predicts that, for example, a 500-750 ms
difference is harder to perceive than a 500-250 ms difference. With our approach,
step sizes were always greater for the long compared to the short staircases, and
decreased proportionally as the staircase approached the standard duration. We
chose to use a constant 500 ms standard to be able to use this titration procedure;
this decision was based on extensive piloting. Further, we were in particular inter-
ested in the sub-second interval range, as these are thought to trigger automatic,
rather than cognitively controlled (supra-second) timing; these have been shown
to rely on different neural mechanisms (Lewis and Miall, 2003).

Each staircase sequence consisted of 72 trials, and each of the three experi-
mental conditions consisted of three of these trial blocks. This resulted in a total
of nine blocks, presented in pseudo-random order (no same-condition blocks pre-
sented in succession; subjects always started with an Audiovisual block). Subjects
first performed a short practice block of 10 trials with the same staircase proce-
dure, but with additional feedback on accuracy presented after the button press,
at the center of the screen.

2.2.3 Behavioral analysis: the psychometric function

In this study we wanted to identify latent psychophysical processes that governed
the subjects’ observed accuracy. We fitted psychometric Gumbel functions (also
known as the log-log function) on the behavioral data using hierarchical Bayesian
graphical modeling (Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014; Rouder and Lu, 2005; Shiffrin
et al., 2008) with WinBUGS software (Ntzoufras, 2009). This model of the psy-
chometric function is largely based on the model described in van Driel et al.
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(2014b), and is further explained in detail in the Supplemental Material. We chose
the Gumbel function because of its asymmetric shape: it is steeper at the left than
the right side of the sigmoid curve (and thus different from the symmetric lo-
gistic function, and mirroring the Weibull function; Kuss et al., 2005), making
it especially suitable for modeling duration discrimination because of the afore-
mentioned scalar property of interval timing (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Gibbon,
1977).

From this Bayesian analysis we obtained for each subject the posterior distri-
butions of the slope and intercept of the Gumbel function, and a lapse rate pa-
rameter, of which we took point-estimates (the maximum a posteriori of the dis-
tribution). From the slope and intercept, the “just noticeable difference” (JND)
and “point of subjective equality” (PSE) of the psychometric functions were de-
rived. The JND is thought to reflect precision (the smaller the difference that can
be reliably discriminated, the more precise the subject’s perception is). The PSE
is thought to reflect accuracy (the more often the subject perceives two physically
identical stimuli as similar, the more accurate that subject is), or bias (when the
subject has a tendency to give one response more often than the other response,
the PSE moves away from objective equality). The JND was defined as the dis-
tance on the x-axis of the psychometric function between the 25% and 75% point
on the y-axis, and thus reflects the “width” of the function (Kuss et al., 2005). The
PSE was defined as the value on the x-axis at the 50% point of the y-axis. The lapse
rate was estimated for each subject, through capturing “contaminated” average
responses at the stimulus level by an independent guessing process (see also Sup-
plemental Materials). With “contamination” we mean that the model decides by
means of a Bernoulli process whether the proportion of “long” responses to a par-
ticular target duration is more likely to be described by the subject’s psychometric
function, or whether it is more likely to be driven by a non-psychometric pro-
cess (modeled by a uniform probability distribution). The rate of this Bernoulli
decision process of the model is termed the lapse rate. Importantly, we do not
claim per se that the lapse rate unambiguously reflects “lapses of attention” (e.g.
O’Connell et al., 2009b; Weissman et al., 2006). In fact, it could also be described
as an outlier detection method (see Supplemental Fig. 2.6a). The lapse rate in our
model was initially meant to get a cleaner estimate of the psychometric function
and we did thus not have strong a priori hypotheses as to how the lapse rate would
differ across conditions or would relate to EEG measures of connectivity.

These subject-specific point-estimates were analyzed at the group-level with
repeated measures ANOVAs with the factor Condition (3 levels). For an analysis
of distractor interference (see Results), we repeated the model fitting procedure
for trials that were separated based on distractor type (longer or shorter than tar-
get). Here, we similarly subjected the resulting point-estimates of JND, PSE and
lapse rate derived from the posterior distributions to a 3 (attention condition) by
3 (short distractors, long distractors, all trials) ANOVA. To test whether these
latent variables met the normality assumption, we performed a Kolmogorov-
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Smirnov analysis, revealing non-normality of the lapse rate in all conditions (all
p ′ s < 0.05), which were driven by outlier subjects (different subject in each con-
dition). We identified these outliers by means of Tukey’s box-and-whisker plots;
removing these subjects made the variables normally distributed (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test: all p ′ s > 0.15). We performed the same ANOVAs as described
above without these outlier subjects, which did not change the results. For the
main Results section we thus decided to leave in all subjects.

2.2.4 Localizer task

To constrain our a priori selection of channels of interest in the EEG analyses, we
conducted a separate task-independent localizer procedure. The purpose of this
localizer was to identify modality-specific electrodes independent of task process-
ing. During EEG recording, but before the start of the actual experiment, subjects
passively perceived the 500 Hz tone 50 consecutive times, followed by the LED
50 consecutive times. Auditory and visual stimuli lasted 2000 ms, with a 2000
ms inter-stimulus-interval. Subjects were instructed to attend to the stimulus; no
responses were required.

2.2.5 EEG data collection & preprocessing

Electroencephalographic data were acquired with Netstation software using a
high-density 256 electrode net (Electrical Geodesics, Inc.) and a sampling rate
of 1000 Hz. During recording, a 257th electrode at the “Cz” location of the in-
ternational 10-20 system served as a reference. Offline, the 48 channels covering
the cheek were removed in all subjects due to excessive EMG artifacts. Data of
the remaining 209 channels were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz and epoched -1.5 to
4 seconds surrounding the onset of the standard in each trial (-1.5 to 3 seconds
for the localizer). We performed linear baseline correction on the raw epoched
data with a -200 pre-standard interval serving as baseline. Next, bad channels
were detected and temporarily set to zero (to avoid reduced ranking of the data
for ICA, see below). First we plotted topographical maps of standard deviation
over time of the z-scored continuous data, to visualize channels with high vari-
ability (indicative of noise). Initial selection of bad channels was subsequently
confirmed by visual inspection of the time-series data. This procedure resulted in
an average of 4.11 rejected channels (minimum/maximum across subjects: 0/11).
Next, all epochs were visually inspected and those containing EMG or other ar-
tifacts not related to eye-blinks were manually removed (average: 9.85%, mini-
mum/maximum across subjects: 0.77/25.31%). In addition, we performed single-
trial interpolation of channels that showed strong but short-lasting spurious activ-
ity, which would otherwise result in too many epochs and/or too many channels
being removed. PCA-based independent components analysis was performed on
the remaining epochs using the eeglab package (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) in
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Matlab (The MathWorks), by first reducing the data to 30 principal components,
which were subsequently transformed into 30 independent components. Com-
ponents that contained oculomotor artifacts (e.g. blinks) or other artifacts that
could be clearly distinguished from brain-driven EEG signals were subtracted
from the data, which were then back-transformed to 209 channel time-series.
Next, the rejected channels were interpolated and the data were re-referenced to
the average reference. Finally, all EEG data were spatially filtered by applying a
surface Laplacian (Perrin et al., 1989), which is equivalent to the current source
density (CSD) approach (Kayser and Tenke, 2006). This method has previously
been applied to sharpening EEG topography and performing synchronization
analyses (Cavanagh et al., 2010; van Driel et al., 2012). The Laplacian accentuates
local effects while filtering out distant effects due to volume conduction (deeper
brain sources that project onto multiple electrodes, thereby obscuring neurocog-
nitively modulated long-range functional connectivity; Oostendorp and van Oos-
terom, 1996; Srinivasan et al., 2007; Winter et al., 2007). For estimating the sur-
face Laplacian we used a 10th order Legendre polynomial and lambda was set at
10-5.

2.2.6 EEG time-frequency decomposition

The epoched EEG time series were decomposed into their time-frequency repre-
sentations with custom written Matlab scripts, by convolving them with a set of
Morlet wavelets with frequencies ranging from 1 to 40 Hz in 25 logarithmically
scaled steps. These complex wavelets were created by multiplying perfect sine
waves (e i2π f t , where i is the complex operator, f is frequency, ranging from 1
to 50 Hz, and t is time) with a Gaussian (e−t 2/2s2

, where s is the width of the
Gaussian). The width of the Gaussian ranged from 3 to 12 cycles [s = c/(2π f ),
where c is the number of cycles], to have a good trade-off between temporal and
frequency resolution. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to both the
EEG data and the Morlet wavelets, and these were then multiplied in the fre-
quency domain (equivalent to convolution in the time domain), after which the
inverse FFT was applied. From the resulting complex signal Zt (down-sampled
to 40 Hz), an estimate of frequency-specific power at each time point was de-
fined as [real(Zt )

2 + imag(Zt )
2], and an estimate of frequency-specific phase at

each time point was defined as arctan[imag(Zt )/real(Zt )]. Trial averaged power
was decibel normalized [dB Powert f = 10 ∗ Log10(Powert f /Baseline Power f )],
where for each channel and frequency the condition specific power signal during
an interval of -400 to -100 ms relative to standard stimulus onset served as base-
line activity. Inter-trial phase clustering (ITPC) reflects the consistency of phase
angles over time across trials, which was calculated by averaging the phase vectors
over trials:
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where N is the number of trials, n is the trial index, andφ is the phase angle at
a particular time-frequency point (t f ). ITPC can range from 0 (no phase cluster-
ing over trials) to 1 (perfect phase clustering over trials) for each time-frequency
point.

We estimated inter-site phase clustering (a measure of phase-based functional
connectivity between regions), by means of the debiased weighted phase-lag index
(dwPLI; Vinck et al., 2011; see also Stam et al., 2007). By taking the absolute value
of the sum (over time or over trials, see below) of the sign of phase-angle differ-
ences between channels, the PLI metric reflects the degree to which the time series
at two channels show an asymmetry in the distribution of phase leads and lags.
It thus partials out random as well as zero phase-lag, thereby controlling for spu-
riously inflated connectivity due to volume conducted common source activity
(Nunez et al., 1997). The de-biased weighted version of the PLI (dwPLI) in addi-
tion weights the phase angle difference vectors according to their distance from
the real axis, and controls for a positive bias for low PLI values (Vinck et al., 2011).
We used the dwPLI function as implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oosten-
veld et al., 2011) for Matlab. Here, we first applied the summation over trials
for the group-level analysis of condition differences, thereby retaining informa-
tion of dwPLI over time. Based on the group-level condition-averaged results we
picked two time windows of interest (the first 50-400 ms during the standard and
target stimulus) to be able to compute single-trial dwPLI, where the summation
is done over time. As with ITPC, PLI can take a value between 0 (perfect syn-
chronization with zero phase-lag due to volume conduction, or complete random
phase-angle differences) to 1 (a perfect inter-channel phase-lag relationship).

2.2.7 Localizer-based channel-cluster selection

Our a priori regions of interests were those channels maximally responsive to the
auditory and visual stimulus. We based our selection of these channels on the
data from the localizer task (see above), which elicited inter-trial phase clustering
activity in the theta (4-8 Hz) band for the auditory, and alpha (8-12 Hz) band for
the visual stimuli, during a 100 to 300 ms post-stimulus time window. To select
clusters of channels, we first computed the p-value of significant average ITPC in
these time-frequency windows, at each channel: p = e−N∗ITPC, where N denotes
the average number of trials (42 for auditory, 41 for visual). Next, we selected
those channels that showed a (uncorrected) p-value below 0.01. This resulted in
two right-lateralized clusters of channels: one mid-central cluster for auditory
and one parieto-occipital cluster for visual stimuli. Because we did not have any
a priori hypotheses about lateralization, we mirrored these channels around the
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anterior-posterior axis, which gave us the sensory channel-clusters depicted in
Figure 2.2a. Our main analyses of task data were based on these clusters.

2.2.8 Statistical analyses of EEG data

At the group level, we took the following procedure for statistical testing of con-
dition differences. First, we visually inspected condition-averaged time-frequency
plots of the predefined clusters of visual and auditory channels (based on the lo-
calizer data, see above), both for power and for ITPC within these clusters (Fig.
2.2b) and dwPLI between these clusters (Fig. 2.3a). These revealed clear time-
frequency windows which we selected for our further analysis steps. Because our
main hypothesis of this study concerned phase synchrony in situations of cross-
modal integration, we conducted a repeated measures ANOVA only for dwPLI,
where we took the average of 8-12 Hz in two time windows: 50-400 ms after
standard and after target stimuli. These values were entered into a repeated mea-
sures ANOVA with factors Condition (3 levels: Audiovisual, Attend Auditory,
Attend Visual) and Interval (2 levels: Standard and Target). Because our selection
of time-frequency windows was based on a condition-average, this procedure is
orthogonal to and thus unbiased by potential condition differences.

Second, to test for possible condition differences in power and ITPC, we per-
formed exploratory cluster-based permutation testing routines (Maris and Oost-
enveld, 2007) implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011).
Here we averaged over several time-frequency windows that we selected based
on Figure 2.2b, and evaluated non-parametrically whether there were channel-
clusters of condition differences. In addition, to confirm the spatial specificity
of connectivity between our predefined clusters, we also performed a seeded-
synchrony analysis with cluster-based permutation testing. In this analysis, we
first used the visual cluster as a seed and computed connectivity with every other
channel (in the same time-frequency windows as written above), which we en-
tered into the non-parametric test. Next we repeated this step with the auditory
cluster as seed. In these permutation analyses we reduce dimensionality by av-
eraging over time and frequency, and correct for multiple-comparisons of test-
ing across 209 channels by shuffling condition labels in 1000 permutations. This
procedure creates a distribution of possible condition-difference values under the
null-hypothesis of no actual condition differences. For all analyses, we used a
minimum number of neighboring channels of 2 and a minimum inter-channel
distance of 2.56 cm. For power, we set the cluster-alpha threshold at 0.05; for
ITPC, this value was set to 0.001, and for dwPLI to 0.1. Importantly, these values
are not statistical thresholds of the permutation testing, but denote the threshold
at which a channel is considered a candidate member of a cluster. The different
values across measures reflect the differences in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). That
is, a cluster-alpha threshold of 0.1 for ITPC will result in one cluster consisting
of the entire scalp, and a threshold of 0.001 for dwPLI will not give any clusters.
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The actual permutation testing is done after this cluster-selection procedure. Im-
portantly, we would like to stress that these analyses are supplemental and were
meant to further explore effects beyond our predefined clusters of channels.

2.2.9 Single-trial based inter-stimulus connectivity similarity anal-
ysis

To connect single-trial phase synchronization dynamics more directly to psy-
chophysical performance, we first calculated dwPLI values during a fixed time
window of each standard and target presentation between the localizer-based au-
ditory and visual channel clusters, averaged over the alpha (8-12 Hz) band. To
increase frequency resolution and SNR for this analysis, we performed an ad-
ditional wavelet convolution using 0.5 Hz bins from 8 to 12 Hz. After phase
extraction and dwPLI calculation, this yielded for each trial a value of connec-
tivity during standard and target, of which we took the absolute difference (Fig.
2.4a). Thus, the closer to zero, the more similar connectivity was during stan-
dard and target presentation. Next, each attention condition was divided, based
on a median split of these values, in a group of trials with “low similarity” and
a group of trials with “high similarity.” Finally, psychometric Gumbel functions
were refitted on the behavioral responses on these connectivity-based split trials,
where we used the same model, point-estimate inference and ANOVA approach
as described above. The distribution of the connectivity-difference values over
trials was not bimodal, which may not validate a median split approach. Ideally,
one would divide the trials into several bins. However, this would have resulted
in too few trials per bin for the fitting procedure.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Behavioral results

Nineteen human subjects performed a duration comparison task in which they
judged whether the duration of a target stimulus (between 333 and 750 ms) was
shorter or longer than that of a preceding 500 ms standard stimulus (Fig. 2.1a
and Methods). Stimuli comprised (combinations of) a LED and tone for the vi-
sual and auditory modality, respectively. Using hierarchical Bayesian inference
(Kuss et al., 2005; Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014; see Materials and Methods and
Supplemental Material for details), we fitted psychometric Gumbel functions to
the percentages of “longer than standard” responses (Supplemental Fig. 2.6a),
which clearly showed auditory dominance in cross-modal timing (Burr et al.,
2009; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Grondin, 2010). When subjects judged du-
ration of the visual stimulus while ignoring auditory distractors, performance
deteriorated, as reflected by an increased just noticeable difference (JND; F2,16 =
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Figure 2.1: (a) Task design, showing one example trial for the three conditions. (b) Group level average
just-noticeable difference (JND) values, derived from the psychometric function of each subject, for the
three attention conditions. *** p < 0.001. (c) Across subjects the distractor effect (see Supplemental Fig.
2.6c) correlated positively with the JND, such that subjects who experienced more distractor interfer-
ence showed a bigger JND (i.e. poorer performance) in both Attend Auditory (top) and Attend Visual
(bottom) condition. (d) Group level average values of the point of subjective equality (PSE) for Attend
Auditory (left) and Attend Visual (right), as a function of distractor type, revealing a distractor effect on
the responses to the target: trials with short distractors resulted in an underestimation, whereas trials with
a long distractor resulted in an overestimation of duration. The middle bars show the PSE derived from
the psychometric functions fitted on all trials (i.e. including both distractor types). Error bars: ± 1 SEM.

27.21, p < 0.001; Fig. 2.1c). In fact, visual distractors in the Attend Auditory con-
dition did not change the JND compared to the Audiovisual condition without
distractors (t17 < 1, p = 0.36). Furthermore, the lapse rate (the tendency of the
subject to make an uninformed random decision in a particular trial) increased
substantially in the Attend Visual condition (F2,16 = 38.14, p < 0.001), together
with a strong shift in the point of subjective equality (PSE; F2,16 = 9.67, p < 0.005;
Supplemental Fig. 2.6b).

This pattern of results may indicate that subjects often based their judgments
purely on auditory duration, even in the Audiovisual condition in which the si-
multaneous visual stimuli of equal duration could have been helpful in providing
more sensory evidence of elapsed time. However, the observation that reaction
times were fastest in the Audiovisual condition (F2,16 = 8.87, p = 0.003; Audiovi-
sual faster than Attend Auditory: t17 = 2.98, p = 0.008; Audiovisual faster than
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Attend Visual: t17 = 3.12, p = 0.005; no difference in RT between Attend Au-
ditory and Attend Visual: t17 = 1.3, p = 0.21), suggests that attending to the bi-
modal simultaneous audiovisual stimuli did give a behavioral benefit. Moreover,
we observed in both Attend Visual and Attend Auditory condition a distractor-
dependent shift in the PSE (F2,16 = 19.63, p < 0.001; Fig. 2.1d), which is implica-
tive of an interference effect of distractor duration on the perceptual judgment of
target duration. For example, subjects were more likely to respond with “shorter
than standard” at visual targets (both short and long) that were accompanied by a
shorter auditory distractor (Supplemental Fig. 2.6c). Although this interference
effect was stronger in degree for auditory distractors in the Attend Visual con-
dition (again reflecting auditory dominance in timing; F2,16 = 7.92, p = 0.011),
it was significant, and qualitatively similar, in the Attend Auditory condition
(F2,16 = 14.22, p = 0.001). In addition, distractor interference explained variance
in both conditions (Fig. 2.1b): subjects that were more influenced by a visual or
auditory distractor also had an increased JND (reflected by a shallower psychome-
tric curve; see Supplemental Fig. 2.6c; r = 0.68, p = 0.002 for auditory distractor
interference; r = 0.74, p < 0.001 for visual distractor interference). These behav-
ioral dynamics thus point to some form of cross-talk between modalities, where
one modality influences the time estimation of another modality in an attention-
dependent manner.

2.3.2 EEG results: Power and phase dynamics

While subjects performed the task we measured their EEG activity with a high-
density array of 209 electrodes. Based on a task-independent localizer procedure
(see Fig. 2.2a and Materials and Methods), we first analyzed task-related activity
in the time-frequency domain in clusters of channels that were most sensitive to
the auditory (a central group of electrodes) and visual (bilateral occipital channels)
stimuli. Over these regions, we observed an increase in theta (4-8 Hz) and alpha
(8-12 Hz) power and ITPC in all conditions during both standard and target stim-
uli. The inter-stimulus interval and response window showed sustained delta (1-4
Hz), alpha and beta (13-25 Hz) power suppressions (Fig. 2.2b). In the delta-band,
the auditory region showed stronger power and ITPC than the visual region,
during the standard and target (as revealed by exploratory time-frequency-cluster
t-tests with p < 0.001; see Supplemental Fig. 2.8). Cluster-based permutation
testing of theta power in the Attend Visual vs. Attend Auditory condition, in
addition, revealed a right-lateralized network of temporal, parietal and occipital
electrodes involved in attending to visual information (Fig. 2.2c, top), consistent
with a right hemisphere dominance for processing temporal information (Bat-
telli et al., 2007). In addition, alpha ITPC during the target was also stronger
for Attend Visual, in two bilateral clusters of occipital channels (Fig. 2.2c, bot-
tom). This is most likely explained by the attention manipulation (Palva and
Palva, 2011): even though visual information was present in all conditions, specif-
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Figure 2.2: Localizer results and task-related time-frequency dynamics of power and inter-trial phase
clustering (ITPC). (a) A task-independent localizer procedure showed a mid-central increase in theta (4-8
Hz) ITPC during the auditory tone and parieto-occipital alpha (8-12 Hz) ITPC during the visual LED
presentation, 100-300 ms post-onset. Channels depicted with white disks with black border show the
sensor clusters selected for further analyses. (b) In these channel clusters during the main experiment
task, condition averaged power (top) and ITPC (bottom) showed regular patterns of activity in the delta
(1-4 Hz), theta, alpha and beta (13-25 Hz) bands. (c) Topographically, the Attend Visual condition showed
enhanced activity in theta power during the standard over a right-lateralized parieto-occipital region, and
increased alpha ITPC during the target over two bilateral occipital regions.

ically attending to this information increased occipital alpha phase consistency.

2.3.3 EEG results: Interregional phase synchrony

We used the debiased weighted phase-lag index (dwPLI; Vinck et al., 2011 to mea-
sure volume-conduction-independent inter-regional connectivity. We first com-
puted dwPLI between our predefined auditory and visual channel clusters (based
on the localizer, see Fig. 2.2a). The condition-averaged plot revealed sustained
alpha-band synchrony as well as stimulus-related transient increases (Fig. 2.3a).
Evaluated over a fixed interval of 50-400 ms that invariably fell within stimulus
presentations for the standard, and within most targets (average: 92%; min: 84%;
max: 97% of trials), connectivity between these clusters was marginally affected
by condition (F2,16 = 2.90, p = 0.084). Yet, there was a significant difference
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during the standard between the Audiovisual and Attend Auditory condition
(t17 = 2.41, p = 0.028). Thus, in the Attend Auditory condition, where sub-
jects were less influenced by distractors (as indicated by the behavioral results),
these responses were preceded by a decrease in alpha phase synchrony between
auditory and visual regions during the standard (Fig. 2.3b).

To confirm the spatial specificity of the effects tested in the hypothesis-driven
ANOVA-based analysis, we computed alpha phase synchrony between each elec-
trode and the auditory and visual channel clusters and tested for topographical
effects of increased connectivity in Audiovisual relative to Attend Auditory or
Attend Visual. The results indeed supported our initial finding of increased au-
diovisual alpha synchronization in the Audiovisual condition, particularly during
the standard (Fig. 2.3c and Supplemental Fig. 2.7): The auditory cluster showed
connectivity in occipital channels while the visual cluster showed connectivity in
midcentral channels (albeit with sub-threshold significance).

In the Attend Visual condition, the degree of the distractor effect over sub-
jects (see Fig. 2.1c) was predicted by the strength of alpha synchrony during
the target between the auditory and visual channel clusters (Fig. 2.3d): sub-
jects that experienced more auditory distractor interference while attending vi-
sion showed stronger alpha connectivity between auditory and visual regions
(r = 0.59, p = 0.011). This relationship did not hold during the standard, nor
during the Attend Auditory condition, probably due to the small shifts in PSE
by the less influential visual distractors in this condition. Together, these results
are in line with a functional role for alpha connectivity supporting cross-modal
information integration.

An alternative interpretation of our results is that the mid-central electrodes
identified in the independent localizer task could still reflect a non-auditory re-
gion that exerted top-down modulatory control over visual regions, expressed
in alpha-band connectivity. To address this possibility, we conducted an addi-
tional effective connectivity analysis using Granger causality. This measure is
defined as the log of a ratio of error variances from a univariate autoregression
model (current values of, for example, time domain activity in visual channels are
predicted from preceding values from the same channels), and a bivariate autore-
gression model (current values of visual channel activity are predicted from both
activity from visual channels and auditory channels). The resulting regression
coefficients thus reflect how past activity in one region predicts future activity in
another region (Seth, 2008). If our finding of audiovisual alpha-band coupling re-
flected top-down directed influence from central to occipital channels, one would
expect Granger causality only in this direction. However, we observed Granger
causality in both directions, during the standard and target, in all three condi-
tions (no main and interaction effects; all F ′ s < 0.5; see Supplemental Fig. 2.9),
confirming bidirectional functional connectivity between our predefined clusters
hypothesized to reflect primary sensory regions.
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Figure 2.3: Interregional connectivity analysis revealed attention- and distractor-dependent changes in
alpha phase synchronization between auditory and visual regions. (a) Condition averaged phase-lag index
showed robust increases in alpha (8-12 Hz) band phase synchronization between the predefined auditory
and visual channel clusters. (b) During the presentation of the standard stimulus, this connectivity was
reduced in the Attend Auditory condition. * p < 0.05. (c) A follow-up seed-to-all channel alpha synchro-
nization analysis confirmed the connectivity between central and posterior regions to be modulated by
attention, in that it was stronger during the standard in the Audiovisual condition compared to the other
two conditions (statistical thresholding via cluster-based permutation testing). Cyan channels: auditory
seed; magenta channels: visual seed; white channels showed significant condition difference in connectiv-
ity with these seeds. (d) In the Attend Visual condition, subjects with stronger alpha phase synchrony
between auditory and visual regions during target were more influenced by auditory distractors. This was
not the case for visual distractors in the Attend Auditory condition.

Another issue that needs to be raised is that the frequency within which we
observed audiovisual connectivity (∼10 Hz) is somewhat higher than the power
and ITPC alpha dynamics observed locally at the corresponding auditory and
visual channels (cf. Fig. 2.3a and Fig. 2.2b). Indeed, correlating subject-specific
peak frequency values (averaged over the standard and target interval) between
these regions within either power or ITPC, and between dwPLI and power/ITPC
did not reveal any significant statistical relationship (all r ′ s < 0.30; p ′ s > 0.22),
suggesting that these EEG activity metrics are independent (Cohen, 2014a). In
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fact, this reassures that our connectivity results are not inflated by a concomitant
increase in same-frequency activity within these regions (Muthukumaraswamy
and Singh, 2011).

2.3.4 Single-trial connectivity-behavior relationship

We hypothesized that if alpha connectivity between visual and auditory regions
plays the above hypothesized role in integration of temporal information across
senses, similarity in the connectivity strength between the standard and target
stimulus could indicate stability of the mental representation of the stimulus du-
rations when the connectivity is beneficial (as in the Audiovisual condition). On
the other hand, when connectivity provides conflicting information (especially
in the Attend Visual condition) similarity between standard and target may be
detrimental. Thus, strength-similarity of alpha connectivity should predict be-
havioral judgments. We divided trials into a “low similarity” and “high similar-
ity” condition (“similarity” referring to the difference in connectivity strength
between the standard and the target), and then re-fit the psychometric functions
separately on the groups of trials defined by their connectivity similarities (Fig.
2.4a). This revealed a strong interaction effect between similarity and condition
on the lapse rate (F2,16 = 63.94, p < 0.001; Fig. 2.4b). Specifically, in the Audiovi-
sual condition, trials in which connectivity during standard and target was more
similar were characterized by a reduced lapse rate (i.e. less lapse driven responses;
t17 = 6.45, p < 0.001). The opposite was true for the Attend Visual condition.
In general, this condition showed a higher lapse rate (see also Supplemental Fig.
2.6b), but the interaction with similarity showed relatively stronger lapsing for
trials with more similarity in interregional alpha connectivity during standard
and target (t17 =−8.32, p = 0.025). In addition, although there were no main and
interaction effects of similarity with respect to JND and PSE, post-hoc t-tests re-
vealed that only in the Attend Visual condition both these measures increased in
magnitude for high compared to low similarity trials (PSE: t17 = 2.26, p = 0.037;
JND: t17 = 2.17, p = 0.045), again reflecting worse performance for those tri-
als in which audiovisual synchrony was more stable. These findings show that
phase coupling of sensory regions in the alpha-band during cross-modal stimuli
can provide the ground for perceptual comparisons, especially when the duration
of these stimuli provide a cue for integration.

2.4 Discussion

The main aim of this study was to investigate the electrophysiological dynamics
of cross-sensory communication during the perception of multisensory temporal
information. Based on previous literature (Hummel and Gerloff, 2005; Klemen
and Chambers, 2012; Senkowski et al., 2008), we hypothesized that phase syn-
chronization may be a key mechanism by which early sensory regions could be
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Figure 2.4: Single-trial similarity between standard and target stimuli in alpha connectivity between the
predefined auditory and visual channel clusters predicted condition differences in lapse rate. (a) Schematic
illustration of analysis pipeline: per condition, at each trial dwPLI is calculated over a fixed time window
(50-400 ms) during standard and target. Next, the connectivity similarity is defined as the absolute value
of dwPLI difference between standard and target; hence, smaller values indicate more similarity. Trials
were subjected to a median-split, yielding for each attention condition a “low similarity” and “high sim-
ilarity” sub-condition. Psychometric functions were re-fitted on the behavioral data of these trials. (b)
Results showed an interaction effect between condition and similarity on lapse rate (right panel): in the
Audiovisual condition, trials with more connectivity similarity were less influenced by response lapses,
while in the Attend Visual condition high similarity trials were driven by a stronger lapse rate. * p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.001.

transiently coupled, thus providing temporal “windows” of cross-modal integra-
tion.

Our results are in line with the above hypothesis: attending to the duration of
simultaneously presented auditory and visual stimuli elicited transient bursts of
alpha (8-12 Hz) phase synchrony between auditory and visual systems. Moreover,
when attending to auditory duration while ignoring distracting visual duration,
the strength of functional alpha connectivity was reduced, together with reduced
behavioral interference of the visual distractors. In turn, attending to visual dura-
tion while ignoring distracting auditory duration showed a degree of audiovisual
alpha synchrony that was comparable to attending both modalities, and which
predicted auditory distractor interference: subjects who exhibited stronger inter-
ference also showed stronger interregional alpha synchrony. In these cases, cross-
modal combination of sensory information through coupling between auditory
and visual regions thus hampered task performance.
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Furthermore, we found an interaction between cross-modal attention, ten-
dency of lapsing, and single-trial estimated stability of alpha synchrony. That
is, similar connectivity strength across two intervals provided sensory evidence
for duration comparison, which led to fewer attentional lapses when attending
to both modalities without distractors, and to more attentional lapses when at-
tending to visual targets with auditory distractors. Together, these results point
to alpha phase synchrony between sensory regions as a putative neural underpin-
ning of cross-sensory temporal integration.

2.4.1 Psychophysical evidence of cross-modal integration ver-
sus distractor interference

Using a hierarchical Bayesian modeling approach (Shiffrin et al., 2008) in fitting
a psychometric function on the behavioral data of each subject, we found strong
evidence for the auditory modality being superior over the visual modality in
estimating elapsed time. This finding is consistent with a large body of litera-
ture implicating auditory dominance in timing (Burr et al., 2009; de Haas et al.,
2013; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Welch and Warren, 1980). Specifically, the
psychophysical parameters of just-noticeable difference and lapse rate did not dif-
fer between the Audiovisual and Attend Auditory condition, and performance
was clearly compromised in the Attend Visual condition only. This could be ex-
plained by subjects relying exclusively on the auditory modality, even in the Au-
diovisual condition that allowed for temporal integration (because of absence of
irrelevant and distracting temporal information), and in the Attend Visual con-
dition leading to biased performance (due to presence of such auditory distrac-
tors). However, given that we found a numerically smaller but statistically reli-
able visual distractor interference effect in the Attend Auditory condition, this
extreme interpretation is unlikely. Rather, in line with other studies, cross-modal
effects in timing are asymmetric (van Wassenhove et al., 2008; Wada et al., 2003),
and are task- and context-dependent. For example, duration judgment of an au-
ditory stimulus can be influenced by co-occurring visual moving stimuli (Hass
et al., 2012). Thus, when confronted with simultaneous multisensory input, even
though one modality is in general superior over the other, cross-modal interac-
tions seem to be ubiquitous but may vary in degree.

2.4.2 Long-range alpha-band phase synchronization reflected
low-level sensory interactions

Our EEG findings of interregional alpha phase coupling confirmed that cross-
modal interaction in situations of bimodal stimuli is a robust phenomenon. In-
deed, phase synchrony was present in all conditions and was strongly concen-
trated in the alpha-band, reflecting continuous cross-talk between our a priori lo-
calized sensory regions. This general finding fits within the proposed framework
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of “binding through coherence” (Engel et al., 1999; Fries, 2005; von der Mals-
burg, 1995), and adds to accumulating evidence that synchronized phase dynam-
ics across regions may be a key mechanism of integration (Klemen and Chambers,
2012; Sarko et al., 2013; Senkowski et al., 2008).

The frequency bands implicated in cross-modal integration vary from delta
(Luo et al., 2010; Sakowitz et al., 2005) up to gamma (Doesburg et al., 2008;
Kanayama et al., 2007), and phase synchronization effects have been found across
a wide range of paradigms, recording techniques and data analyses (for a review,
see Senkowski et al., 2008). Thus, interregional phase synchrony is a likely can-
didate for the role of a general integration principle, where the exact frequency
band could be highly task-specific. Here, we exclusively observed connectivity
effects in the alpha-band, after using the conservative method of the phase-lag in-
dex (Stam et al., 2007; Vinck et al., 2011). A growing body of findings has tied
decreases in local alpha power to suppression of task-irrelevant activity, and local
alpha phase coherence to “pulsed gating” of task-relevant activity, in perceptual
and attentional tasks (Klimesch et al., 2007; Mathewson et al., 2009; Spaak et al.,
2014). Recently it has been shown that these local effects need not be restricted
to visual or sensorimotor cortex, but extend to auditory regions in the case of
auditory stimuli (Mazaheri et al., 2014). In relation to multisensory processing,
research has revealed that sound-locked periodicity in perception of TMS-induced
visual phosphenes follows the alpha rhythm, which correlates with EEG alpha ac-
tivity (Romei et al., 2012). Such alpha-phase-driven audiovisual interactions may
even arise with task-irrelevant acoustic noise facilitating visual perception (Gleiss
and Kayser, 2014), highlighting the automaticity and ubiquitousness of ongoing
time-dependent coupling of the auditory and visual domain. Although fewer
studies have investigated long-range interactions in alpha phase synchrony (Palva
and Palva, 2011), an earlier study (Hummel and Gerloff, 2005) linked cross-site al-
pha synchrony to visuotactile integration. Moreover, more recent studies (Cohen
and van Gaal, 2013; van Driel et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) have shown alpha
phase synchrony to reflect large-scale functional network interactions. Our study
is in accordance with such a coordinating active role of alpha phase synchrony,
linking it to cross-modal attention effects and psychophysical performance.

2.4.3 Alpha synchrony predicted psychophysical performance
within- and across-subjects

Alpha phase synchrony correlated with task performance: subjects with stronger
audiovisual connectivity were more susceptible to auditory interference. This
provides evidence that interregional phase synchrony automatically boosts mul-
timodal integration also in situations when the information from the irrelevant
modality is distracting. That is, in our task the behavioral decision of visual tar-
get duration was influenced by auditory distractor duration, which was in turn
predicted by increased audiovisual alpha synchrony. To our knowledge, this is
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the first direct demonstration that interregional synchrony cannot only aid, but
can also hurt behavior. For example, visuotactile gamma-band (40-50 Hz) phase
synchrony has been shown to decrease during situations of spatial incongruency
between visual and somatosensory stimuli in the rubber-hand illusion (Kanayama
et al., 2007). Thus, a novel prediction from our study is that stronger interre-
gional synchrony in incongruent bimodal conditions would lead to worse task
performance.

Our single-trial connectivity analysis further strengthened the role of inter-
regional synchrony in information integration. Specifically, in the Attend Visual
condition, trials in which connectivity during the standard stimulus was more
similar to connectivity during the target stimulus, were more likely to result in
lapse-driven responses, possibly through the distracting influence of the superior
auditory modality in timing. Importantly, in our study we estimated a “latent”
lapse rate parameter with a Bayesian model, similar to previous studies in the field
of psychophysics (Prins, 2012; Wichmann and Hill, 2001). To our knowledge, this
is the first study that directly links such a psychometric lapse rate to a neurophysi-
ological process that involves interregional functional connectivity. This provides
an intriguing new hypothesis that adds to the current debate in the literature on
what neurocognitive, or psychological process the lapse rate might capture (Prins,
2012, 2013), where the discussion has mostly focussed on how the inclusion of a
lapse rate parameter influences the model fit (Klein, 2001; Treutwein and Stras-
burger, 1999). Interestingly, lapses in sustained attention to a task have been stud-
ied in the cognitive neuroscientific literature (O’Connell et al., 2009b; Weissman
et al., 2006), and have been linked to posterior alpha power dynamics (Macdonald
et al., 2011; van Driel et al., 2012). It is thus an exciting topic for future research
to further investigate the relationship between psychometric lapsing and neural
mechanisms of lapses in attention.

2.4.4 Local oscillatory dynamics of power and inter-trial phase
clustering

In addition to interregional connectivity dynamics, we observed local power fluc-
tuations as well, most notably in the theta-band (4-8 Hz). A right-lateralized
parieto-occipital region showed increased theta power in the Attend Visual con-
dition. This is consistent with the idea that right-parietal networks subserve the
representation of temporal information of visual events (Battelli et al., 2007; Gug-
gisberg et al., 2011; Wiener et al., 2012). Furthermore, the Attend Visual con-
dition showed increased local alpha phase clustering over occipital sites. As de-
scribed above, local alpha phase dynamics may reflect the resetting of ongoing
alpha oscillations, resulting in rhythmic pulses of inhibitory activity (Jensen and
Mazaheri, 2010) which supports periodic attentional sampling (Busch and Van-
Rullen, 2010; VanRullen et al., 2011). Here, we show that this effect is increased
in a condition where attention is directed at visual duration with concurrent au-
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ditory distractors.

2.4.5 Anatomy of audiovisual integration

Our findings of interregional alpha synchrony are based on an EEG metric of
functional connectivity at the scalp level. Although the phase-lag index effectively
rules out the possibility of spurious synchrony due to volume conducted activity
of a single source (Nunez et al., 1997; Stam et al., 2007), we cannot conclude that
our obtained results unambiguously reflect direct cortico-cortical connectivity,
or whether an underlying subcortical structure is actually driving this coupling
in a functional way. Several studies have pointed to thalamic nuclei (Lakatos et al.,
2007) such as the pulvinar (Saalmann et al., 2012) to regulate cortico-cortical elec-
trophysiological connectivity, possibly through direct anatomical connections
(van den Brink et al., 2014a), and specifically modulating the alpha-band (Bol-
limunta et al., 2011; Hindriks and van Putten, 2013). Concurrent fMRI-EEG
in humans, or invasive methods in animals, provide intriguing tools to further
investigate this.

With a task-independent localizer, we found that auditory stimuli elicited sig-
nificant inter-trial phase clustering in the theta-band over a midcentral scalp re-
gion, which we thus used for our subsequent connectivity analyses. These phase
dynamics likely reflected auditory evoked responses (Thorne et al., 2011), which
several studies have shown to originate in the primary auditory cortex in bilat-
eral Heschl’s gyrus and superior temporal gyrus, and project to central electrodes
(Liegeois-Chauvel et al., 1994; Yvert et al., 2005). We believe that this line of find-
ings validates our choice of functional localizer-based midcentral sites as an “audi-
tory” cluster. Future studies investigating audiovisual phase synchrony could use,
for example, beamforming techniques to better anatomically localize these inter-
regional coupling dynamics to the corresponding primary cortices in the brain.

2.4.6 Limitations

We observed a main effect of cross-modal attention on interregional alpha syn-
chrony only during the standard and not during the target. Although we did
not formulate clear predictions about a difference between the intervals, this re-
sult was somewhat surprising. That is, in the Attend Auditory and Attend Vi-
sual condition, the offset of the target stimulus was different from the offset of
the distractor and this difference modulated behavioral performance. One might
thus expect reduced audiovisual coupling to be most beneficial around this time
window, which was not what we found. However, our supplemental seeded syn-
chrony analysis did reveal a qualitatively similar (though non-significant) pattern
of condition differences in audiovisual connectivity during target (see Supplemen-
tal Material). Moreover, the significant correlation between synchrony and dis-
tractor interference was evaluated over the average activity during target intervals,
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where synchrony during the standard did not show such a relationship. Lastly,
our finding of a single-trial relationship between connectivity and the lapse rate
was based on a “stability” metric defined as similarity in connectivity between
standard and target. On the other hand, our results may partly reflect that effec-
tive encoding of the standard stimulus is relatively more important for the com-
parison judgment, and that its neural signature can be manipulated by modality-
specific attention instructions. Relatedly, the fact that we used a constant 500 ms
standard while only varying the target may be a design weakness, as it is hard to
know whether subjects internalized an implicit, remembered standard over many
trials, or whether they directly compared each target to each preceding standard
trial-by-trial. Future work could vary the standard length as well.

Another possible limitation is that given our a priori defined clusters of audi-
tory and visual channels that were based on an orthogonal localizer task, another
cortical (“supramodal") region could have served as a top-down node (Siegel et al.,
2012), which may have gone undetected. Indeed, alpha-band phase synchrony
may be an important mechanism with which fronto-parietal regions modulate
lower-level regions in a top-down manner (Palva and Palva, 2011). However, in
our seeded-synchrony topographical analysis we specifically observed connectiv-
ity patterns between regions that were consistent with our localizer-based find-
ings. In addition, our control analysis of Granger causality confirmed that our
obtained audiovisual interactions were bidirectional in nature. Moreover, there
is growing agreement in the literature that cross-modal integration processes can
occur at earlier stages of sensory processing by direct communication between
primary perceptual cortices (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006). Our current study
adds to this notion.

2.4.7 Conclusions

Simultaneously presented stimuli of different modalities are likely to belong to-
gether when their durations match. In this study, we showed that alpha phase
synchrony between auditory and visual regions is a robust phenomenon that
supports the integration of such a temporal match when attending to audiovi-
sual durations. Our findings support the view of multisensory processing being
non-hierarchical, where sensory regions can be directly coupled through phase-
synchronized oscillations. In addition, we were able to show that this connectiv-
ity fluctuated depending on whether attention was directed to one modality or
both. Studying long-range, in addition to local, neurophysiological interactions
thus provides a key avenue for advancing our understanding of how spatially seg-
regated regions in the brain continuously integrate a continuously changing envi-
ronment.
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2.5 Supplemental Material

2.5.1 Bayesian graphical model of the psychometric function

We modeled the psychophysical responses of duration comparison of each subject
with the Gumbel function. This function is specified by

Ψ(x;α,β) = e−e
−(x−α)
β

whereΨ represents the predicted behavioral response (defined here as the pro-
portion of responding with “longer than standard”) and x the stimulus intensity
(here, the duration of the target interval). α and β represent intercept and slope,
respectively. The parameters of the Gumbel function were estimated using hier-
archical Bayesian graphical modeling (Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014; Rouder and
Lu, 2005; Shiffrin et al., 2008). The hierarchical Bayesian inference approach as-
sumes that the parameters of individual subjects are drawn from an overarching
group-level distribution of parameter values, thereby taking into account indi-
vidual differences. As a result, parameter estimations for the individual subjects
are less vulnerable to extreme values and have therefore reduced variability (Far-
rell and Ludwig, 2008; Rouder and Lu, 2005). The model was implemented in
WinBUGS (Ntzoufras, 2009), which uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
iterative sampling method (Gamerman and Lopes, 2006; Gilks et al., 1996; Kuss
et al., 2005), and was largely based on an earlier psychometric function model
(van Driel et al., 2014b).

The psychometric model works as follows (see Fig. 2.5). Consider the i t h

subject who makes ni j duration discrimination judgments for the j t h stimulus
pair of standard and target, where the target has duration xi j . The number of
times this subject classifies this target as “longer” is denoted by ri j . Thus, for tar-
get duration xi j we observe ri j “long” responses out of ni j trials, and we assume
this process is determined by a binomial rate parameter θi j . At each iteration of
the model, the value of the rate parameter θi j is determined either by the height
of the psychometric functionΨ (i.e. the Gumbel function), or by a random value
of a uniform distribution (i.e. lapsing), which depends on a Bernoulli process
with rate πi (i.e. the lapse rate). In other words, the lapse rate parameter deter-
mines whether the average “long” response to a particular target was more likely
to result from lapsing (π), or from a psychometric choice (1–π), and can thus be
assumed to be fairly low (see Kuss et al., 2005). A simple logistic version of this
model is described in more detail elsewhere (van Driel et al., 2014b), and is largely
similar to the psychometric process as described in Kuss et al., 2005. The model,
including the prior distributions set on the group-level parameters, is graphically
visualized in Figure 2.5 (according to Bayesian Graphical Modeling conventions;
see Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014). Our main parameters of interest were, for each
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Figure 2.5: Graphical model of the psychometric process of duration comparison, including a lapse rate
process. The meaning of each symbol can be found in Section 2.5.1. Squared nodes represent discrete vari-
ables and circular nodes represent continuous variables. Grey shaded nodes represent observed variables
and white nodes represent unobserved (latent) variables. Double-bordered nodes represent deterministic
variables whereas single-bordered nodes represent stochastic variables (i.e. with a particular distribution).
Lastly, the plates represent the hierarchical character of the model, where the inner plate demarcates stim-
ulus specific processes and the outer plate subject specific processes. Nodes outside the outer plate denote
group-level distributions. On the right side of the figure, the prior distributions of the stochastic variables,
and the relations between the deterministic variables are shown. More explanation on Bayesian graphical
models can be found in Lee and Wagenmakers, 2014.

subject, the α and β parameters of the Gumbel function and the lapse rate π.
For MCMC sampling we used three separate chains of 10,000 iterations, with a
burn-in of 5,000 iterations and a thinning factor of 10. This yields a total of 1500
samples for each final subject-specific posterior distribution of α, β and π. The
R-hat statistic (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) showed good convergence of the three
chains for all parameters (all R-hat’s≥ 1.0).

From these posteriors, the “just noticeable difference” (JND) and “point of
subjective equality” (PSE) of the psychometric functions were derived by apply-
ing the inverse Gumbel function on the MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimates
of α andβ. The JND is usually defined as the point on the psychometric function
where the subject knows the correct answer on half of the trials, which would
yield 75% accuracy. Thus, we took the JND to be Ψ−1(1−δ)−Ψ−1(δ), where
δ = 0.25. The PSE was defined as Ψ−1(0.50), and for the lapse rate we took the
MAP estimate of the π parameter. See also Figure 2.6a.
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Figure 2.6: Supplemental behavioral results. (a) Gumbel functions fitted to behavioral data of one ex-
ample subject for the three conditions. Thick line indicates the function derived from the maximum-
a-posteriori of the posterior distributions of the α and β Gumbel parameters; thin lines represent the
minimum and maximum values of the posterior distributions. Black straight line shows the point of
subjective equality (PSE); dashed lines demarcate the just-noticeable difference (JND), or width of the
functions. Attend Visual showed a more shallow function, and included one clear lapse-driven outlier
in this subject. In addition, the Audiovisual and Attend Auditory condition showed strong similarity in
shape of the function. (b) Group level average values of PSE and lapse rate parameter for the different con-
ditions, showing worse performance in Attend Visual. Error bars: ± SEM. (c) Psychometric functions
of four example subjects, fit to distractor-specific trials. This revealed a shift in response bias towards
more “long” responses when the distractor was longer (LD lines) than the target, and a shift towards more
“short” responses when the distractor was shorter (SD lines) than the target. Grey lines represent the
main psychometric functions fitted on all trials. Horizontal dotted lines denote the strength of distractor
interference at the PSE. (d) At the group level, the distractor types affected JND, with lower JND (i.e.
better performance) for long distractors in Attend Auditory, and short distractors in Attend Visual. ***
p < 0.001; * p < 0.05.

2.5.2 Control analysis of interregional alpha synchrony

In the main results we showed that 1) between predefined clusters of auditory
and visual channels (based on a task-independent localizer; see Methods and Re-
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sults) there was an increase in alpha-band phase synchrony in all three conditions
during the presentation of the audiovisual stimuli, and that 2) evaluating the con-
dition differences of this effect over all channels (by cluster-based permutation
testing) confirmed that posterior and central electrodes were specifically coupled
(see also Fig. 2.7a). To further confirm this finding we took the following within-
subject correlational approach. For each subject, we averaged over trials the con-
nectivity between the predefined auditory cluster (see Fig. 2.2a) as seed and all
other channels, during target and standard and for all three conditions separately.
This gave a metric of seeded synchrony for all 209 channels. We repeated this
but now with the predefined visual cluster as seed. Next, we correlated these two
seeded-synchrony channel vectors using a Spearman rank coefficient, and com-
puted the Fisher-z transform of the correlation values. The rationale behind this
analysis was that if occipital channels synchronize with auditory channels and
this connectivity is spatially specific, the whole-scalp spatial pattern of connectiv-
ity of these two seeds should be positively correlated. The results are presented
in Figure 2.7b and show indeed a positive correlation at the group level for all
conditions during both standard and target (tested against zero, all p ′ s < 0.008,
Bonferroni corrected α/6). Interestingly, the relative decrease in connectivity in
the Attend Auditory condition during standard was observed here as well, al-
though this effect did not reach significance (all p ′ s > 0.15).
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Figure 2.7: Supplemental seeded synchrony results. (a) Topographical contrasts of Audiovisual<Attend
Auditory/Visual connectivity both for the auditory cluster as seed (top row) and visual cluster as seed
(bottom row), during standard and target, showing condition differences in dwPLI. Even though during
target these differences did not reach significance, one can observe posterior activity with the auditory
seed, and central activity with the visual seed, in both condition contrasts. (b) A control analysis using
within-subject spatial correlations between the two seeded-synchrony connectivity patterns confirmed
the reciprocal connections between posterior and central regions.
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Figure 2.8: Time-frequency plots of auditory and visual cluster channels, and the difference between
clusters, separately for the different conditions. (a) Local power dynamics show high similarity across
conditions and regions, where the auditory region shows relatively stronger delta (∼2-5 Hz) power than
the visual region during the standard interval, in the Audiovisual and Attend Auditory condition. Right
column: channel cluster contrast; black lines demarcate significant difference at the uncorrected p-value
threshold of 0.001, in case of at least 8 consecutive time-points and/or 3 consecutive frequencies showing
significance. (b) As in (a), for ITPC. In the Audiovisual condition, the auditory region showed stronger
delta (∼1-4 Hz) ITPC than the visual region during the standard and target; in the Attend Auditory
condition, the auditory region showed stronger delta (∼1-2 Hz) ITPC during the target.
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Figure 2.9: Granger causality analysis, showing bidirectional effective connectivity between predefined
auditory and visual cluster channels during target and standard. Causality was not affected by condition,
direction (vis-to-aud or aud-to-vis), nor interval, providing evidence against an alternative explanation of
audiovisual functional connectivity being a reflection of top-down directed influence of parietal regions
over visual regions.
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Abstract

Performance errors in conflict tasks often result from inappropriate action impulses,
and are thought to signal the need for increased control over the motor system. How-
ever, errors may also result from lapses in sustained attention, which may require
different monitoring and adaptation mechanisms. Distinguishing between the mech-
anisms of adaptation is important as both error types may occur intermixed. To this
end, we measured EEG of healthy human subjects while they performed three vari-
ants of the Simon task in which errors were more likely to occur due to attentional
lapses, failures of motor control, or both. Behavioral results showed that subjects ex-
hibited less conflict effects and less impulsive errors in sustained attention compared
to the other Simon conditions. Time-frequency analyses of EEG data showed that
the sustained attention Simon condition, compared to the motor control Simon con-
dition, was characterized by: 1) less error-related MFC theta (4-8 Hz) power and an
absence of error-related MFC–DLPFC theta phase synchronization; 2) stronger error-
related suppression of parieto-occipital alpha (8-12 Hz) power and stronger parieto-
occipital–frontal alpha synchronization. A control experiment, using the Sustained
Attention to Response Test (SART), confirmed that adaptation after attentional lapses
involved posterior alpha power suppression, in addition to inter-regional frontal theta
activity. Together, these results suggest that at least two cortical mechanisms exist for
performance monitoring, and that different tasks and task-settings can recruit these
mechanisms in a different way. Post-error brain dynamics thus consist of heteroge-
neous activity from multiple neurocognitive processes.
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3.1 Introduction

The medial frontal cortex (MFC), which includes the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), has long been implicated in performance monitoring (Alexander and
Brown, 2011; Botvinick et al., 2001; Carter et al., 1998; Gehring et al., 1993).
Among other cognitive control functions, it is thought to detect the occurrence
of errors, and to work in concert with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
to subsequently enhance top-down control over the motor system to avoid future
errors (Gehring and Knight, 2000; Kerns et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2000;
Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a,b). It has been suggested that oscillatory activity in the
theta (4-8 Hz) band may be the electrophysiological mechanism underlying these
interactions (Luu and Tucker, 2001; Luu et al., 2004; Trujillo and Allen, 2007), re-
flected by midfrontal theta power and frontal inter-site theta phase synchroniza-
tion (Cavanagh et al., 2009). These and other recent findings (Hanslmayr et al.,
2008; Nigbur et al., 2011a) have corroborated the idea that the MFC could bet-
ter be conceptualized as one important “hub” in a larger network that supports
post-error adaptation (Cohen, 2011a; Cohen and van Gaal, 2013).

In studying error processing, most of the above studies typically compare
two conditions: errors and correct trials. However, qualitatively different kinds
of errors may exist that result from and lead to distinct neurocognitive processes
(Christ et al., 2000; Ham et al., 2012; Steinhauser and Kiesel, 2011). Importantly,
because these different types of errors can be present in one task, but are behav-
iorally difficult to distinguish, their different patterns of error-related brain activ-
ity are averaged together, clouding interpretations of the specific neural mecha-
nisms underlying error monitoring and adaptation.

In long tasks with repetitive trials in a non-arousing environment, the par-
ticipant’s level of sustained attention fluctuates over time (Cohen and Maunsell,
2011; Smallwood and Schooler, 2006): Subjects have attentional lapses that are
manifest in increased response time variability (Weissman et al., 2006) and errors
(O’Connell et al., 2009a,b). Fluctuations in sustained attention have been linked
to alpha (8-12 Hz) activity over posterior parietal-occipital areas (Dockree et al.,
2007; Macdonald et al., 2011; Sadaghiani et al., 2010). For example, increased pre-
stimulus alpha power (O’Connell et al., 2009a,b), and post-response alpha sup-
pression (Mazaheri et al., 2009) have been associated with errors in the Sustained
Attention to Response Test (SART).

Given the above findings of midfrontal theta dynamics related to error mon-
itoring in cognitive control, and posterior alpha dynamics related to sustained
attention variability, the goal of this study was to better characterize different
error-related neural mechanisms within the same and across different tasks. First,
we showed that subtle manipulations of the Simon task (used to study response
conflict; Leuthold, 2011) resulted in varying degrees of theta and alpha oscillatory
activity after errors. Second, we showed that errors in the SART (used to study
attention lapses; Robertson et al., 1997) resulted in comparable theta but stronger
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alpha error-related dynamics. Together, these findings demonstrate that errors
may recruit, in varying degrees, different co-occurring neurocognitive processes.

3.2 Materials and Methods

To elucidate theta and alpha oscillatory activity in relation to different types of
performance errors, we conducted two experiments: Experiment 1 consisted of
three different conditions of the Simon task in the same subjects, and Experiment
2 consisted of the SART and the Simon task in the same subjects (different sub-
jects from Experiment 1). EEG data collection and analyses were similar for both
experiments.

3.2.1 Experiment 1

Subjects

Twenty-nine subjects (age 18–27, six male, six left-handed) from the University
of Amsterdam community participated in exchange for €14 or course credits.
Subjects signed an informed consent document and reported to have normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by the local ethics commit-
tee; all procedures complied with relevant laws and institutional guidelines. Data
from ten subjects were removed due to either too few errors (below 30 in one or
more conditions, corresponding with a required minimum error rate of 5% per
condition) or performance at chance level for one or more stimuli. None of the
subjects showed excessive EEG artifacts (see below), thus nineteen subjects (four
male, four left-handed) were included in the final analyses.

Task

Subjects performed three versions of the Simon task (Simon and Rudell, 1967)
that differed only in block length, predictability of trial type, and instructions.
The following stimulus and timing parameters were constant across blocks (see
Fig. 3.1a). Subjects were instructed to press with e.g. their left thumb after seeing
a blue or yellow circle, and right thumb after seeing a red or green circle. The
same colors were used for all subjects and color-response mapping was held con-
stant throughout the three versions of the task (left vs. right counterbalanced
across subjects). Targets subtended 0.50 degrees visual angle (dva) and appeared
for 34 ms 8.33 dva left or right from fixation. The inter-trial-interval (ITI) was
500 ms. A grey fixation cross (0.25 dva) was always present; all stimuli were pre-
sented on a black screen. Response conflict is induced when the location of the
target stimulus corresponds with the incorrect response hand (e.g., if the blue tar-
get, which requires a left-hand response, appears right of fixation). These trials
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Figure 3.1: Task design and trial sequence. A: Simon task, Experiments 1 and 2. Colors used: red-green
and blue-yellow, mapped to either left or right thumb (counterbalanced across subjects), and presented
either left or right from fixation. In one third of trials position on the screen and required response was
incongruent. These settings were consistent for the different Simon conditions. B: SART Experiment 2.
Trials contained digits 1–9 presented in lower left of visual field. One ninth of trials were NoGo (digit 5).
Other settings were similar to the Simon task.

are termed incongruent; congruent trials are those in which the target appears
in the same visual hemifield as the required response. One third of trials were
incongruent. There was a 1000 ms window after target onset in which responses
were accepted. Feedback on response speed was presented with the words “re-
spond faster!” if subjects did not respond within 750 ms after stimulus onset, or
“too fast, respond to the circle!” if subjects responded faster than 100 ms. Subjects
performed a short practice block of 48 trials with randomized congruent and in-
congruent trials. Feedback on accuracy was presented only in this practice block,
after each trial, with the words “wrong” or “correct”. Feedback was presented at
fixation, for 1000 ms.

The three versions differed in the following instructions and parameters. The
General Simon condition consisted of two blocks of 300 trials with congruency
randomized over trials, and a self-paced break in between blocks. Subjects were
instructed to focus on both accuracy and speed. The Motor Control Simon condi-
tion consisted of seventeen blocks of 36 trials with randomized congruency, and
20 second breaks in between blocks. Subjects were instructed to maintain their
attention to the task during these short blocks, and to use the breaks to regain
their attention. Moreover, subjects were instructed to focus more on speed than
on accuracy. The Sustained Attention Simon condition consisted of two blocks
of 312 trials with a fixed, predictable order of congruency, which was explicitly
told to the subjects: two consecutive congruent trials were always followed by
one incongruent trial, and a fixed sequence of left/right responses was repeated
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every twelve trials. In addition, subjects were instructed to focus on accuracy
rather than speed. Subjects always performed the General condition first; the
order of the Motor Control and Sustained Attention condition was counterbal-
anced across subjects.

The motivation behind these manipulations was to maintain similarity across
conditions while ‘tipping the balance’ of errors towards being produced by motor
control failures (in the Motor Control condition) or attentional lapses (in the Sus-
tained Attention condition). We believe that these mechanisms are mixed in most
studies, and are less mixed with these manipulations. Therefore, we expect more
quantitative than qualitative differences between the Simon conditions, resulting
from the distribution of qualitatively different error types varying in degree.

Active cognitive control processes on the current trial are partly shaped by
the type of and performance on the previous trial (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011;
Egner, 2007; Kerns et al., 2004). Therefore, we divided trials into separate accu-
racy conditions, collapsing over Simon-congruency: correct trials following and
preceding correct trials (cCc), correct trials following error trials (eC), and error
trials following correct trials (cE). Behavioral analyses were done on all three trial
categories; EEG analyses were done on cCc and cE trials. Because all subjects
had more cCc than cE trials, we selected for each subject a sample of cCc trials
with RTs around the mean RT of cE trials, and number of this sample matching
the amount of cE trials. This trial selection procedure ensures that differences
between Simon task variants cannot be attributed to trial count, signal-to-noise
ratio, or reaction time.

3.2.2 Experiment 2

Subjects

Seventeen subjects (age 19–23, three male, all right-handed) from the University
of Amsterdam community participated for 14 Euros or course credit. Subjects
signed an informed consent document and reported to have normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. The study was approved by the local ethics committee; all
procedures complied with relevant laws and institutional guidelines. Data of two
subjects were removed due to excessive channel and/or EMG artifacts.

Tasks

The experiment consisted of two tasks: the General Simon task, and an adapted
version of the Sustained Attention to Response Test (SART; see Mazaheri et al.,
2009; O’Connell et al., 2009a. The General Simon task was the same as the one
used in Experiment 1. Subjects always performed the General Simon task first.
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Stimuli in the SART consisted of the digits “1” through “9” and were pre-
sented randomly in grey color in the lower left visual field, with an eccentricity
of 3.15 dva. Subjects were instructed to respond with their dominant hand to all
digits (Go trials) except “5”, at which they should inhibit their response (NoGo
trial). On each trial the digits varied randomly in size (0.84–1.17 dva), and font.
This was to ensure that subjects processed the identity of the digits rather than
focusing on specific perceptual features. A grey fixation cross (size 0.25 dva) was
always present. Trial timing parameters and feedback on response speed were
similar to the Simon task (see above and Fig. 3.1b). Subjects performed a short
practice block of 24 trials. The SART contained a maximum of 6 blocks of 324
trials, where each digit was presented 36 times per block. The task ended after
the second through fifth block if the subject had made more than 50 false alarms
(erroneously responding on a NoGo trial) in total. Trial selection procedure of
error and correct trials was similar to Experiment 1.

3.2.3 EEG Methods

EEG data collection

EEG data were acquired at 512 Hz from 64 channels (using a BioSemi ActiveTwo
system; biosemi.com) placed according to the international 10-20 system, and
from both earlobes (used as reference). Offline, EEG data were high-pass filtered
at 0.5 Hz and epoched from -1.5 to 2 seconds surrounding each trial (to avoid edge
artifacts resulting from wavelet filtering, see below). All epochs were visually in-
spected and those containing EMG or other artifacts not related to eye-blinks
were manually removed. After rejection, Experiment 1 contained on average 66
cE and 66 cCc trials (minimum/maximum across subjects: 33/131, 31/130, re-
spectively). In Experiment 2, the Simon task contained on average 77 (35/109) cE
and 79 (37/111) cCc trials, and the SART 50 (37/62) and 51 (39/63), respectively.
Independent components analysis was performed on the remaining epochs us-
ing the eeglab package (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) in Matlab (The MathWorks).
Components that contained oculomotor artifacts (e.g. blinks) or other artifacts
that could be clearly distinguished from brain-driven EEG signals (e.g. a bridge
between neighboring channels) were subtracted from the data. Subsequently all
EEG data were spatially filtered using the current source density (CSD) approach
(Kayser and Tenke, 2006). CSD as used here is equivalent to the surface Laplacian,
and has previously been applied to sharpening EEG topography and perform-
ing synchronization analyses (Cavanagh et al., 2009, 2010; Cohen, 2011a; Cohen
et al., 2009b). CSD accentuates local effects while filtering out distant effects due
to volume conduction (deeper brain sources that project onto multiple electrodes,
thereby obscuring neurocognitively modulated long-range functional connectiv-
ity; (Srinivasan et al., 2007; Winter et al., 2007). After CSD, EEG data in each
epoch were time-locked to the button press.
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EEG time-frequency decomposition

The response-locked epoched EEG time series were decomposed into their time-
frequency representation with custom written Matlab routines (Cohen et al.,
2008) by convolving them with a set of Morlet wavelets (e i2π f t e−t 2/2σ2

, where
i is the complex operator, t is time, f is frequency ranging from 1 to 50 Hz
in 50 logarithmically spaced steps, and σ defines the width of each wavelet, ac-
cording to 4/2π f ). From the resulting complex signal, an estimate of frequency-
band-specific power at each time point was defined as the squared magnitude
of the result of the convolution Zt (real[Zt ]

2 + imag[Zt ]
2), and an estimate of

frequency-band-specific phase at each time point was taken as the angle of the
convolution result. Power was subsequently decibel normalized (dB power =
10*log10[power/baseline]), where for each channel and frequency the condition
averaged power signal during an interval of -400 to -100 ms pre-stimulus served as
baseline activity. Inter-channel phase synchrony (ICPS) reflects the similarity be-
tween pairs of channels of their time–frequency phase values averaged over trials.
ICPS is computed as follows:
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where n is the number of trials,φ j t andφk t are the phase angles of electrodes
j and k at each time point t . Thus, ICPS varies between 0 (no phase synchrony
between channels) and 1 (identical phase angles between channels) for each fre-
quency band and time point. Note that ICPS is different from other functional
connectivity measures, such as the phase-lag index (Stam et al., 2007), but similar
to the phase-locking value (Lachaux et al., 1999).

Selection of electrodes, frequency bands and time-windows of interest

For our statistical analyses, we started with a selection procedure that was orthog-
onal to potential condition differences. First, we inspected activity in the a priori
chosen frequency bands of theta (4–8 Hz) and alpha (8–12 Hz), collapsed over
Simon conditions of Experiment 1. To pick electrodes of interest, we next plot-
ted error-related (cE–cCc) topographical activity at three subsequent time points
post-response (0 ms, 250 ms, 500 ms; see Fig. 3.4a). Note that this electrode selec-
tion procedure was thus purely based on the comparison of error versus correct
trials, which should reveal error-processing regions irrespective of Simon condi-
tion. This comparison revealed clear activity at electrode FCz for theta. In the
alpha band, activity was more distributed over posterior parts of the scalp with-
out clear local maxima. To cover bilateral parieto-occipital areas (known to be
involved in error processing during attention tasks, e.g. Vanni et al., 1997), we
chose electrodes PO3/PO4 for our alpha analyses. Next, specific time windows
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were chosen based on the peak activity in time-frequency power plots of these
electrodes for cCc, cE and cCc–cE activity (see Fig. 3.4b). For ICPS analyses,
we initially picked the same time-frequency windows and electrodes as used for
the power analyses. FCz and the average of PO3 and PO4 thus served as “seeds”
for theta and alpha synchronization, respectively. For Experiment 2 we then used
these same time-frequency windows and electrodes for both power and ICPS anal-
yses.

Statistical analyses

For each subject the average activity (power/ICPS) from these electrodes and
time-frequency windows was computed and entered into 2 (cCc and cE trials) by
3 (Simon conditions) repeated-measures ANOVAs for Experiment 1, and 2 (cCc
and cE trials) by 2 (Simon versus SART) repeated-measures ANOVAs for Exper-
iment 2. In all ANOVAs, if the sphericity assumption was violated, Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected p-values are reported with original degrees of freedom. Ad-
ditional two-tailed t-tests were used to examine directional effects. Correlations
between brain activity and behavior were computed with Spearman’s rho.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Experiment 1

Behavior

On average, subjects responded correctly on 84.6% (± SEM, 1.05)of total tri-
als. Accuracy differed across conditions (F2,17 = 12.51, p < 0.001), with high-
est accuracy in the Sustained Attention condition. The three conditions also
differed in RT (F2,17 = 134.6, p < 0.001), with the General condition showing
the slowest, the Motor Control condition intermediate, and the Sustained At-
tention condition the fastest responses. All conditions induced the “Gratton ef-
fect” (Gratton et al., 1992): a significant interaction between previous and cur-
rent trial congruency for accuracy and RT in the General condition (respectively,
F1,18 = 62.19, p < 0.001; F1,18 = 81.64, p < 0.001) and the Motor Control con-
dition (F1,18 = 58.39, p < 0.001; F1,18 = 83.32, p < 0.001), and Sustained At-
tention condition (F2,17 = 18.51, p < 0.001; F2,17 = 21.20, p < 0.001). In gen-
eral, incongruent trials following congruent trials had the lowest accuracy and
slowest responses, which is in accordance with previous findings (Cohen and Ca-
vanagh, 2011; Egner, 2007). However, conflict effects were lowest in the Sus-
tained Attention condition as indicated by a significant interaction between con-
dition and congruency-sequence for both accuracy (F4,15 = 9.74, p < 0.001) and
RT (F4,15 = 7.45, p = 0.001).
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Figure 3.2: Behavioral results from Experiment 1. A: RT effects according to condition and accuracy on
the current and previous trials, reflecting error speeding (A1) and post-error slowing (A2). B: Conditional
accuracy functions showing accuracy as a function of quintiles of the RT-distribution, for congruent
(dashed line, open circles) and incongruent (closed line, filled squares) trials of the different Simon condi-
tions. Error bars denote standard error of the mean. GE: General; MC: Motor Control; SA: Sustained
Attention Simon condition.

Figure 3.3: Behavioral results Experiment 2. A: RT effects according to condition and accuracy on
current and previous trial, reflecting error speeding (A1) and post-error slowing (A2). B: Conditional ac-
curacy functions showing accuracy as a function of quintiles of the RT-distribution, for Simon congruent
(CG; black dashed line, open circles), Simon incongruent (IC; black closed line, filled squares), and SART
(grey closed line, filled squares). Error bars denote standard error of the mean. SI: Simon task; SA: SART.

This difference in degree of conflict was also reflected in response speed of er-
ror relative to correct trials. As can be seen in Figure 3.2a1, the General and Mo-
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tor Control condition showed “error speeding” (defined by lower RT on cE com-
pared to cCc trials) while the Sustained Attention condition showed the reverse
pattern (trend towards trial-type by condition interaction: F2,17 = 3.5, p = 0.059;
significant error-speeding only in the General condition: t18 = 2.8, p = 0.011).
Error speeding has been explained as resulting from a competing, faster process-
ing of the irrelevant stimulus location, which at incongruent trials leads to er-
rors (Burle and van den Wildenberg, 2005; Ridderinkhof, 2002). This is often
investigated by the conditional accuracy functions (Gratton et al., 1992; van den
Wildenberg et al., 2010), which here revealed that the Simon conditions indeed
differed on these speed-accuracy dynamics (Fig. 3.2b, quintile by condition inter-
action: F8,11 = 10.08, p < 0.001). Specifically, fast responses (i.e. 1st quintile of
the RT-distribution) on incongruent trials were below chance level for the Gen-
eral (t18 = −3.04, p = 0.007) and Motor Control (t18 = −2.45, p = 0.025) condi-
tion, suggesting response capture by the irrelevant location (Ridderinkhof, 2002).
In contrast, for the Sustained Attention condition, accuracy was above chance
on fast trials (t18 = 4.51, p < 0.001), suggesting that this condition elicited fewer
“impulsive” errors. Importantly, all conditions showed post-error slowing (Fig.
3.2a2): eC trials (correct trials after error trials) were slower than cCc trials (main
effect of trial type: F1,18 = 14.82, p = 0.001; no differences between conditions).

EEG: power

All electrodes used for in-depth analyses were selected based on a condition-orthogonal
contrast (see Methods for details). Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the main effects of
trial type (cE–cCc) on oscillatory power for the three Simon conditions averaged
together (Fig. 3.4) and for the conditions separately (Fig. 3.5), revealing a ro-
bust error-related midfrontal theta increase immediately after the response, and a
later parieto-occipital alpha suppression effect. In a 50-300 ms post-response time
window, cE trials elicited stronger theta power than cCc trials at electrode FCz
(F1,18 = 126.7, p < 0.001). This effect differed across conditions (F2,17 = 3.97, p =
0.032), with the Sustained Attention condition showing the least error-related
theta (Fig. 3.5a3). Follow-up t-tests confirmed a significant difference in cE–cCc
theta power between Motor Control and Sustained Attention (t18 = 2.39, p =
0.028) in this time window.

At electrodes PO3/PO4, a time window of 150-500 ms post-response exhib-
ited stronger alpha suppression for cE trials than cCc trials (F1,18 = 21.39, p <
0.001). There was no interaction with condition, although as can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.5b, the difference between conditions was in the duration rather than de-
gree of error-related alpha suppression; these temporal dynamics were averaged
out in the condition-averaging approach (see Methods). We thus performed an
additional exploratory ANOVA on a 400-600 ms post-response window, which
revealed both a main effect of trial type (F1,18 = 6.37, p = 0.021), and a signifi-
cant interaction effect with condition (F2,17 = 8.36, p = 0.001). A follow-up t-test
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Figure 3.4: Response locked oscillatory power averaged over the different Simon conditions in Exper-
iment 1, for correct and error trials, and error-related activity (cE–cCc). A: Theta (4-8 Hz; left panel)
and alpha (8-12 Hz; right panel) power over space, from top to bottom at 0 ms, 250 ms, and 500 ms
post-response. Black-white disks denote electrodes plotted in B. B: Power in dB relative to baseline for
electrode FCz (left) and for pooled electrodes PO3/PO4 (right). Black line boxes in bottom row show
time-frequency windows of interest used for ANOVA.

indicated that the Sustained Attention condition showed a more sustained alpha
suppression than the Motor Control condition (t18 = 3.41, p = 0.003; Fig. 3.5b3).

EEG: synchronization

We next examined whether in addition to power, error-related theta and alpha
synchronization would also differentiate between the Motor Control and Sus-
tained Attention condition. As “seed” electrodes for synchronization, we used
the same electrodes as defined by the power analyses (FCz and the average of
PO3/4). Thus, seed-electrode selection was also orthogonal to condition differ-
ences. In the same 50–300 ms window used for the analysis of theta power, a
Simon condition contrast of cE–cCc theta ICPS showed general clusters of FCz-
connectivity with lateral frontal and medial posterior sites. For Motor Control
compared to Sustained Attention there was specifically higher theta synchroniza-
tion with F5 and F6, and POz. Next, in the same 400-600 ms window used for the
analysis of alpha power, we found for a Simon condition contrast of cE–cCc alpha
ICPS, connectivity between PO3/PO4 and a right frontal cluster. Specifically,
FC4 exhibited higher alpha synchronization for Sustained Attention compared
to Motor Control (Figs. 3.6a1, 3.6b1).

Separate 2 (cE vs. cCc) by 3 (Simon conditions) ANOVAs for theta and alpha
confirmed these observations. Average FCz–F5/F6 theta synchronization within
50–300 ms post-response, was significantly higher at cE than cCc trials (F1,18 =
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Figure 3.5: Error-related (cE–cCc trials) oscillatory power shows differential theta and alpha dynamics
for the different Simon conditions in Experiment 1. A1: Time-frequency power plots for electrode FCz
for the different conditions (rows). Black lines enclose regions of contiguous pixels that were significantly
different from baseline at p < 0.0001, for at least 200 ms and 3 consecutive frequencies. B1: Same as in
A1, for pooled electrodes PO3/PO4, with p < 0.001. A2: Topographical power plots for the theta band
averaged over a post-response time window of 50-300 ms. Black-white disks denote electrodes plotted in
A1. B2: Same as in A2, for alpha 150-500 ms. A3: Line plots of FCz theta activity over time for the
different conditions. B3: Same as in A3, for PO3/PO4 alpha.

16.81, p = 0.001), and this effect differed across conditions (F2,17 = 6.70, p =
0.003). Figure 3.6a2 shows that this effect was highest for Motor Control (t18 =
4.20, p = 0.001), and absent for Sustained Attention (t18 = 0.97, p = 0.35), and the
difference between these conditions was significant (t18 = 3.47, p = 0.003). For
long-range theta synchronization between FCz and POz, we also found within
50–300 ms a significant main effect of trial type (F1,18 = 5.77, p = 0.027), and a
significant interaction with condition (F2,17 = 4.43, p = 0.019), which was driven
by greater synchronization between these electrodes in Motor Control compared
to Sustained Attention (t18 = 2.63, p = 0.017). The latter condition did not show
cE–cCc theta synchronization between these channels (t18 = −0.85, p = 0.41;
Fig. 3.6a2).

Subsequently, we examined fronto-parietal network activity, quantified as al-
pha synchronization between electrodes PO3/PO4 and FC4. A similar ANOVA
on average alpha ICPS within 400-600 ms between these electrodes initially did
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Figure 3.6: Error-related (cE–cCc trials) inter-channel phase synchronization shows differential long-
range functional connectivity dynamics for the different Simon conditions in Experiment 1. A1: Topo-
graphical difference maps of FCz-seeded theta synchronization, for Motor Control more than Sustained
Attention, over a 50-300 ms post-response time window. Black-white disks denote target electrodes plot-
ted in A2. B1: As in A1, PO3/PO4-seeded alpha synchronization for Sustained Attention more than
Motor Control, 400-600 ms. A2: Line plots of error-related theta ICPS over time for the different condi-
tions. B2: As in A2, for alpha ICPS.

not give significant differences between cE and cCc trials (F1,18 = 0.025, p = 0.88),
nor was there an interaction effect with condition (F2,17 = 2.67, p = 0.083). Note
that the choice of time-window for this analysis was based on the exploratory
power analysis described above. We thus conducted an additional exploratory
ANOVA on a wider time window, upon inspection of the line plot in Figure
3.6b2 of alpha ICPS over time. Averaging over 200–700 ms, there was a significant
trial type by condition interaction (F2,17 = 5.22, p = 0.010), although there was no
main effect of trial type. This partly resulted from initial lower ICPS for cE rela-
tive to cCc trials in Motor Control (200–500 ms, t18 =−2.39, p = 0.028), followed
by higher ICPS for Sustained Attention (500–700 ms, t18 = 4.58, p < 0.001),
within this time window, thus canceling out a main effect. Follow-up t-tests con-
firmed that the difference between the two conditions within 200–700 ms was
significant (t18 = 2.89, p = 0.010). To evaluate the right-lateralized condition dif-
ference in alpha ICPS, the right plot in Figure 3.6b2 shows cE–cCc alpha ICPS
between PO3/PO4 and FC3 with no clear differences between conditions. How-
ever, there was a main effect trial type (F1,18 = 6.47, p = 0.020) reflecting lower
average alpha ICPS between these channels for cE compared to cCc trials, 200–700
ms post-response.

It has been argued that measured synchronization at the sensor level can in
principle reflect spuriously coupled activity due to volume conduction from a
single source (e.g. Nunez et al., 1997). Other more conservative measures of
functional connectivity in EEG have been proposed, such as the phase-lag in-
dex (Stam et al., 2007). To control for this potential confound, we conducted
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a control analysis to show that the differences in phase angle between channels
of interest, in the time-frequency windows with significant ICPS effects between
Simon conditions, were not distributed around zero or pi (which purely volume
conducted apparent synchronization would predict). First, we computed for each
subject, per Simon condition, the phase angle difference over time (-500 to 1000
ms) between the selected electrodes for theta (6 Hz; FCz-F5, FCz-F6, FCz-POz)
and alpha (10 Hz; PO3-FC4, PO4-FC4), at the single trial (cE and cCc) level.
Subsequently, we tested within-subject and over trials, whether these angles were
significantly different from zero or pi using the circular V-test (a modified version
of the Rayleigh test for uniformity of circular data; see Fisher, 1995) from the circ-
stat toolbox (Berens, 2009). Here, the alternative hypothesis states that angles are
not uniformly distributed but instead have a specified mean direction. We used
zero and pi as mean directions; rejecting the null-hypothesis ( p < 0.05) would
thus be indicative of volume conduction. However, averaging over subjects, we
observed only high p-values (> 0.50 for zero, > 0.10 for π). In addition, our find-
ings of no error-related theta inter-channel synchrony in the Sustained Attention
condition, and absence of error-related power effects in target electrodes, provides
further evidence against volume conduction accounting for the synchronization
results.

Cross-subject correlations

To test whether the above measures of error-related theta and alpha activity would
share variance in terms of individual differences, we computed cross-subject Spear-
man’s rank correlations for the different bands, brain measures, and behavioral re-
sults. First, we correlated power and ICPS in the same time-frequency windows
that showed condition differences (see above) in these EEG measures. Only in the
Motor Control condition, cE–cCc theta power at electrode FCz correlated posi-
tively across subjects with cE–cCc theta phase synchronization between FCz and
F5/F6 (r17 = 0.71, p = 0.001) and between FCz and POz (r17 = 0.60, p = 0.007).
In the General and Sustained Attention condition, these correlations were non-
significant (all p’s > 0.05; Fig. 3.7a). Correlations with alpha band activity were
not significant, nor were there correlations between alpha and theta error-related
activity measures. These null effects are consistent with a previous study that
found no significant correlation between post-error alpha power and ERN mag-
nitude (Carp and Compton, 2009).

In a next step, we examined whether oscillatory dynamics of theta and al-
pha on cE trials would predict reaction time performance on subsequent cor-
rect (eC) trials, which would reflect a neural mechanism underlying post-error
performance enhancement (Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2009b; Manuel
et al., 2012). Theta power over electrode FCz showed this relationship, how-
ever surprisingly only in the General and Sustained Attention condition (r19 =
−0.61, p = 0.007; and r19 = −0.48, p = 0.038, respectively; Fig. 3.7b). These
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Figure 3.7: Cross-subject rank correlations for the different Simon conditions. A1: Error-related
(cE–cCc) inter-channel theta phase synchrony between FCz and F5/F6 correlates with error-related theta
power at FCz only in the Motor Control condition. A2: Same as in A1, for FCz–POz ICPS. B: FCz theta
power at error trials predicts reaction time on subsequent correct trials only in the General and Sustained
Attention condition (lower RT rank means faster response).

negative correlations imply that subjects with on average higher FCz theta power
at cE trials, responded faster on the next eC trial in these Simon conditions. This
relation was not statistically reliable for the Motor Control condition, although
the direction of the correlation was also negative (r19 =−0.34, p = 0.16).

3.3.2 Experiment 2

Behavior

In the Simon task, subjects were correct on 81.7% (± SEM 1.9) of trials. In the
SART subjects committed false alarms at 52.3% (± SEM 4.0) of all NoGo tri-
als. Subjects responded faster in the SART than in the Simon task (t14 = 8.83, p <
0.001; Fig 3.3b). The Simon task elicited response conflict, as indicated by a signif-
icant congruency sequence (i.e. “Gratton”) effect on RT (F1,14 = 24.06, p < 0.001)
and accuracy (F1,14 = 42.11, p < 0.001). In addition, errors in the Simon task
were mostly elicited by the incongruent stimulus location at the fast end of the
RT distribution (Fig. 3.3b, quintile by congruency interaction: F4,11 = 58.55, p <
0.001). Both tasks showed error speeding (Simon: t14 = 4.67, p < 0.001; SART:
t14 = 11.73, p < 0.001), which was stronger in the SART (trial-type by task in-
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teraction: F1,14 = 5.71, p = 0.032). In addition, only the Simon task showed
post-error slowing (t14 = 4.17, p = 0.001; SART: t14 = 1.79, p = 0.096).

EEG: power

As in Experiment 1, we observed strong error-related (cE–cCc) theta activity
at electrode FCz, followed by posterior alpha suppression. As can be seen in
Figure 3.8a, midfrontal theta power was highly similar across the two tasks (al-
though in the SART, it also encompassed lower frequencies in the delta [∼2 Hz]
range). An ANOVA on the same post-response time window that we used for
the theta analyses in Experiment 1 (50-300 ms) confirmed this (main effect of
trial type: F1,14 = 63.57, p < 0.001; no significant interaction with condition,
F1,14 = 1.27, p = 0.28). However, the SART did show a topographical distri-
bution of theta activity that was slightly more anterior, and less focal around
FCz (Fig. 3.8a1). Indeed, post-hoc t-tests on all channels of error-related theta
differences between Simon and SART revealed a spatial difference around AFz
( p = 0.008; uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

However, the most notable difference between the tasks resided in posterior
alpha suppression after errors compared to correct trials (Fig. 3.8b). In a time
window of 150-500 ms after the response (same window used for alpha analyses
in Experiment 1), the SART showed a stronger error-related (cE–cCc) decrease of
alpha activity at electrodes PO3/4 than the Simon task (F1,14 = 33.13, p < 0.001),
which was also clearly revealed in the topographical distribution of error-related
alpha (Fig. 3.8b1). Follow-up t-tests confirmed that the alpha suppression effect
was absent in the Simon task (t14 = 1.18, p = 0.26), contrary to the alpha power
results of the General Simon condition in Experiment 1.

EEG: synchronization

A contrast of cE–cCc theta ICPS revealed the same clusters of FCz-seeded con-
nectivity as in Experiment 1 (Fig 3.9a1). However, although the SART and Simon
task did not seem to differ in terms of midfrontal theta power after errors, SART
showed a stronger error-related increase in theta synchronization between FCz
and F5/6 (F1,14 = 14.27, p = 0.002), and FCz and POz (F1,14 = 7.35, p = 0.017;
same target electrodes and time window as in Experiment 1), than the Simon
task. Surprisingly, and in contrast to Experiment 1, the Simon task did not
show cE–cCc theta synchrony between these channels (t14 = 0.42, p = 0.68, t14 =
0.11, p = 0.92, respectively; Fig 3.9a2).

Next, we examined whether similar fronto-parietal alpha network activity
that we observed in the Sustained Attention condition in Experiment 1, would
also be present in the SART. However, in the same time window that showed
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Figure 3.8: Error-related (cE–cCc trials) oscillatory power shows similar theta but strongly differing
alpha dynamics for Simon versus SART in Experiment 2. A1: Topographical power plots for the theta
band averaged over a post-response window of 50–300 ms, for Simon (top) and SART (bottom). Black-
white disks denote electrodes plotted in A2. B1: Same as in A1, for alpha 150-500 ms. A2: Time-
frequency power plots for electrode FCz for Simon (top) and SART (bottom). Black lines enclose regions
of contiguous pixels that were significantly different from baseline at p < 0.0001. B2: Same as in A2, for
pooled electrodes PO3/PO4. A3: Line plots of FCz theta activity over time for Simon (grey) and SART
(black). B3: Same as in A3, for PO3/PO4 alpha.

the strong task difference in alpha power suppression, a clear pattern of PO3/4-
seeded cE–cCc alpha ICPS was absent (see Fig. 3.9b). Moreover, phase syn-
chrony with FC4 (the target electrode found in Experiment 1) did not show an
error-related effect (F1,14 = 1.23, p = 0.29), nor an interaction with task (F1,14 =
0.63, p = 0.44). A line plot of PO3/4-FC4 synchrony did seem to indicate stronger
alpha connectivity for SART compared to Simon (Fig 3.9b2 right panel), but an
exploratory additional ANOVA on a -200 to 150 ms time window peri-response
did not statistically confirm this (F1,14 = 2.6, p = 0.13).

In addition, we performed the same control analysis as described in Experi-
ment 1, to test whether ICPS was driven by volume conduction. The circular
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Figure 3.9: Error-related (cE–cCc trials) inter-channel phase synchronization shows differential long-
range functional connectivity dynamics for Simon versus SART in Experiment 2. A1: Topographical
difference maps of FCz-seeded theta synchronization, for SART more than Simon, over a 50-300 ms
post-response time window. Black-white disks denote target electrodes plotted in A2. B1: As in A1,
PO3/PO4-seeded alpha synchronization for SART more than Simon, 150-500 ms. A2: Line plots of
error-related theta ICPS over time for Simon (grey) and SART (black). B2: As in A2, for alpha ICPS.

Figure 3.10: Cross-subject rank correlations between theta power and theta ICPS for the two tasks in
Experiment 2. Error-related (cE–cCc) inter-channel theta phase synchronization between FCz and F5/6
correlates with error-related FCz theta power in the SART (right; black) but not in the Simon task (left;
grey).

V-test again indicated that the theta and alpha phase angle differences between
channels of interest were different from zero and π.

Cross-subject correlations

Similar to our approach for Experiment 1, we looked whether the above EEG
and behavioral dynamics would correlate across subjects. Consistent with the
theta ICPS findings, the average time-frequency window of 50–300 ms FCz theta
power predicted FCz-F5/6 theta synchronization in the same time window only
in the SART (r13 = 0.56, p = 0.031) and not the Simon task (r13 = 0.24, p = 0.39;
Fig. 3.10). We did not find any statistical relationship between (post-)error RT
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and measures of power and synchrony.

3.4 Discussion

In this study we demonstrated that performance errors can result in different
patterns of midfrontal theta-band (4-8 Hz) and posterior alpha-band (8-12 Hz) os-
cillatory activity. The degree and distribution of these EEG dynamics depended
on the task and subtle manipulations to a task. Within the Simon task, when de-
mands on sustained attention were lenient due to short blocks with intervening
breaks, errors were driven by the irrelevant stimulus location, and were followed
primarily by increased midfrontal theta power, and increased theta synchroniza-
tion between midfrontal sites (FCz) and lateral prefrontal (F5/6) and posterior
(POz) sites. In contrast, in longer blocks in which response conflict was pre-
dictable, such that sustained attention could easily lapse, errors were not “impul-
sive”, and elicited relatively less midfrontal theta and relatively more sustained
parieto-occipital alpha power. Moreover, this condition did not show an error-
related increase in frontal theta synchronization, but rather an increase in right
frontal–posterior alpha synchronization. The SART, also sensitive to attention
lapses, did not show this long-range alpha network activity, but errors did elicit
a robust and widely distributed posterior alpha suppression response, together
with increased midfrontal theta power and prefrontal theta synchrony. This lat-
ter effect was even stronger than in the Simon task. These findings generally
support the idea that there are at least two cortical mechanisms for performance
monitoring during cognitive control and attention tasks (Cohen and van Gaal,
2013).

3.4.1 Error-speeding and post-error slowing

In conflict tasks, errors are thought to result from a failure to exert cognitive
control over the motor system, such that a faster bottom-up processing of the ir-
relevant stimulus location determines the selected response (De Jong et al., 1994;
Ridderinkhof, 2002). However, this may depend on the amount of experienced
conflict, and the demands on sustained attention. In Experiment 1, the Sustained
Attention condition showed less conflict, and while there was a clear capture at
the fastest trials of the incongruent stimulus location in the General and Motor
Control condition, this was not the case in the Sustained Attention condition. In
Experiment 2, in contrast, the SART showed strong error speeding, which is con-
sistent with previous literature (Mazaheri et al., 2009; O’Connell et al., 2009a).
In a “dull” task such as the SART, subjects get into an automatic response mode,
resulting in decreased reaction time, with lapses leading to fast errors (Robert-
son et al., 1997). In addition, all Simon conditions (Experiment 1 and 2) showed
post-error slowing, which is thought to be a consequence of the recruitment of
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adaptation mechanisms to avoid future errors (Hester et al., 2007; Ridderinkhof
et al., 2004a). The SART did not show this effect: because of the infrequent oc-
currence of NoGo trials, there may have been less need for post-error adaptation
on the subsequent trial (Hester et al., 2007).

The above patterns of results show that behaviorally, errors within and across
tasks can show differences in RT and accuracy dynamics, indicating that different
types of errors may exist that relate to variations in required cognitive control on
the one hand, and sustained attention on the other.

3.4.2 Theta oscillations in a prefrontal network for performance
monitoring and cognitive control

On a neural level, the existence of different error types was revealed by differential
involvement of frontal theta and posterior alpha activity after errors. Our study
adds to a growing body of evidence that theta oscillations may be the putative
“language” of a prefrontal network (Cohen, 2011a) centered around the MFC, in
which action monitoring and top-down control mechanisms functionally interact
to optimize performance (Botvinick et al., 2001; Gehring and Knight, 2000; Mac-
Donald et al., 2000). Similar to our findings, other work has shown that errors in
conflict tasks are followed by increased MFC theta power (Luu et al., 2004; Tru-
jillo and Allen, 2007; Womelsdorf et al., 2010), as well as higher MFC–DLPFC
theta synchronization (Cavanagh et al., 2009, 2010; Wang et al., 2005), reflecting
local coordinated activity as well as long-range orchestrated functional connectiv-
ity. Moreover, we were able to show that these processes are not unique to conflict
tasks, but are also involved after errors in a task that primarily captures atten-
tional failures. This finding is consistent with another study that showed frontal
theta activity after errors in the SART (Mazaheri et al., 2009). Medial and lateral
frontal theta dynamics have been brought forward as the underlying physiolog-
ical source of the ERN (Luu and Tucker, 2001). Similar to previous studies that
showed the ERN to fluctuate depending on task dynamics (e.g. Maier et al., 2008;
O’Connell et al., 2009a), we here demonstrate that the degree and distribution of
frontal theta activity shows similar task and instruction dependent sensitivity.

3.4.3 Alpha oscillations in parieto-occipital and right fronto-parietal
networks of sustained attention

Our general finding of a decrease in alpha power after errors is also in line with
other studies (Carp and Compton, 2009; Mazaheri et al., 2009). It has been sug-
gested that this change in alpha power reflects a refocusing of attention after a
lapse (Macdonald et al., 2011). Similar to errors serving as signals to increase
motor control to overcome conflict, errors due to lapses in sustained attention
may serve as signals to increase task-related alertness on the next trial (Carp and
Compton, 2009). We have found this “reorienting” alpha response to be more
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temporally sustained in a condition of the Simon task that was more vulnerable
to lapses, compared to a condition that was more susceptible to location-driven
conflict errors. Moreover, this effect was the most prevalent in the SART. In
general, numerous studies have shown a relationship between decrease in alpha
power and attention-related mechanisms, such as task-related alertness (Macdon-
ald et al., 2011; Sadaghiani et al., 2010), and attentional demands (Ray and Cole,
1985). An increase in posterior alpha power has also been shown to predict errors
in attention tasks, before they occurred (Bengson et al., 2012; O’Connell et al.,
2009b).

Moreover, in Experiment 1 we found increased post-error alpha synchroniza-
tion between bilateral parieto-occipital sites and a right lateral prefrontal site in
the Sustained Attention condition compared to the Motor Control condition.
These alpha connectivity dynamics were less prominent in Experiment 2, al-
though an earlier right-lateralized pattern could be recognized in the SART (data
not shown). These observations fit previous literature. A right-lateralized fronto-
parietal network has been proposed to play a role in exerting top-down atten-
tional control over lower sensory regions as a reorienting response (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002), which can be triggered by lapses in sustained attention (Weiss-
man et al., 2006). Patients with right frontal lesions have been shown to exhibit
sustained attention deficits (Rueckert and Grafman, 1996; Shallice et al., 2008). In
addition to findings of anticipatory top-down modulation of sensory processing,
reflected by right prefrontal modulation of parieto-occipital alpha activity (Capo-
tosto et al., 2009; Zanto et al., 2010, 2011), we here thus suggest that a similar alpha
network may be recruited after lapse-related errors, as a top-down refocusing of
sustained attention.

3.4.4 Limitations

In contrast to clear and robust power effects in response to errors, some of our
inter-channel phase synchrony results were contrary to our predictions: most
notably the absence of error-related theta synchrony in the Simon task of Exper-
iment 2, and less clear right fronto-parietal alpha connectivity in the SART. It is
possible that these discrepancies were related to a relatively small number of trials
per subject.

A second limitation is that the differences between the EEG signatures of
errors in the different conditions/tasks were more quantitative than qualitative.
Arguably, in most (if not all) conflict and attention tasks, errors result from tem-
porary “failures” of different (and possibly qualitatively distinct) neurocognitive
processes. In the present study, we tried to shift the balance of error-mechanisms
by means of subtle manipulations and different tasks, but it is likely that both
motor control failures and attention lapses contributed to errors in all conditions
and tasks. Along similar lines, it is likely that other mechanisms can lead to er-
rors, whereas we focused only on two.
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Ideally one could classify each error as being driven by conflict or attention
lapse. Future studies using single-trial principle component analysis or classification-
based techniques might better separate contributions of different error-processing
mechanisms on a trial-to-trial basis. Such an approach might also better elucidate
the relationship between these different mechanisms and behavioral post-error
adaptation.

3.4.5 Conclusions

In this study, we aimed to characterize the involvement of different brain net-
works in response to errors. Overall, both theta and alpha frequency bands con-
tributed to post-error EEG activity. By shifting the balance between two error
types that we hypothesized to be present throughout a typical conflict task, and
by directly comparing such a conflict task with a sustained attention task, we
showed that not all errors are alike: different types of errors may coexist, each
recruiting their own mixture of post-error electrophysiological processes. When
investigating performance errors, one should consider what types of errors are
being produced, and what patterns of neural activity might result.
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Abstract

During situations of response conflict, cognitive control is characterized by prefrontal
theta-band (3-8 Hz) activity. It has been shown that cognitive control can be triggered
proactively by contextual cues that predict conflict. Here, we investigated whether a
pre-trial preparation interval could serve as such a cue. This would show that tempo-
ral contingencies embedded in the task can be used to anticipate upcoming conflict. To
this end, we recorded EEG of 30 human subjects while they performed a version of a
Simon task where the duration of a fixation cross between trials predicted whether the
next trial would contain response conflict. Both behavior and EEG activity showed a
consistent but unexpected pattern of results: the conflict effect (increased reaction time
and decreased accuracy on conflict compared to non-conflict trials) was stronger when
conflict was cued, which was associated with stronger conflict-related midfrontal theta
activity and functional connectivity. Interestingly, intervals that predicted conflict
did show a pre-target increase in midfrontal theta power. These findings suggest that
temporally guided expectations of conflict do heighten conflict anticipation, but also
lead to less efficiently applied reactive control. We further explored this post-hoc in-
terpretation by means of three behavioral follow-up experiments where we used non-
temporal cues, semantically informative cues, and neutral cues. Together, this body of
results suggests that the counterintuitive cost of conflict-cueing may not be uniquely
related to the temporal domain, but may instead be related to the implicitness and
validity of the cue.
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4.1 Introduction

Cognitive control refers to a set of mental capacities devoted to optimize goal-
directed behavior in situations of multiple competing response alternatives (Botvinick
et al., 2001; Richard Ridderinkhof et al., 2010; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a). Neu-
roscience has tied these adaptive control functions to processes in frontal brain
networks (Fuster, 2000; Miller, 2000), where the medial frontal cortex (MFC)
is thought to signal the need for control in response to challenging situations
(Alexander and Brown, 2011; Botvinick et al., 2004; Ito et al., 2003), which is
communicated to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; MacDonald et al.,
2000). Both these regions exert top-down influence over lower task-related sen-
sorimotor processing (Cohen et al., 2009b; Danielmeier et al., 2011; Egner and
Hirsch, 2005; Miller and D’Esposito, 2005), in order to adjust future behavior
(Kerns et al., 2004). Cognitive electrophysiology has provided compelling evi-
dence of theta-band (3-8 Hz) oscillatory activity as the underlying “language” of
communication within this network (see Cavanagh and Frank, 2014, and Cohen,
2014b, for reviews), where the MFC is proposed to be a “hub” for theta phase-
synchronized information transfer (Cohen, 2011a).

Cognitive control is a transient response, waxing and waning depending on
the presence or absence of risks or demands such as response conflict. Indeed,
because frontally mediated cognitive control is effortful, it is inefficient to recruit
these mechanisms continuously (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a). Here, conflict is
defined as the incongruence between a task-relevant learned response and a task-
irrelevant stimulus feature, and results in slower and more error-prone behavior
relative to non-conflict (the “conflict effect”). Immediate trial history in a typical
conflict task influences the level of activated control in the subsequent trial (the
“congruency sequence effect” [CSE]; Egner, 2007; Gratton et al., 1992). When
the previous trial imposed conflict, the cognitive control system is engaged, re-
sulting in better performance on the subsequent conflict trial. Importantly, these
trial-to-trial fluctuations in behavioral conflict effects have been shown to covary
with trial-to-trial variability in midfrontal theta activity (Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011).

Although the CSE could be regarded as a form of anticipatory control through
conflict adaptation (Botvinick et al., 2001; Egner, 2007), it is still reactive in na-
ture (Richard Ridderinkhof et al., 2010): earlier conflict detection boosts adaptive
control as called forth by conflict encountered on the subsequent trial. Antici-
patory control can be triggered proactively as well, by means of contextual cues
(Gratton et al., 1992). For example, when an informative red cross-sign symbol
was presented always before an incongruent arrow-Flanker target, performance
improved compared to when an uninformative question-mark symbol was used
as cue (Correa et al., 2009). Interestingly, this behavioral cueing effect was accom-
panied by an attenuation of a frontal N2 component (see also Strack et al., 2013),
a potential neural marker of conflict processing (Van Veen and Carter, 2002; cf.
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Cohen and Donner, 2013). Similar cueing effects have been found with other
conflict tasks and type of cues, ranging from semantically informative word cues
preceding the target (Alpay et al., 2009; Wühr and Kunde, 2008), to the spatial
location (Corballis and Gratton, 2003; Crump et al., 2006) or color (Lehle and
Hübner, 2008) of the target itself.

There is one potentially relevant source of contextual information that has re-
ceived surprisingly little attention in the conflict cueing literature: time. Tempo-
ral contingencies between events are ubiquitous in our natural environment, and
provide information about which actions to take and when. For example, while
approaching a traffic light, seeing it change from green to yellow triggers a cas-
cade of temporal predictions (e.g., how long is the light going to be yellow before
it turns red, when will I arrive at the traffic light given my speed) which ultimately
results in a decision: should I stop or not? Literature on temporal orienting has
shown that temporally predictable stimuli trigger time-dependent preparatory
neural dynamics as well as faster and more accurate behavioral responses (see No-
bre et al., 2007, for a review). For example, in a color-word Stroop task in which
intervals between the irrelevant (color) and relevant (word) stimulus dimension
were predictable as compared to random, subjects were able to strategically allo-
cate attention in time to reduce the cost of Stroop-interference (Appelbaum et al.,
2012). While these accounts relate to temporal predictions about when a stimulus
will occur and when to respond to it, it is less clear whether temporal predictions
can be made about when conflict is most likely to occur. In other words, can
temporal information be used as a cue to predict conflict?

To our knowledge, there is only one prior study that specifically addressed
this question. In a letter-Flanker task, Wendt and Kiesel (2011) varied the contin-
gencies between the proportion of incongruent trials and the duration of a pre-
target fixation cross (the “warning signal”, also sometimes called “foreperiod”),
such that subjects could predict the likelihood of upcoming conflict based on tem-
poral information. According to the authors, this is a purely endogenous form of
proactive control: the internally generated estimation of the fixation-cross dura-
tion provides the conflict-predicting information, not the exogenous presentation
of the fixation-cross per se. Their behavioral findings seemed to indicate that sub-
jects were indeed able to use these temporal cues to prepare for upcoming conflict,
but only when long (1200 ms) instead of short (200 ms) durations were associated
with a high probability of conflict.

The goal of the current study was twofold. First, we aimed to replicate the
temporal cueing effect observed by Wendt and Kiesel (2011), using another type
of conflict task. Second, we reasoned that measuring EEG while using temporal
cues provides a valuable tool to investigate the online neural dynamics of cogni-
tive control during temporal conflict anticipation. Here, we used a color-location
Simon task (Simon and Rudell, 1967), in which we manipulated the duration
of a pre-target fixation-cross to predict with 80% validity the congruency of the
upcoming trial, analogous to the Wendt and Kiesel paradigm. Specifically, we
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hypothesized that 1) the behavioral conflict effect would reduce when conflict
compared to non-conflict was cued, and 2) that conflict-related midfrontal theta
activity, often observed as locked to the response (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011),
would shift to the pre-target conflict-predicting intervals. Finally, we assessed
in three follow-up behavioral experiments if our findings extended to i) non-
temporal symbolic cues, ii) explicit word cues, and iii) non-informative versus
deterministic cues.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Subjects

For the EEG experiment, thirty-four subjects participated in exchange for€20 or
course credits. Data of four subjects were excluded, because of excessive muscle
artifacts in the EEG signal, problems during EEG recording, or performance at
chance level (accuracy ∼50%) in one or more blocks of the task. Thus in total
the data of thirty subjects were included in the analyses (age range 19–32, M =
22.9; 24 females; 2 left-handed). For the three follow-up behavioral experiments a
total of 51 subjects participated (Follow-up experiment 1: N= 20, 14 females, age
range 18–31, M = 22.2; experiment 2: N = 16, 10 females, age range 19–24, M =
21.4; experiment 3: N = 15, 12 females, age range 18–30, M = 23.3). One subject
was excluded from analysis of Follow-up experiment 2, because of chance-level
performance. In all experiments, subjects did not report neurological and psychi-
atric disorders or the use of psychotropic drugs, and all reported to have normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects signed an informed consent form before
participation. The experiments were approved by the local ethics committee; all
procedures complied with relevant laws and institutional guidelines.

4.2.2 Task

In all experiments, subjects performed a modified version of the Simon task. In
each trial, a colored circle (hereafter referred to as the “target”) appeared on a light
grey screen. Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible with their
left thumb for blue and yellow targets, and with their right thumb for red and
green targets (or vice versa; color–response mapping was counterbalanced across
subjects). Targets subtended 0.70 degrees visual angle (dva) and appeared for 100
ms 5.02 dva left or right from a fixation point, which consisted of a small dark
grey square of 0.10 dva in the center of the screen. Trials ended upon responding
or after a response window of 1000 ms had passed, in which case feedback on
response speed was presented with the words “respond faster!”. The trial end was
followed by an inter-trial interval of 1000 ms, during which the fixation point
remained on-screen.
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Response conflict was induced on incongruent trials, where the location of
the target corresponded to the spatially incompatible response hand (e.g., if the
blue target, which required a left-hand response, appeared right of the fixation
point). On congruent trials the target location always corresponded to the spa-
tially compatible response hand. One half of trials was incongruent, and congru-
ent and incongruent trials were presented in random order (see below for ran-
domization procedure).

Each trial started with a non-conflict pre-target cue that predicted the con-
gruency of the upcoming trial. In one EEG experiment, and three follow-up
behavioral experiments, we manipulated the nature of this pre-target cue. First
we describe the EEG experiment in depth, followed by our EEG measurement
and analysis approach. At the end of this section, we then describe the follow-up
experiments.

In the EEG experiment the pre-target cue was a white fixation cross (0.55
dva), superimposed upon the fixation point, of variable duration. From here on
we refer to this fixation cross as the “warning signal” (WS). The WS duration
could be either short (400 ms) or long (1400 ms), after which the fixation point
reappeared for 300 ms (the “pre-target interval” or PTI; see below), followed by
the target.

Crucially, the association between WS duration and trial congruency was
determined by an experimental between-subject condition: fifteen subjects per-
formed the Early Conflict condition, in which 80% of the short WSs were fol-
lowed by incongruent trials (indicating high conflict probability), and 20% of the
long WSs were followed by incongruent trials (indicating low conflict probabil-
ity). The other fifteen subjects performed the Late Conflict condition, in which
these proportions were reversed: 20% of the short WSs were followed by incon-
gruent trials (low conflict probability), and 80% of the long WSs were followed
by incongruent trials (high conflict probability). In both conditions the short
and long WSs were presented equally often, keeping both the overall proportion
of incongruent trials at 50%, and temporal expectation of target occurrence bal-
anced. The order of congruent and incongruent trials together with order of WSs
was pseudo-randomized, such that there was never a repetition of the same com-
bination of WS, trial type and stimulus properties (e.g. two consecutive times
an incongruent trial of a blue circle presented on the left, preceded by a 1400
ms WS). See Figure 4.1A and Figure 4.1B for an overview of the experimental
design. The between-subject design allowed us to increase the number of trials
per condition, and to avoid transfer effects of the learned association between WS
and conflict across conditions (as the association is opposite in the Early and Late
conflict condition).

The motivation for using an additional PTI of a fixed 300 ms after the WS
was to temporally isolate the WS, thereby making it more salient. Moreover, we
reasoned that the PTI would control for confounding effects of temporal orient-
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ing (Nobre et al., 2007). That is, both after a short WS of 400 ms and a long
WS of 1400 ms, the target always appeared 300 ms after PTI onset. Thus, even
though conditions differed in total pre-target duration, the PTI was meant to “re-
set” a temporal hazard function of target onset (inferring the probability of target
onset given that it has not yet occurred) across all conditions. In contrast, un-
certainty remained with respect to conflict: for instance, after 400 ms during the
long WS in the Late Conflict condition, the upcoming trial was only an incon-
gruent conflict trial in 80% of the time. In other words, we were interested in
conflict expectation, not stimulus occurrence expectation.

Before the start of the experiment subjects were informed about the different
durations of the fixation cross, but not about the association of these durations
with congruency. Subjects completed one practice block of 50 trials during which
feedback on accuracy (“Correct”, “Incorrect”) was provided upon the response
at each trial. In the practice block the temporal cues had a validity of 100% to
enhance learning of the cue-conflict contingencies. The main task consisted of ten
blocks of 100 trials. In between each block there were self-paced breaks during
which feedback on task performance (average reaction time and accuracy) was
shown on-screen.

4.2.3 EEG data collection and pre-processing

During this first experiment, EEG data were acquired at 512 Hz from 64 chan-
nels (using a BioSemi ActiveTwo system; biosemi.com) placed according to the
international 10-20 system, under and above the left eye for vertical EOG, to the
left and right side of the left and right eye respectively for horizontal EOG, and
from both earlobes for referencing. Offline, EEG data were high-pass filtered at
0.5 Hz and epoched from -3.2 to 2 seconds locked to target-onset. These wide
ranges avoid edge artifacts resulting from time-frequency decomposition (see be-
low). All epochs were linearly baseline corrected with a 200 ms pre-target base-
line, and visually inspected for artifacts. Those epochs containing EMG or other
artifacts not related to eye-blinks were manually removed, resulting in an average
of 63 rejected epochs per participant (SD = 40). On the resulting epochs an inde-
pendent component analysis was performed with the EEGLAB software package
(Delorme and Makeig, 2004) in Matlab (The MathWorks). Components related
to eye blinks or artifacts in the signal that could be clearly distinguished from
brain activity were removed from the data. On average 1.33 components (range
= 1–4) were removed. The EOG signal was included in the independent compo-
nent analysis, but was left out of further analyses. Next, the surface Laplacian
of the EEG data was estimated (Perrin et al., 1989), which is equivalent to the
current source density (CSD) approach (Kayser and Tenke, 2006). This method
has previously been applied for sharpening EEG topography and performing syn-
chronization analyses (Cavanagh et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2009b; van Driel et al.,
2012). The Laplacian accentuates local effects while filtering out distant effects
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due to volume conduction (deeper brain sources that project onto multiple elec-
trodes, thereby obscuring neurocognitively modulated long-range functional con-
nectivity; Oostendorp and van Oosterom, 1996; Srinivasan et al., 2007; Winter
et al., 2007. For estimating the surface Laplacian we used a 10th order Legendre
polynomial and lambda was set at 10−5.

4.2.4 EEG time-frequency decomposition

The target-locked epoched EEG time series were decomposed into their time-
frequency representations with custom-written Matlab scripts, by convolving them
with a set of Morlet wavelets with frequencies ranging from 1 to 50 Hz in 40 loga-
rithmically scaled steps. These complex wavelets were created by multiplying per-
fect sine waves (e i2π f t , where i is the complex operator, f is frequency, and t is
time) with a Gaussian (e−t 2/2s2

, where s is the width of the Gaussian). The width
of the Gaussian was set to four cycles [s = 4/(2π f )], to have a good trade-off be-
tween temporal and frequency resolution. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) was
applied to both the EEG data and the Morlet wavelets, and these were then mul-
tiplied in the frequency domain (equivalent to convolution in the time domain),
after which the inverse FFT was applied. From the resulting complex signal Zt
(down-sampled to 40 Hz), an estimate of frequency-specific power at each time
point was defined as [real(Zt )

2+imag(Zt )
2], and an estimate of frequency-specific

phase at each time point was defined as arctan[imag(Zt )/real(Zt )]. Trial averaged
power was decibel normalized [dB Powert f = 10∗Log10(Powert f /Baseline Power f )],
where for each channel and frequency the condition averaged power signal during
an interval of -250 to -50 ms relative to WS onset served as baseline activity.

Inter-site phase clustering (ISPC) measures the similarity between pairs of
channels of their time-frequency phase values across trials. This measure of phase
synchronization is thought to reflect interregional functional connectivity (Fries,
2005; Siegel et al., 2012). ISPC is computed as follows:

I SPCt =

�

�

�

�

�

1

N

N
∑

n=1
e i(φ j t−φk t )

�

�

�

�

�

where N is the number of trials, n is the trial number, φ is the phase angle at
time point t , and k and j are the two channels. ISPC can range from 0 (no phase
synchrony between channels) to 1 (identical phase angles between channels) for
each time-frequency (tf) point. ISPC values were baseline transformed into per-
cent signal change (100 ∗ [(I SPCt f − I SPCbas e , f )/I SPCbas e , f ]), using the same
baseline time window as for trial averaged power. We used a condition-specific
baseline for ISPC in order to control for spurious results induced by differences
in the number of trials for the different trial types. Time-frequency decomposi-
tion was performed both target-locked and response-locked (i.e. the time series of
each EEG epoch were re-sorted to be time-locked to the button press).
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4.2.5 Electrodes, frequency bands and time windows of inter-
est

To a priori select channels and time-frequency windows of interest for further sta-
tistical analyses, we took the following approach: first, we computed condition-
average (i.e. averaging over group, congruency and conflict probability) topo-
graphical maps of response-locked theta (3-8 Hz) power, for several time points
around the response. This revealed a clear locus of theta activity around elec-
trodes Cz and FCz; these electrodes were pooled as one midfrontal electrode-pair.
Next, we computed a condition-average time-frequency map of this midfrontal re-
gion, which revealed a clear ‘hotspot’ of theta-band (3-8 Hz) activity -200 ms to
100 ms relative to the response, which we selected as our main time-frequency
window of interest (see Figure 4.2AB). Note that because of condition averag-
ing, this selection procedure was orthogonal to, and thus not biased by, potential
condition differences between 1) congruent or incongruent trials, 2) the conflict
probability conditions, 3) interactions between these factors.

For ISPC analyses, the midfrontal electrodes FCz/Cz now served as “seeds”
of targeted synchronization in the theta-band. First, we plotted a condition-
averaged topographical map of ISPC over the same time-frequency window as
used for the power analysis. This revealed two bilateral regions of interest of func-
tional connectivity with our midfrontal electrode-pair: one over lateral frontal
sites (AF3/AF4), and one over lateral parieto-occipital sites (CP5/CP6). Sub-
sequent time-frequency maps of ISPC between these two target regions and the
midfrontal region indeed showed strong connectivity in the theta frequency-band
around the time of the response.

In addition to reactive (i.e. response-locked) control mechanisms, we were
also interested in cue-related, proactive (i.e. during the WS/PTI) control pro-
cesses. To this end, we used the same frequency band (3-8 Hz) and electrode-pair
(FCz/Cz) as for the response-locked power analysis, and looked for pre-target dy-
namics of theta power during the WS and the PTI. We reasoned that during the
first 400 ms of both the short and the long WS subjects could not infer its predic-
tive value. This time window could thus always be regarded as non-informative.
The PTI on the other hand could always be regarded as an informative time win-
dow: after WS-offset (irrespective of whether this was 400 or 1400 ms) subjects
could infer whether conflict probability was high or low. The interval from 400
ms to 1400 ms after WS onset provided only for the long WS trials an informative
cue about conflict probability as well: for the Late Conflict group, a long WS cued
high conflict probability, whereas for the Early Conflict group, a long WS cued
low conflict probability. Importantly, evaluating the effect of conflict probability
during this informative time window of the long WS trials was by definition a
between-group comparison. First, we computed average midfrontal theta-band
activity over these three time windows (0-400 ms, 400-1400 ms, 1400-1700 ms rel-
ative to WS onset), separately for high and low conflict probability. Second, as an
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exploratory analysis, we additionally plotted separate midfrontal time-frequency
maps of short and long WS trials, averaged over the two groups and thereby over
cued conflict probability, to identify different time-frequency windows of inter-
est (Figure 4.5A). Based on these plots we computed average activity in the alpha
(8-14 Hz) and beta (15-25 Hz) frequency band during the same non-informative,
informative and PTI time windows, and performed the same statistical analysis
(see below) as for theta activity.

Finally, we tested whether cued conflict probability could have an effect on
spatial attention towards stimulus location, as this was the conflicting dimension
in the Simon task. Spatial attention has been shown to elicit posterior alpha (8-14
Hz) suppression contralateral to the attended hemifield (Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut
et al., 2006). Thus, we analyzed epochs based on presentation side (left/right),
conflict probability (high/low), and congruency (congruent/icongruent). Topo-
graphical maps of alpha-band power at several post-target time windows revealed
a clear decrease in alpha activity at electrodes PO7/O1 for right-presented stim-
uli, and PO8/O2 for left-presented stimuli (Figure 4.7A). Time-frequency maps
of contralateral minus ipsilateral activity of these channels (i.e. the average of
PO7/O1–PO8/O2 for right stimuli, and PO8/O2–PO7/O1 for left stimuli; col-
lapsed across conflict probability and congruency) confirmed this alpha suppres-
sion effect to be present during a 270-550 ms window (Figure 4.7B). Lateral alpha
power was thus defined as the average power at these posterior channels and time-
frequency window.

4.2.6 Statistical analyses

The aims of our analyses were 1) to test whether the temporal cue could be used
to reduce the conflict effect, and 2) to assess whether conflict-related theta-band
activity, reflecting control processes (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b),
would already commence during the conflict-predicting intervals, thus not ex-
clusively being present during the time of the response. We therefore analyzed
both behavior (reaction times [RT] and accuracy) and brain activity (power and
ISPC) using repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subject factors of in-
terest being Current trial congruency (congruent vs. incongruent) and Conflict
Probability (high vs. low). As the target congruency of a previous trial has been
shown to influence behavior on a current trial (e.g. Egner, 2007; Gratton et al.,
1992; Kerns et al., 2004), we also included Previous trial congruency (congruent
vs. incongruent) as a factor, to account for confounding influences of previous
congruency. Furthermore, although we were not interested in a possible effect
of WS duration per se, we included the between-subject factor Group as well,
where possible group differences or interactions would indicate stronger tempo-
ral cueing effects for longer or shorter WS durations. In all ANOVAs, when the
assumption of sphericity did not hold, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was ap-
plied, although we report original degrees of freedom for ease of interpretation.
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Post-hoc dependent-samples t-tests were performed to explore interaction effects.
Error and post-error trials were excluded from all analyses, except for the behav-
ioral analysis of accuracy. For brain activity we computed power and ISPC for
each subject averaged over the time-frequency windows and electrodes as specified
above.

In the pre-target analysis, we conducted a separate independent-samples t-test
for activity during the informative window of the long WS, where the Late and
Early Conflict groups were directly compared, reflecting a comparison of high
and low conflict probability, respectively. In the posterior alpha lateralization
analysis, we used a repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subject factors
Laterality (contra vs. ipsi), Conflict Probability (high vs. low), Current trial
congruency (congruent vs. incongruent) and the between-subject factor Group.

To assess the relation between our behavioral and electrophysiological effects
we performed Spearman rank-correlation tests. For the correlations a single mea-
sure was computed for the difference in conflict effect induced by Conflict Prob-
ability (Conflict Cueing effect): (I – C)high – (I – C)low. This measure was com-
puted for RT, power, and ISPC (for RT, within-subject standardized RTs were
used in order to make the measure more comparable between subjects; for power
and ISPC the dB and percent change corrected values were used, respectively).
Based on previous literature (Cohen and Donner, 2013; Cohen and Ridderinkhof,
2013) we expected positive correlations, and thus set the statistical test of signifi-
cant correlation to be 1-tailed.

Finally, to evaluate the time course of one of our significant ANOVA effects
of EEG power (see below), we performed time-wise permutation testing with
cluster-based thresholding as a correction for multiple comparisons. Specifically,
the permutation test transformed the average condition difference power value
at each time point from dB into a z-value with respect to a null-distribution of
surrogate condition difference values, obtained by swapping condition labels in
a random half of subjects at each of 1000 permutations. The resulting z-scores
were thresholded at p < 0.05. With an additional 1000 iteration permutation
test, a distribution of cluster sizes of contiguous significant time points under the
null hypothesis of no condition difference was computed, and only clusters that
exceeded the 95th percentile of this distribution were retained.

4.2.7 Single-trial regression analysis

The above-described analyses were all performed based on trial-averaged data. Ad-
ditionally, it would be revealing to take into account within-subject inter-trial
variability (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011; Pernet et al., 2011): this way one could
more readily infer that proactive control triggered by conflict predicting time in-
tervals, and reactive control triggered by actual conflict, are dynamic, single-trial
adaptive processes. To this end, we assessed whether the online neural dynamics
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directly reflected i) anticipated conflict during the conflict-predicting intervals, ii)
the experienced conflict at time of the target, and iii) the validity of the conflict
expectation at the time of the target.

First, we computed, for each subject, single-trial midfrontal theta power aver-
aged over three time windows: the PTI (-300 ms to target onset) as the conflict pre-
dicting interval, the response-related interval (-200 ms to 100 ms response-locked),
and the non-informative time window (0-400 ms post WS onset) as a control in-
terval. Second, we determined the trial type labels: each trial had a WS predicting
either low or high conflict probability, a target being either congruent or incon-
gruent, and the predictive cue could either match (e.g. high conflict probability
followed by an incongruent trial) or not match (e.g. high conflict probability fol-
lowed by a congruent trial) the eventual level of conflict. Next, we tested whether
single-trial pre-target and response-related theta power was a reliable predictor of
these trial type labels. For each subject we fitted three logistic regression models
for the average single-trial power values of the three different time windows. In
turn, each resulting β term consisted (in addition to the intercept) of three re-
gression weights that corresponded to the degree to which theta power predicted
each trial type label. For each subject these regression weights were binarized as 1
if the regression weight indicated that increased theta power over trials predicted
a high conflict probability cue, incongruent trial, or a match between cue and
congruency, and as 0 if increased theta power predicted a low conflict probability
cue, congruent trial, or a non-match between cue and congruency. The regression
weights were tested at the group level against 0.5 (reflecting chance level predic-
tive value of binarized regression weights) using one-sample Mann-Whitney U
(also known as Wilcoxon rank sum) non-parametric t-tests and were considered
significant if they exceeded a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of p < 0.0167 (0.05
divided by the three time windows tested). See Cohen and Donner (2013) for a
more detailed description of this approach.

4.2.8 Follow-up behavioral experiments

To assess if the effects of the temporal cues extend to non-temporal cues, we con-
ducted three additional behavioral (no EEG) experiments. The tasks and proce-
dures were identical to the EEG experiment, apart from the type of cue used. All
task parameters and statistical analyses of behavioral performance were in line
with the EEG experiment, except where noted.

Follow-up experiment 1: non-temporal implicit cueing

In this experiment, the cue consisted of a horizontal black bar (height 0.25 dva)
presented at fixation. The cue duration was always 900 ms (i.e. the average of the
400 and 1400 ms WS duration in the EEG experiment), and was followed by the
PTI and target. Crucially, the width of the horizontal bar cue was either 0.5 dva
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or 1.26 dva. In the Short Conflict condition, a short (long) horizontal bar pre-
dicted the upcoming trial to be incongruent (congruent) with 80% validity. In the
Long Conflict condition this was the other way around. Randomly, ten subjects
were assigned to the Short Conflict condition while the other ten were assigned
to the Long Conflict condition. The rationale behind this experiment was that
the width (spatial length) of the bar should be analogous to the duration (tempo-
ral length) of the WS from the EEG experiment, in serving as a cue. However,
here the prediction of the cue could be inferred upon its presentation (because the
difference in width could be instantaneously perceived), while in the EEG exper-
iment this could only be inferred after a certain time had passed (because the WS
was perceptually identical in all trials except for its duration).

Follow-up experiment 2: probabilistic semantic cueing

In this experiment, the task was identical to the task of the first follow-up ex-
periment, except that we used the semantically meaningful words “HARD” and
“EASY” as conflict-predicting cues (with the same 80% validity), instead of the
horizontal bars. These cues allowed for a complete within-subject design (i.e. no
Group factor was needed to counterbalance the cue-probability mapping across
subjects). This experiment started with two practice blocks: a non-cue version of
the Simon task (with an ITI of 1000 ms) of 25 trials, and a 100% validity practice
block using the word cues of 25 trials. The experiment consisted of 6 blocks of
100 trials each, intervened by self-paced breaks.

Follow-up experiment 3: informative versus uninformative cueing

In this experiment, the task was identical to the task of the second follow-up ex-
periment, except for the cue validity and the inclusion of a neutral cue. Here, the
word “HARD” was always followed by an incongruent trial, the word “EASY”
was always followed by a congruent trial, and the word “NEUTRAL” was in
50% of the times followed by an (in)congruent trial. As the informative cues
were 100% valid in this experiment, this design allowed for a comparison of the
conflict effect following the informative cues versus following a neutral, unin-
formative cue. Thus in this experiment the factor Cue Type had the two levels
informative vs. uninformative, instead of high vs. low Conflict Probability as in
the other experiments.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Behavioral results from EEG experiment

On average, subjects responded correctly on 92.76% (SD: 3.04) percent of the tri-
als, with an average response speed of 467.40 ms (SD: 57.12). On correct trials
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Figure 4.1: Task paradigm and behavioral results. (A) Trial types, stimulus sequence and timing (top), and
examples of congruent and incongruent trials (bottom). (B) The proportion of congruent/incongruent
trials depended on the duration of the warning signal (WS). (C) RT (left) and accuracy (right) for congru-
ent (blue) and incongruent (red) trials as a function of previous trial congruency (top) and cued conflict
probability (bottom). Error bars: ±1 SEM. (D) Delta plot showing the conflict effect (current trial RT in-
congruent–congruent) as a function of quartiles of the RT-distribution, both for low (white open circles)
and high (black solid squares) conflict probability, collapsed over Group (i.e. irrespective of WS duration).

(also excluding post-error trials) RT increased significantly on incongruent com-
pared to congruent trials (F1,28 = 32.56, p < 0.001), reflecting the classic conflict
effect induced by the irrelevant spatial dimension of the stimulus. In addition,
we found a significant interaction between Current and Previous trial congru-
ency (F1,28 = 26.92, p < 0.001). As can be seen in Figure 4.1C (upper panel),
the conflict effect on RT decreased when the preceding trials was incongruent
(t29 = 1.32, p = 0.12), compared to when it was congruent (t29 = 7.18, p < 0.001).
This replicates earlier findings of the congruency sequence effect (Egner et al.,
2010; Gratton et al., 1992). Both the conflict effect and the conflict sequence effect
were present in accuracy as well: subjects performed worse on incongruent than
on congruent trials (F1,28 = 8.74, p = 0.006), and this decrease in performance was
attenuated when the previous trial was incongruent (F1,28 = 11.88, p = 0.002).

Importantly, our manipulation of pre-target conflict cueing based on tempo-
ral information showed an unexpected finding (Figure 4.1C lower panel). When
the WS duration predicted high conflict probability, the conflict effect on RT
increased, compared to when the WS duration predicted low conflict probabil-
ity (F1,28 = 32.56, p < 0.001). For accuracy, there was a similar, though non-
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significant effect (F1,28 = 3.78, p = 0.062). Moreover, these effects did not depend
on whether the subjects performed the Early or the Late Conflict condition, as
indicated by the absence of an interaction with the between-subject factor Group
(RT: F1,28 = 3.23, p = 0.083; accuracy: F < 1). In other words, when conflict
could be anticipated based on the duration of a fixation cross (irrespective of
whether this predicting interval was short or long), this hampered conflict res-
olution.

We further explored this negative effect of cueing on conflict by examin-
ing RT distributions through delta plots, where the conflict effect (the differ-
ence in RT between incongruent and congruent trials) is plotted as a function
of average RT. This approach has shown to be sensitive to variations and dy-
namics in conflict effects that are otherwise lost in regular trial-average scores
(Ridderinkhof, 2002; van den Wildenberg et al., 2010). Figure 4.1D shows that
throughout the RT-distribution, there was a stronger conflict effect for high com-
pared to low conflict probability cueing (Congruency by Conflict Probability
interaction, F1,29 = 24.0, p < 0.001). Irrespective of Conflict Probability, on the
other hand, the conflict effect reduced with longer RT (Congruency by RT-bin
interaction, F3,27 = 75.95, p < 0.001), as evidenced by a negative slope of the delta
plot (F1,29 = 142.4, p < 0.001), which is consistent with previous reports of the Si-
mon task and is interpreted as the selective suppression of location-based response
capture (Burle and van den Wildenberg, 2005; Ridderinkhof, 2002). As Congru-
ency, RT-bin and Conflict Probability did not interact (F3,27 = 1.99, p = 0.16),
selective suppression was not influenced by temporal cueing of conflict.

The effect of Conflict Probability on Current trial congruency did not fur-
ther interact with Previous trial congruency, which suggests that the mechanism
that is driving the conflict-cueing effect is different from the mechanism that me-
diates conflict adaptation (Alpay et al., 2009; Egner, 2007). Furthermore, there
was no main effect of Conflict Probability and in general the two groups did not
differ in RT (all F ′ s < 1). The Early Conflict group did perform better than
the Late Conflict group in terms of accuracy (F1,28 = 4.62, p = 0.04). An ad-
ditional analysis of the possible influence of the WS duration of the preceding
trial on RT at the current trial showed that there was no main effect of current
and previous trial WS duration (all F ′ s < 1), nor an interaction between these
factors (F1,28 = 1.96, p = 0.17), signifying that our manipulation of different WS
durations, which resulted in different intervals between successive targets, did not
affect general nonspecific preparation to respond to these targets (Los and Agter,
2005).

Together, these behavioral dynamics point to an effect of conflict cueing that
is opposite to what has been reported previously (Wendt and Kiesel, 2011): when
the probability of conflict could be inferred based on temporal information, be-
havioral responses to conflict further deteriorated.
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4.3.2 Response-related EEG time-frequency power

Based on a condition-orthogonal contrast of response-related oscillatory power
against baseline, we chose a two-channel (FCz and Cz) midfrontal pair of elec-
trodes for our main analyses (see Materials and Methods). As shown in Fig-
ure 4.2A and Figure 4.2B, this electrode pair showed an increase in activity in
the theta band (3-8 Hz) over a time window of -200 to 100 surrounding the but-
ton press. Average activity in this time-frequency window concurred with our
behavioral findings described above (Figure 4.2C). First, we found a conflict-
related (i.e. incongruent minus congruent) increase in midfrontal theta power
(F1,28 = 26.39, p < 0.001), which was stronger when the previous trial was con-
gruent than when it was incongruent (F1,28 = 20.75, p < 0.001), corroborating
previous findings (e.g. Cohen and Donner, 2013; Pastötter et al., 2013). Second,
the midfrontal conflict-related theta power was modulated by Conflict Probabil-
ity (F1,28 = 10.82, p = 0.003), independent of Previous trial congruency (F < 1):
conflict-related theta power was stronger after high compared to low conflict
probability, mimicking the (unexpected) behavioral cueing effect.

Indeed, the cueing effect on theta power correlated across subjects with the
cueing effect on behavior (Figure 4.4A): subjects who exhibited more conflict-
related behavioral slowing after a high compared to low conflict probability cue
also showed a stronger conflict-related increase in midfrontal theta power after a
high compared to low conflict probability cue (r = 0.31, p = 0.049 [r = 0.39, p =
0.020 when excluding one marked outlier]). Interestingly, this cross-subject cor-
relation seems to be driven mostly by the effect of Conflict Probability on con-
gruent trials (r = 0.33, p = 0.037 [r = 0.38, p = 0.024 when excluding the earlier
outlier]), and less on incongruent trials (r = 0.26, p = 0.084 [r = .025, p = 0.097
when excluding the outlier]).

There were no further interaction effects with Group, nor main effects of
Conflict Probability or (previous trial) WS duration (all p ′ s > 0.1). Thus, in line
with the behavioral findings, temporal cueing of conflict showed a specific effect
of increased local conflict-related theta power dynamics, again independent from
the actual duration of the cue.

Because we restricted this analysis to an a priori chosen time window, we next
explored the time course of this effect, which is illustrated in Figure 4.2D. The
effect of Current trial congruency on midfrontal theta clearly dropped to zero
before and after the response. However, over a longer time window of -500 to
50 ms around the response, conflict-related theta power was significantly elevated
when high conflict probability compared to low conflict probability was cued (as
revealed by time wise permutation testing with cluster-size thresholding). Thus,
the modulation of conflict-related midfrontal theta power by conflict cueing is
already present around target onset.
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4.3.3 Response-related Inter-Site Phase Clustering

In addition, we were interested in whether conflict cueing modulated interre-
gional connectivity as well. To test this, we computed inter-site phase clustering
(ISPC; see Materials and Methods) between the midfrontal electrode-pair used for
the power analysis (here thus used as “seed”) and all other electrodes, which re-
vealed theta-band synchronization between this region and a bilateral prefrontal
region (AF3/AF4) as well as a bilateral centro-parietal region (CP5/CP6; see Fig-
ure 4.3A). Using the same time-frequency windows as used for the power anal-
ysis, a similar repeated measures ANOVA revealed a marginal effect of Current
trial congruency for the lateral prefrontal region only (F1,28 = 4.11, p = 0.052;
centro-parietal: F1,28 = 1.36, p = 0.25), where incongruent trials elicited stronger
ISPC than congruent trials. Previous and Current congruency did not further
interact (lateral prefrontal: F1,28 = 2.04, p = 0.17; centro-parietal approaching
significance: F1,28 = 3.79, p = 0.062).
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However, we observed a strong interaction between Conflict Probability and
Current trial congruency (lateral prefrontal: F1,28 = 66.17, p < 0.001; centro-
parietal: F1,28 = 95.19, p < 0.001; Figure 4.3B), which, as in the power and be-
havioral results, did not interact with Group (F < 1). Moreover, whereas a cue
predicting high conflict probability was followed by stronger ISPC for incon-
gruent compared to congruent trials (lateral prefrontal: t29 = 7.00, p < 0.001;
centro-parietal: t29 = 6.89, p < 0.001), a cue predicting low conflict probabil-
ity was followed by a reverse effect of stronger ISPC after congruent compared
to incongruent trials (lateral prefrontal: t29 = 4.77, p < 0.001; centro-parietal:
t29 = 5.93, p < 0.001). This could not be attributable to differences in trial num-
ber, because ISPC values tend to be higher for low trial count, whereas we found
the reverse pattern.

Similar to the power results, the cueing effect on centro-parietal (FCz/Cz–CP5/CP6)
theta-band connectivity correlated with the cueing effect on behavior (Figure 4.4B):
subjects that showed stronger conflict-related RT slowing after a high compared
to low conflict probability cue also showed a stronger conflict-related increase in
theta ISPC after a high compared to low conflict probability cue (r = 0.33, p =
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as in left plot. (B) Same as in A, for theta ISPC between midfrontal and posterior (CP5/CP6) sites.

0.036). Again, as with power, this correlation was stronger in degree when con-
sidering only congruent trials (r = 0.48, p < 0.004), and absent for incongruent
trials (r = −0.04, p = 0.59). Theta ISPC between midfrontal and lateral pre-
frontal regions (AF3/AF4) showed no significant correlations (all p ′ s > 0.1).

4.3.4 Cue-related pre-target EEG time-frequency power

The above results provide evidence that the conflict-predicting temporal cue af-
fected both behavioral performance and associated brain dynamics, though in
opposite direction as expected. To examine whether this could be explained
by changes in pre-target cue-related activity (thus providing a neural measure of
proactive control), we plotted time-frequency power locked to the WS onset, both
for short and long WS trials, collapsed over groups (i.e. averaged over Conflict
Probability). As can be seen in Figure 4.5A, this revealed modulations in the
theta, alpha (8-14 Hz) and beta (15-25 Hz) bands.

First, we restricted our analysis to the theta-band, and computed midfrontal
theta power in three time windows of interest: the first 400 ms over both short
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and long WS trials (the “non- informative” time window), 400-1400 ms for long
WS trials only (the “informative” time window), and the PTI for both short and
long WS trials (see Materials and Methods for the rationale behind these time win-
dow labels). As expected, during the non-informative window, midfrontal theta
power did not differ between high and low conflict probability conditions (F1,28 =
0.96, p = 0.33), nor did it interact with Group (F1,28 = 0.12, p = 0.74). However,
during the informative window, subjects for whom the long WS predicted high
conflict probability showed stronger midfrontal theta activity than subjects for
whom the long WS predicted low conflict probability (t29 = 2.38, p = 0.024).
During the subsequent PTI, this difference between high and low conflict proba-
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bility persisted, both for short and long WS (i.e. a main effect of Conflict Prob-
ability: F1,28 = 4.91, p = 0.035; without an interaction with Group; F < 0.1).
Thus, pre-target midfrontal oscillatory dynamics showed a preparatory effect of
conflict cueing with a hazard function characteristic: when the conditional prob-
ability of conflict increased (decreased) over time, given that the WS had not yet
ended, midfrontal theta power concomitantly increased (decreased).

Second, we explored alpha- and beta-band power because the condition-averaged
time-frequency maps of long and short WS also showed activity in these bands
(see Figure 4.5A). During the same time windows as used for the theta analysis,
alpha power was not modulated by any of our factors nor their interactions (all
p ′ s > 0.1). However, beta power showed an interaction between Conflict Prob-
ability and Group during the PTI (F1,28 = 4.39, p = 0.048), where a post-hoc
independent-samples t-test revealed that after a low conflict probability cue, beta
suppression was stronger for the Early Conflict group than for the Late Conflict
group (t28 = 2.54, p = 0.017). That is, beta suppression was stronger after a long
WS (as this was a low conflict probability cue for the Early Conflict group) than
after a short WS (as this was a low conflict probability cue for the Late Conflict
group). This result can be explained by an effect of duration on beta suppression,
which typically develops in strength over time in preparing for a motor response
(de Jong et al., 2006). Interestingly, this effect was absent when a short and long
WS indicated a high probability of conflict (t28 = 1.51, p = 0.14).

In sum, these results provide evidence for a neural signature of conflict antici-
pation (increase in pre-target midfrontal theta power), triggered by temporal cues
that predict conflict.

4.3.5 Within subject single-trial regression

Conflict anticipation triggered by conflict-predicting time intervals, and reactive
control triggered by actual conflict, should manifest at the single trial level. We
hypothesized that the degree of midfrontal theta power would fluctuate over the
course of the trial depending on whether i) the temporal cue predicted conflict, ii)
the trial subsequently contained a conflict target, and iii) the prediction of the cue
was valid. To this end we performed a logistic regression analysis (see Materials
and Methods), where we used single-trial midfrontal theta power averaged over
three time windows (the non-informative window, the PTI [see Figure 4.5B],
and the response-related window used for the general power analysis [see Fig-
ure 4.2B]) to predict these condition labels. The results are shown in Figure 4.6,
where on the y-axis the percentage of subjects is shown that exhibited a positive
relationship between theta and condition label. A Wilcoxon-signed rank test cor-
roborated the trial-averaged group-level results. First, theta activity during the
non-informative window remained at chance level prediction (all p ′ s > 0.4). Sec-
ond, during the PTI, theta power predicted the type of cue ( p = 0.011), where
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stronger theta was associated with high conflict probability cues. Finally, dur-
ing the response-related window theta power predicted the actual congruency
( p < 0.001), where stronger theta power was associated with incongruent tri-
als. Interestingly, stronger response-related theta was also predictive of the cue-
congruency match ( p = 0.001), reflecting at the single-trial level the group-level
interaction between Conflict Probability and Current trial congruency described
above. For example, when a high conflict probability cue was followed by an
incongruent trial, such a trial was likely to result in stronger theta activity; and
similarly, a low conflict probability cue followed by a congruent trial was also
likely to result in stronger theta.

In sum, this analysis revealed evidence of single-trial conflict anticipation
based on temporal information, expressed in midfrontal theta-band activity. More-
over, single-trial activity corroborated the seemingly contradictory cueing effect
around the response, of increased conflict-related midfrontal theta power when
this conflict could be anticipated.

4.3.6 Target-related lateralized alpha

We next tested whether the cueing of conflict could have affected low-level pro-
cessing of stimulus features as well. In the Simon task, the feature that is of par-
ticular interest is the target location, as this is the irrelevant dimension that poses
conflict. We thus investigated posterior alpha suppression contralateral to side of
stimulus presentation, which has been shown to correlate with attentional pro-
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cessing (Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006). The spatial location of the stimu-
lus indeed elicited a strong contralateral alpha suppression over parieto-occipital
regions (F1,28 = 39.70, p < 0.001), around 300 ms after target onset. This means
that, for example, when a stimulus was presented on the left side of the screen,
there was relatively stronger alpha power suppression over right parieto-occipital
sites than over left parieto-occipital sites (see Figure 4.7A-C) This alpha lateraliza-
tion effect was modulated by Current trial congruency (F1,28 = 15.43, p = 0.001),
where congruent trials elicited stronger alpha lateralization than incongruent tri-
als (t29 = 3.67, p = 0.001; Figure 4.7D). However, Conflict Probability did not
interact with stimulus location (F < 1), nor was there a three-way interaction
between Conflict Probability, Current trial congruency and stimulus location
(F < 1). Importantly, these null findings suggest that cueing conflict did not af-
fect bottom-up processing of sensory features, as it did not modulate a neural
index of spatial attention (Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006). On the other
hand, these results do show how spatial attention was reduced (as indicated by
relatively less lateralized alpha power suppression) after targets of which the spa-
tial location was incongruent with the required response. Given the absence of an
effect of cueing, however, this spatial attention effect could be regarded as reactive
rather than proactive.

4.3.7 Behavioral results of follow-up experiments

We set out to further pin down this surprising finding by means of three follow-
up experiments, in which we varied the symbolic and probabilistic nature of the
cue (see Materials and Methods) in the same Simon task.

Follow-up experiment 1: non-temporal cueing

In short, this task was identical to the temporal cueing task, except that cues
consisted of horizontal bars of equal duration, with the width forming a cue for
conflict probability. As expected, this tasks resulted in slower responses on incon-
gruent compared to congruent trials (F1,18 = 22.79, p < 0.001), and this conflict
effect was reduced when the previous trial was incongruent compared to when it
was congruent (F1,18 = 42.98, p < 0.001). The same pattern was found for accu-
racy (both p ′ s < 0.05).

Importantly, this task elicited the same contradictory effect of conflict cue-
ing (F1,18 = 4.64, p = 0.045; Figure 4.8A). Similar to the manipulation of time
intervals as cues, when the non-temporal symbolic information (i.e. the width
of a bar) cued high conflict probability, the conflict effect in RT increased, com-
pared to when cued conflict probability was low (t19 = 2.09, p = 0.050). Again,
this effect did not interact with Group (F1,18 = 2.22, p = 0.15) nor with Previ-
ous trial congruency (F < 1). For accuracy, we did not observe an interaction
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Figure 4.7: Stimulus-locked alpha lateralization results. (A) Topographical maps of alpha (8-14 Hz) power
270-550 ms post-stimulus, plotted separately for stimuli presented left and right from fixation, showed
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terior alpha power. (D) Average power of the time-frequency window denoted in B plotted for congruent
(blue) and incongruent (red) trials as a function of cued conflict probability. Error bars: ±1 SEM.

between Current trial congruency and Conflict probability in this experiment
(F1,18 = 1.11, p = 0.31).

Follow-up experiment 2: probabilistic semantic cueing

To investigate whether the symbolic nature of the cue is an important variable
in the above results, we repeated the same experiment, except that the cues com-
prised words that were semantically informative about conflict (e.g. “HARD”),
while still predicting conflict with 80% certainty. Although we found the same
general conflict and sequence effects (all p ′ s < 0.05), any effect of cueing was
absent. That is, there was no main effect of Conflict probability (RT: F1,14 =
1.36, p = 0.26; accuracy: F < 1), nor any interaction with Current and Previous
trial congruency (all F ′ s < 1; Figure 4.8B).
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Follow-up experiment 3: informative versus uninformative cueing

Introducing an uninformative cue (the word “NEUTRAL”) that predicted con-
flict with 50% probability, together with the “HARD” and “EASY” words now
predicting as informative cues the upcoming congruency with 100% validity,
showed a pattern of results that replicates earlier findings (Strack et al., 2013).
First, subjects responded faster (F1,14 = 22.88, p < 0.001) and more accurately
(F1,14 = 9.60, p = 0.008) when the cues were informative as opposed to unin-
formative (Figure 4.8C). Second, the conflict effect for RT was higher follow-
ing informative cues than following uninformative cues (t14 = 3.58, p = 0.003),
as reflected by an interaction between the factors Cue Type and Current trial
congruency (F1,14 = 12.80, p = 0.003). In other words, people benefited from
the informativeness, or validity of the cue in preparing for incongruent trials
(t14 = 3.91, p = 0.002), but this effect was even stronger when preparing for con-
gruent trials (t14 = 5.12, p < 0.001). These interactions were not present for
accuracy (all F ′ s < 1).
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4.4 Discussion

In this study, we hypothesized that if temporal information derived from between-
trial intervals correlates with the probability of future instances of conflict (Wendt
and Kiesel, 2011), subjects can use this contingency to prepare for upcoming con-
flict through anticipatory proactive control (Correa et al., 2009). We predicted
that the conflict effect (increased response time and decreased accuracy for in-
congruent versus congruent trials) would reduce when conflict could be expected
based on the duration of a “warning signal” (an inter-trial fixation cross). Sur-
prisingly, the current data point to the exact opposite. In fact, the conflict effect
was present only when conflict probability was cued to be high (80% incongru-
ent trials), and disappeared when conflict probability was cued to be low (80%
congruent trials).

Although contrary to our predictions and in sharp contrast with previous
findings of conflict-reducing effects of temporal cueing (Wendt and Kiesel, 2011),
this pattern of behavioral results was internally consistent with several distinct
manifestations of EEG dynamics, and generalized to other task settings. First, we
obtained strong evidence of increased conflict-related midfrontal theta-band (3-8
Hz) power, and stronger conflict-related interregional theta synchrony, specific to
situations of high conflict likelihood. These neurophysiological underpinnings of
cognitive control (Cohen, 2014b) correlated across subjects with the behavioral
cueing effect.

Second, in addition to temporal cues, non-temporal, symbolic cues (here, hor-
izontal bars of different width) increased the conflict effects as well. Only when
the cues were semantically meaningful words that were 100% valid (e.g. the word
“hard” always appeared before an incongruent trial), we found a behavioral bene-
fit with respect to a neutral, uninformative (50% valid) cue. However, this effect
was most pronounced for congruent trials.

4.4.1 Frontal theta dynamics reflect both anticipatory proactive
and post-target reactive control

Our general EEG results of increased frontal theta power as well as interregional
phase synchrony after conflict are in accordance with a growing body of find-
ings that tie frontal theta-band activity to various cognitive control processes,
including conflict adaptation (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011; Pastötter et al., 2013),
error-processing (Luu et al., 2004; van Driel et al., 2012), task-switching (Cunillera
et al., 2011), and reinforcement learning (Cavanagh et al., 2010; van de Vijver
et al., 2011). An important contribution of this chapter to the literature is that
midfrontal theta increases can already be observed before a conflict target, elicited
by a conflict-predicting cue. Moreover, by using time intervals as such cues, we
observed that these anticipatory dynamics waxed and waned around temporal
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windows during which the cue became informative. These inter-trial events were
perceptually identical except for duration, showing that midfrontal theta activ-
ity can, in addition to reflecting post-target control processes, be linked to an
endogenously generated conflict anticipation process that is based on an internal
representation of time. The surprising finding is that this conflict anticipation
did not produce adaptive behavior. However, a recent study has shown that un-
der certain circumstances, cue-induced cognitive control can indeed impair rather
than facilitate behavior (Bocanegra and Hommel, 2014).

Although we observed the “classical” effect of response-locked conflict-related
increases in midfrontal theta power after target-onset (Cohen et al., 2008; Nigbur
et al., 2011b), this effect emerged only when conflict probability was cued to be
high. This cue-conflict interaction was present at the single-trial level, paralleled
the behavioral findings, and both effects correlated across subjects. Moreover, this
effect was present well before the response, and may thus be a result of the pre-
target cue-related increase in midfrontal theta. Although post-hoc, this may pro-
vide an explanation of our unexpected findings: it is possible that the cue-related
theta effect is, in terms of the underlying mechanism, qualitatively different from
conflict-related theta (Cohen, 2014b). This view is in accordance with several
studies demonstrating that anticipatory activity in the medial frontal cortex can
be independent from, and dampen subsequent, conflict-related medial frontal ac-
tivity (Aarts et al., 2008; Brown, 2009; Ide et al., 2013; Luks et al., 2007; Oliveira
et al., 2014). In our task, these processes may have interfered around the time of
the response (i.e. during action selection), resulting in less efficiently applied re-
active control. Varying the interval between cue and target, thereby teasing apart
these processes in time, may be a way to further investigate this hypothesis.

In addition to conflict-related local power, we reported interregional theta
phase synchrony between midfrontal and lateral frontal (Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2008) as well as posterior sites (Anguera et al., 2013; Co-
hen and van Gaal, 2013). This large-scale functional connectivity was stronger
after incongruent than congruent targets, exclusively following a cue that was
associated with high conflict probability; after a low conflict probability cue, in-
terregional theta-band connectivity reversed as it became stronger after congru-
ent than incongruent targets. This seems inconsistent with a recently proposed
interpretation of frontal theta phase synchrony reflecting the top-down imple-
mentation of control in response to general signals of “surprise” (Cavanagh and
Frank, 2014). That is, the more obvious hypothesis that unexpected (i.e. sur-
prising) events should require relatively more control, would predict the exact
opposite. Nonetheless, our connectivity effects were remarkably strong, consis-
tent with the local theta power effects, and (similar to power) correlated with the
behavioral cost of cueing.
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4.4.2 Temporal cues and attention-to-time

One possible, albeit speculative, explanation of our findings could be that time
intervals are special in serving as cues, triggering specific anticipatory activity
(Sperduti et al., 2011) (but see next paragraph). Given that the inter-trial fixation
stimuli were valid predictors only with respect to their duration, subjects may
have increased their attention to the passage of time especially when this duration
signaled conflict. Research on “temporal orienting” has shown that attention to
time can boost bottom-up processing of perceptual information (Cravo et al.,
2011, 2013; Jepma et al., 2012; Nobre et al., 2007; Rohenkohl et al., 2012), which
can interfere with cognitively controlled action selection (Correa et al., 2010), pre-
sumably because the irrelevant conflicting information is processed to a stronger
degree. Thus, in our study, the temporal cues that predicted high conflict like-
lihood may have resulted in more instead of less conflict, by enhancing sensory
processing of the irrelevant (conflicting) spatial location of the stimulus, through
increased attention to time. However, this explanation would have predicted neu-
ral activity related to spatial processing to decrease after cues that signaled high
conflict probability. In contrast, we found that contralateral posterior alpha sup-
pression decreased only after incongruent targets; these alpha dynamics were not
affected by cueing. This finding is consistent with lateralized alpha power reflect-
ing an index of top-down (i.e. reactive) control over spatial attention (Klimesch,
2012; Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006).

Moreover, our behavioral follow-up experiment in which we used non-temporal,
symbolic instead of temporal cues also argues against the explanation of time in-
tervals being special. That is, when pre-target stimuli comprised horizontal bars
that differed in spatial length instead of duration (i.e. “temporal length”), subjects
were again not able to use these cues to improve behavior, as evidenced by a simi-
lar increase in conflict effects after high conflict probability cueing. Nonetheless,
the use of time as a source of information for abstract inferences (such as pre-
dicting future conflict likelihood) has received little emphasis (Appelbaum et al.,
2012; Wendt and Kiesel, 2011), and thus the underlying processes of encoding this
temporal information as a usable contextual cue remain largely unknown.

4.4.3 From symbolic, probabilistic cueing to semantic, deter-
ministic cueing

Our behavioral results initially seem to be in contrast with studies that have
shown beneficial effects of cueing in conflict tasks (Crump et al., 2006; Fischer
et al., 2014; Ghinescu et al., 2010; Gratton et al., 1992; King et al., 2012). How-
ever, a careful examination of this literature provides some leverage for relating
our study to previous findings. First, several studies report the effect of cueing to
be most prominent on congruent trials (Aarts et al., 2008; Alpay et al., 2009; Klein
and Ivanoff, 2011; Stoffels, 1996; Strack et al., 2013; Wühr and Kunde, 2008). This
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is consistent with our findings. For example, we found that the behavioral effect
of cueing correlated with both midfrontal theta power and midfrontal–parieto-
occipital theta phase synchrony, only for congruent and not incongruent trials.
Second, some studies fail to show a clear benefit of cueing in general (Goldfarb
and Henik, 2013; Luks et al., 2007) or on incongruent trials specifically (Strack
et al., 2013), and depending on specific task settings even report opposite effects
(Alpay et al., 2009; Wühr and Kunde, 2008). Third, the type of cues and con-
flict tasks differ widely across studies, while often lacking a detailed rationale as
to why these settings were chosen. For example, while some have argued that
a sufficiently long time interval is required between cue and target to generate
an expectation about upcoming conflict (Correa et al., 2009; Monsell, 2003), oth-
ers have shown that varying the cue-target interval does not modulate the cueing
effect (Wühr and Kunde, 2008). Indeed, the observation that features of the tar-
get itself can trigger conflict adaptation “on the fly” (King et al., 2012; Lehle and
Hübner, 2008) argues for a fairly rapid and flexible form of proactive control.

Our follow-up experiments suggest three variables in conflict cueing that may
prove important in disambiguating these findings. First, the semantic level of
the cue may influence whether and how proactive control can develop (Fischer
et al., 2014; Umbach et al., 2012). In our study, time intervals and horizontal
bars had, in contrast to the words “HARD” and “EASY”, no a priori relationship
with conflict. Using the word cues, we found no cueing effect when these cues
were probabilistic (i.e. predicting with 80% validity upcoming conflict), which
is in accordance with another study (Alpay et al., 2009). Other studies vary in
semantic level of the cue. For example, it can be argued that a red cross and a
green checkmark (Correa et al., 2009) contain intrinsic information about conflict
to a stronger degree than contextual target-features (e.g. the color of a Flanker
stimulus; Vietze and Wendt, 2009). In addition, the semantic level of arbitrary
symbols can change depending on task instructions and training (Ghinescu et al.,
2010), which may alter task strategies and conscious experience of (pre-target)
conflict. It has been shown that the latter can modulate the behavioral conflict
effect in an opposite direction (Desender et al., 2014).

Second and third, the validity of the cue may be important (Lai and Man-
gels, 2007; Vossel et al., 2006), which may or may not require the inclusion of a
neutral cue. In our study, changing the cueing paradigm from probabilistic (80%
validity) to deterministic (100% validity) resulted in behavioral improvements es-
pecially on congruent trials and in comparison with neutral cues, replicating pre-
vious findings (Alpay et al., 2009; Strack et al., 2013). This effect can be more
easily explained: neutral cues predict uncertainty, resulting in more cautious re-
sponse strategies both for congruent and incongruent trials. On the other hand,
valid, explicit cues result in faster responses in general, which favors the faster “di-
rect” route with which the irrelevant stimulus dimension (location) is processed,
over the slower “deliberate” route that processes the relevant stimulus dimension
(color) (Ridderinkhof, 2002; van den Wildenberg et al., 2010). Thus, although
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the conflict-predicting cues speed up behavior, this increased impulsivity results
in a stronger conflict effect. Future studies involving probabilistic temporal and
spatial cues may wish to include a neutral cue, as this could provide more insight
into whether the obtained costs of cueing may be related to either impulsivity or
cautiousness.

4.4.4 Conclusions

We found a behavioral cost of time-based conflict anticipation, which was mir-
rored in frontal theta EEG dynamics, and replicated in other cue and task set-
tings. Previous findings on pre-target cueing have been mixed, and some of our
results can be linked to these anomalies. However, how exactly informative cues
can hurt instead of help behavior towards what is cued, needs further research.
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Abstract

People with grapheme-color synesthesia are often confronted with two different, con-
current color sensations, induced by a single stimulus. Yet, little is known about the
neural mechanisms that manage this unique type of perceptual conflict. Here, we elu-
cidated for the first time the neural oscillatory dynamics of synesthetic conflict and
applied MEG source reconstruction to reveal the spatial distribution of these effects
in the brain. Ten synesthetes performed a “synesthetic Stroop” task, in which they
were slower and less accurate when responding to letters that were to them “incongru-
ently” colored. This conflict effect was accompanied by strong peri-response patterns
of oscillatory activity in different frequency bands ranging from delta (2-4 Hz) to
beta (12-30 Hz), in regions commonly associated with synesthetic processing, includ-
ing lateral occipital and temporal cortex, and precuneus. In addition, orbitofrontal
cortex showed strong conflict-related delta enhancement, possibly reflecting increased
“internal” control. Pre-response beta suppression in left parietal cortex, moreover,
predicted conflict-induced slowing at the single-trial level. Furthermore, we used a
color-versus-greyscale localizer task to identify task-unrelated visual regions involved
in color processing. During the Stroop task task, this region showed a alpha-beta
suppression effect elicited by synesthetic conflict. These findings provide a unique in-
sight into the neurophysiology of perceptual conflict, even when such conflict is not
physically present in the outside world.
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5.1 Introduction

For an estimated 1% of the population (Simner et al., 2006), perceiving a cer-
tain letter or digit reliably evokes an additional color sensation. Grapheme-color
synesthesia is a remarkable phenomenon because of its automaticity, reliability
over time, and idiosyncratic specificity of the grapheme-color associations. Synes-
thesia has been a topic of growing scientific endeavor (Rouw et al., 2011; Ward,
2013), where most research revolves around neurocognitive models that explain
how synesthetic experience arises. For example, the cortical region that pro-
cesses graphemes may “cross-activate” the spatially adjacent color processing area
through hardwired aberrant connections (Hubbard et al., 2011; Ramachandran
and Hubbard, 2001a,b). In addition, higher-level binding mechanisms by parietal
cortex may serve as an important functional node in neurocognitive mechanisms
of synesthesia (Esterman et al., 2006; Grossenbacher and Lovelace, 2001; Jäncke
and Langer, 2011).

An intriguing part of synesthetic experience is that one stimulus can induce
two parallel, and often conflicting sensations. Indeed, although synesthetes often
report not to be bothered by their additional color experiences, they typically
slow down when naming the physical color of a grapheme that elicits a different
synesthetic color. This “synesthetic Stroop effect” is not only one of the most ro-
bust findings in synesthesia research (Beeli et al., 2005; Colizoli et al., 2014; Dixon
et al., 2000; Mattingley et al., 2001; Wollen and Ruggiero, 1983), it also highly re-
sembles the classic Stroop effect (e.g. slower responses to the color of the word
red when written in green font) that is used in the cognitive control literature as
an exemplar of conflict between competing response alternatives (MacLeod and
MacDonald, 2000).

Response conflict has been associated with activity in frontal control net-
works (Fuster, 2000; Miller, 2000), where the medial frontal cortex (MFC) is
thought to detect the presence of conflict (Alexander and Brown, 2011; Botvinick
et al., 2004), and communicates to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) the
need for behavioral adjustment (Kerns et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2000). Both
these regions have moreover been shown to exert top-down influence over lower
task-relevant sensory and motor areas (Danielmeier et al., 2011; Egner and Hirsch,
2005; Miller and D’Esposito, 2005), plausibly through interregional phase syn-
chronized theta-band (4-8 Hz) (Anguera et al., 2013; Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011;
Cohen and van Gaal, 2014) and alpha-band (8-12 Hz) (Mazaheri et al., 2009; van
Driel et al., 2012) oscillations. In general, frontal network dynamics in the theta-
band have recently been advanced as a putative neural mechanism of conflict con-
trol (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b). It is currently unknown whether
response conflict as a result of synesthesia results in a similar MFC theta response.

In fact, how conflicting color experience is processed in the brains of grapheme-
color synesthetes is a question that has hitherto received little attention (Rouw
et al., 2013). This is surprising, given that various studies that use the synesthetic
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Stroop task as an instrument to study neural mechanisms of synesthesia often
report activation in frontal regions (Laeng et al., 2011; Specht and Laeng, 2011;
van der Veen et al., 2014), though only loosely tie this activity to the hypoth-
esis that simultaneous color sensations may induce conflict. Moreover, frontal
cortex seems to be active during general synesthetic perception (Aleman et al.,
2001; Beeli et al., 2008; Paulesu et al., 1995; Schiltz et al., 1999; Sperling et al.,
2006; Weiss et al., 2001, 2005), and shows structural white and grey matter dif-
ferences in synesthetes compared to non-synesthetes (Rouw and Scholte, 2007,
2010). One purpose of this study was thus to increase our understanding of the
neural underpinnings of the cognitive control of synesthetic conflict. In addition,
synesthesia can provide unique insights into conflict processing in general, given
that the conflict that is experienced is not physically present in the outside world.
That is, conflict arises due to an internal, additional sensation, and is thereby not
intrinsic to the stimulus itself, nor directly tied to a task instruction.

In this study, we recorded MEG data while ten synesthetes performed a color-
conflict task (see Fig. 5.1), and performed source localization on the time-frequency
representation of these data. This allowed us to investigate the cortical electro-
magnetic signatures of synesthetic conflict. In short, we found that synesthetic
conflict elicited oscillatory activity in a collection of regions less common to the
general cognitive control and response conflict literature (e.g. the precuneus and
orbitofrontal cortex), and characterized by a specific pattern of oscillatory activ-
ity ranging from delta (2-4 Hz) to beta (12-30 Hz) —but not theta— frequency-
bands.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Subjects

Ten subjects (all female, age 22–28) participated in this study. Subjects were re-
cruited from a pool of synesthetic subjects that participated in previous studies
(e.g. Rouw and Scholte, 2007, 2010; Rouw et al., 2013). We selected grapheme-
color synesthetes who report to “see” their additional color sensations in the out-
side world, projected onto (i.e. in or around the same external spatial frame of
reference of) the eliciting grapheme. These subjective reports were quantified us-
ing the “P-A questionnaire”, which was used in Rouw and Scholte (2007, 2010) to
dissociate between the “projector” and “associator” subtypes (Dixon et al., 2004).
Our ten projector synesthetes had an average P-A value (ranging from -4 for as-
sociator to 4 for projector) of 2.58 (min: 0.67, max: 4). Subjects signed an in-
formed consent form, and received €40 for their participation. Apart from the
synesthetic experience, subjects had normal (or corrected-to-normal) vision. The
study was approved by the medical ethics committee of the Free University (VU)
Medical Center for the MEG recording, and the Psychology ethics committee of
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the University of Amsterdam for the MRI recording. MEG and MRI recording
sessions were conducted on separate days.

5.2.2 Letter and color selection procedure

For our stimuli we chose per subject a set of four letters that elicited maximally
contrasting synesthetic colors. We based this selection on visual inspection of the
subject-specific colored alphabet obtained in previous studies (see Fig. 5.1d, for an
example). Before the experiment, in the MEG scanner room, subjects were asked
to choose their synesthetic color for each of these four letters again by clicking
on a RGB color palette (a 64-by-64 pixel-grid covering 4096 RGB values, colors
ranging in hue and brightness, together with a separate black– gray–white bar,
covering 64 RGB values from black to white) on a computer screen. They gave
each color-match a rating on a seven-point scale, reflecting how closely or strongly
the chosen computer color matched the synesthetic sensation. This procedure
was meant to 1) confirm the consistency of the synesthetic color sensations of
our pre-chosen letters, and 2) to get numerical RGB values in the experimental
setting of the MEG recording that corresponded most closely to their internal
synesthetic experience. This procedure resulted in different letter-color combina-
tions for each subject. More details of this procedure can be found in Rouw et al.
(2013).

5.2.3 Synesthetic Stroop task

During the MEG session, subjects performed a modified version of the Stroop
task (Dixon et al., 2000; Wollen and Ruggiero, 1983), in which at each trial they
indicated with a button press the printed color of a letter. This “physical” color
was either congruent or incongruent with the synesthetic color that this letter
elicited (Fig. 5.1a). During incongruent trials, the letter had a color that corre-
sponded to the synesthetic color of one of the other three letters. This letter-color
mapping was held constant throughout the task. For example, when for one
synesthete the used letters A, B, C and D elicited the synesthetic colors green,
blue, orange and red, respectively, during incongruent trials these letters were
colored blue, green, red and orange, respectively. Each of the four colors was
mapped onto one of four buttons on a MEG-compatible right-hand button-box,
which subjects pressed with their index, middle, ring and little fingers. Subjects
learned this color-response mapping in a short (∼3 min.) practice task. In the
Stroop task, congruent and incongruent trials were presented equally often and
in random order. A trial started with a 500 ms fixation cross (+), followed by
the colored letter which remained on screen for 1000 ms, followed by a hash-tag
(#) mask for 500 ms. All stimuli subtended 0.5 degrees of visual angle (dva). The
mask was colored in a greyscale that was isoluminant with the color of the let-
ter, and was used to prevent an opposite-color afterimage of the letter. Responses
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Figure 5.1: Task design and behavioral results. A) Synesthetic Stroop task showing an example of a
congruent and incongruent trial, given the colored alphabet shown in (D). The isoluminant #-tag served
as mask for reducing a color-after-image. B) Behavioral results of the Stroop task. Left panel: Reaction
time (RT) in milliseconds plotted for congruent (green) and incongruent (red) conditions, as a function of
previous trial congruency, for correct trials only. Right panel: same as left panel, for accuracy (proportion
correct trials). C) 1-back task used as color localizer. Colors and isoluminant greyscales were similar to
those used for the Stroop task. D) Example of alphabet of one synesthete.

were accepted upon stimulus presentation. After the mask the 500 ms fixation
cross reappeared. Subjects performed a total of 4 blocks of 96 trials, yielding a
total of 384 trials (192 congruent, 192 incongruent). Before these experimental
blocks, subjects performed a 80-trial practice block where feedback on accuracy
was provided upon the response (500 ms words “Wrong” or “Correct” presented
at fixation).

5.2.4 Color localizer task

In addition to the Stroop task, we applied a subject-specific localizer procedure.
The motivation behind this localizer was to obtain a time-frequency-space rep-
resentation of color perception in the brain, and use this as a task-independent
spatial mask to test for conflict modulation in visual cortex. Before the Stroop
task, subjects performed a 1-back task in which squares (0.5 dva) were presented
at fixation for 1000 ms, followed by a 1000 ms fixation cross. There were 160
trials. Squares were colored, at random, with either one of the four colors that
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were used for the Stroop task, or the isoluminant grey of these colors. Subjects
indicated with a right index finger button press whenever the stimulus on each
trial was the same as that in the previous trial. The purpose of the 1-back task was
to have the subjects fixate and attend to the stimuli.

5.2.5 MRI recording

To obtain subject-specific forward models for MEG source reconstruction (see
below), we collected anatomical T1-weighted magnetic resonance images of each
subject using a 3-T Phillips scanner (160 slices of 256x256 voxels with a size of
1x1x1mm; TR: 8.13s; TE: 3.72s).

5.2.6 MEG recording and preprocessing

During the color localizer and Stroop task we recorded each subject’s brain ac-
tivity in a magnetically shielded room (VacuumSchmelze GmbH, Hanua, Ger-
many) with a whole-head 306 sensor neuromagnetometer (Elekta NeuroMag Oy,
Helsinki, Finland), comprising 102 sensor units, each consisting of two orthogo-
nal planar gradiometers and one magnetometer. The data were sampled at 1250
Hz and an anti-aliasing filter and high-pass filter of 410 Hz and 0.1 Hz were ap-
plied, respectively. The head position relative to the MEG sensors was recorded
continuously using the signals from four head-localisation coils. The positions
of these coils were digitized, as well as the outline of the participants scalp (∼500
points), using a 3D digitizer (3Space FastTrack, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA).
This scalp surface was used for co-registration with the subject’s anatomical MRI.

Offline, the raw data were spatially filtered using the temporal extension of
Signal Space Separation (tSSS; Taulu and Simola, 2006; Taulu and Hari, 2009)
with MaxFilter software (Elekta Neuromag Oy, version 2.2.10), using a sliding-
window of 10 seconds and a correlation limit of 0.9 (see also Hillebrand et al.,
2013).

Subsequent preprocessing was done using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011)
routines in Matlab (The Mathworks). MEG data were band-pass filtered between
0.5 and 350 Hz and epoched -1.5 to 2 seconds surrounding stimulus-onset. Linear
baseline subtraction was applied using a baseline time window from -200 ms to
stimulus-onset. Next, epochs were visually inspected and those containing EMG,
squid-jump artifacts and other artifacts that could visually be distinguished from
brain-driven signals, were removed from further analysis. In addition, trials on
which subjects made an error (e.g. on incongruent trials, responding to the synes-
thetic instead of the printed color) were removed. This resulted, on average, in
175.5 (min: 108, max: 192) epochs with congruent, and 163.9 (min: 82, max: 188)
epochs with incongruent trials.
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5.2.7 Source space time-frequency analysis

To estimate the frequency domain sources underlying the sensor-level time se-
ries we applied a linear constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer on
band-pass filtered data (see Hillebrand et al., 2005, for a review). With beamform-
ing, for each single voxel in the brain a set of weights equal to the number of
sensors is computed; these weights describe the projection of scalp activity onto
that voxel. The forward model was estimated using a realistic single-shell head
model (according to Nolte, 2003) for each subject in Fieldtrip. On average 10668
voxels (min–max across subjects: 9422–11942) with 5 mm resolution were used to
cover the brain.

To obtain frequency precision, we band-pass filtered the data in 7 frequency
bands (2–4, 4–8, 8–12, 12–20, 20–30, 30–50, and 50–80 Hz for delta, theta, alpha,
beta, low gamma and high gamma, respectively) using Matlab’s zero-phase-lag
filtfilt function prior to computing the LCMV beamformer. To obtain tempo-
ral precision, we computed covariance matrices over successive overlapping time
windows, where the width of the time window was based on the frequency band
(in ms, with respect to the bands: 400, 300, 300, 300, 300, 200, 200). The cen-
ter of these consecutive time windows ranged, in 50 ms steps, from -200 to 1000
ms relative to stimulus-onset for stimulus-locked activity. We additionally per-
formed response-locked analyses using time-window centers from -800 to 800 ms
relative to the button press. To calculate relative power versus baseline, and to
control for a bias of increasing power towards the center of the head, we also
computed the covariance matrix over a baseline time window. Baseline time
windows ranged from the frequency-specific covariance window minus 100 ms
pre-stimulus onset until 100 ms pre-stimulus onset (for example, for the 4–8 Hz
band, the baseline was –400 to –100 ms). To increase signal to noise, the weights
were calculated by combining the covariance matrices of baseline and active time
windows. Next, active power was decibel normalized relative to baseline by
10*log10(active/baseline). We applied the above procedure separately for the con-
gruent and incongruent conditions of the Stroop task, and for the color and grey
conditions of the localizer task. This procedure thus resulted in condition-specific
time-frequency-voxel power.

To be able to perform statistics at the group level (see below), subject-specific
beamformed data were normalized to MNI-space using nutmeg (Dalal et al., 2004),
a Matlab toolbox for beamforming MEG data. To reduce the search space, we
masked the results using a grey-matter anatomical mask from the Harvard-Oxford
atlas as provided by FSL (fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). This procedure reduced the number
of voxels to 8408 for all subjects.
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5.2.8 Statistics for region-of-interest selection

To select clusters of voxels that showed conflict modulation (i.e. the Stroop ef-
fect of incongruent relative to congruent trials), and color-specific processing (i.e.
color relative to grey trials in the localizer task) we used a three-step approach
similar to Cohen and Ridderinkhof (2013). First, we tested for condition-average
task-related activity against baseline using permutation testing and maximum-
statistic based correction for multiple comparisons (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
Specifically, for each frequency band and time point, under the null-hypothesis of
no difference between active and baseline, we multiplied at each of 1000 itera-
tions the data of a random half of subjects with -1, and as such obtained sur-
rogate t-values of task-related activity. We next stored the t-value of the voxel
that showed the maximum absolute t-value relative to all voxels. Subsequently,
of the observed t-values, only those voxels that exceeded the 95th percentile of
this maximum t-value null-distribution were retained. This part thus tests for
task-related activity at the whole brain level, orthogonal to any condition differ-
ence. Second, with these remaining voxels we performed a condition contrast
permutation test, where over 1000 permutations, a voxel-specific distribution of
surrogate t-values under the null-hypothesis of no condition difference was stored
(obtained by shuffling condition labels, e.g. congruent and incongruent), and
only voxels with observed t-values exceeding the 95th percentile of this distribu-
tion were retained. Third, cluster-correction was applied to the remaining vox-
els, by evaluating at each iteration of the condition-contrast permutation test the
maximum cluster size of surrogate t-values that exceeded the 95th percentile of
the null-distribution. This gave an additional null-distribution of cluster sizes of
voxels that showed a significant condition difference by chance. From the ob-
served clusters of thresholded t-values, only those were retained that exceeded the
95th percentile of the surrogate cluster size distribution. During cluster-based
statistical testing, data were spatially smoothed using a 20 mm3 Gaussian ker-
nel (around 3 voxels) (Barnes et al., 2004), which helps minimize inter-subject
anatomical/functional variability.

Though minimizing the chance of finding spurious effects at the voxel level,
this approach is lenient with respect to multiple comparisons in the time and fre-
quency domain. To ameliorate this, we next extracted “hyper clusters” within the
resulting 5-dimensional space (time, frequency, and the x, y and z coordinates of
voxels) of significant t-values. For the Stroop task results, we applied two addi-
tional constraints of keeping only t-values with p < 0.005 (thereby Bonferroni-
correcting for testing 7 frequency bands at p < 0.05), that moreover showed sig-
nificance of at least 4 contiguous 50 ms time points. (For the localizer task, we
kept the threshold at p < 0.05, and set the time constraint at 3 consecutive sig-
nificant time points). The hyper clusters provided additional information about
the number of instances that each time point or voxel showed significance in this
5-dimensional space. Normalizing each time point and voxel with respect to the
maximally involved time point and voxel, yielded ‘center of gravity’ information
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both in space and time, which we used as weights for visualization of the results
and for single-trial analyses (see below). For example, in a given cluster, if a time
point was significant in 70% of the voxels in this cluster it received a weight of 0.7,
while a voxel that was significant at 20% of the time points in this cluster received
a weight of 0.2.

5.2.9 Using the localizer results as a spatial mask for the Stroop
task data

To test for conflict modulation of activity in color processing areas, we selected
voxels that showed a significant difference between color and grey stimuli in the
localizer task, and applied a time-by-frequency permutation test on the difference
between congruent and incongruent within these clusters. In this test, at each of
1000 iterations we 1) shuffled condition labels for one random half of subjects,
and 2) backwards-flipped the time points for another random half of subjects,
thereby randomizing the data but preserving the temporal auto-correlative struc-
ture of the data, and computed a cluster-size distribution of clusters of significant
surrogate t-values at p < 0.05 under the null-hypothesis of no condition differ-
ence. Time-frequency clusters of observed significant t-values at p < 0.05 that
were larger than the 95th percentile of this surrogate cluster-size distribution were
considered significant.

5.2.10 Single-trial analysis

To perform within-subject connectivity and brain-behavior analyses, we estimated
activity at each trial and time point using the time-frequency-specific beamformer
weights, in combination with the spatiotemporal cluster weighting described above.
We subsequently computed Spearman rank correlations over trials between the
activity in every cluster-pair (including the localizer-based clusters), and between
cluster activity and the reaction time at each trial. The purpose of the former
analysis was to test for interregional functional connectivity as well as within-
region cross-frequency couplings, as reflected by power-power correlations; the
latter analysis was meant to reveal a possible relationship between brain activity
and behavior. Both analyses were done for the congruent and incongruent condi-
tions separately. At the group level, correlation values were Fisher-z transformed.
Simple t-tests and paired-samples t-tests were used to statistically evaluate the sig-
nificance of the correlation values.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Behavior

Ten projector synesthetes performed a synesthetic Stroop task (Wollen and Rug-
giero, 1983), in which they indicated the printed color of centrally presented let-
ters (Fig. 5.1a). In half of the trials, the letters elicited a synesthetic color that did
not match the printed color. As shown in Figure 5.1b, these incongruent trials re-
sulted in slower response times (RT) and reduced accuracy (F1,9 = 79.9, p < 0.001;
F1,9 = 18.1, p = 0.002), which replicates earlier findings (Beeli et al., 2005; Mills,
1999; Rouw et al., 2013). In addition, Stroop-induced slowing persisted onto the
next trial (F1,9 = 10.3, p = 0.011), irrespective of whether the next trial was con-
gruent or incongruent ( p = 0.12). Thus, our subjects experienced strong, long
lasting behavioral conflict as a result of their concurrent internal color sensations.

5.3.2 MEG source space results: Stroop task

Around 500 ms preceding the response, a region in left posterior parietal cortex
(PPC) showed stronger beta-band (20-30 Hz) suppression for incongruent than
congruent trials (Fig. 5.2). This same region showed later post-response (150-
350 ms) conflict-modulated alpha (8-12 Hz) enhancement (less alpha suppression
during incongruent trials; Fig. 5.3). Moreover, in both conditions the strength
of pre-response beta power positively predicted the strength of post-response al-
pha power (congruent: p = 0.010; incongruent: p = 0.036). Finally, single-trial
analyses revealed that the early left PPC beta suppression effect predicted the be-
havioral Stroop effect, in that incongruent trials with stronger pre-response beta
suppression were associated with slower responses (p = 0.0031). For congruent
trials this relationship did not hold ( p = 0.35) and the difference in correlation
between the congruent and incongruent condition was significant ( p = 0.017).

Early pre-response conflict-related beta suppression in left PPC was followed
by a similar effect in a region in right superior lateral occipital cortex (LOC; Fig.
5.4), showing around the response (–100 to 100 ms) stronger beta (12-30 Hz) sup-
pression for incongruent compared to congruent. We also found the delta-band
(2-4 Hz) to be modulated by conflict: delta power enhancement was stronger for
incongruent than congruent in a connected cluster comprising both left superior
LOC and precuneus (–250 to – 50 ms; Fig. 5.5), followed by a similar conflict-
related delta increase in orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; 200-800 ms; Fig. 5.6). The
earlier LOC/precuneus delta effect moreover predicted OFC delta only at con-
gruent trials, as indicated by a moderately positive correlation ( p = 0.034; incon-
gruent: p = 0.26), reflecting increased long-range functional connectivity when
synesthetic and external colors were congruent.

We performed a similar analysis with the activity time-locked to grapheme
onset. Although the data looked qualitatively similar, stimulus-locked activity af-
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Figure 5.2: Pre-response conflict-related beta suppression in left PPC. A) Voxels that showed statistically
significant beta (20-30 Hz) suppression for an incongruent>congruent contrast (MNI coordinates: x =
-45, y = -41, z = 48) during a –700 to –350 ms interval. B) Time-frequency map of decibel-normalized
power of the voxels shown in (A). Left panel: condition average power; time zero corresponds to the
button press. Right panel: Statistically thresholded condition contrast (incongruent > congruent). C)
Bar graph of average beta power of the spatiotemporal cluster shown in (A) and (B), plotted separately
for congruent (C) and incongruent (I) conditions. Error bars denote one standard error of the mean
(SEM). D) Fisher-z transformed Spearman rank single-trial correlations between power of cluster shown
in (A) and (B), and reaction time, for each subject and the group average ±1 SEM. Green: congruent, red:
incongruent. * p < 0.05.

ter the average response time could potentially be confounded by the consistent
response time difference between the two conditions (although see Cohen and
Nigbur, 2013, for a critical commentary on this time-on-task alternative explana-
tion). Moreover, the same statistical permutation routine showed only two signif-
icant clusters (Fig. 5.7). First, around 500-900 ms a distributed pattern of conflict-
related beta suppression was observed in one inter-connected cluster comprising
both left and right PPC, LOC and precuneus. Later (800-1400 ms), OFC showed
conflict-related delta enhancement that was very similar to the post-response delta
effect described above.
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Figure 5.3: Post-response conflict-related alpha enhancement in left PPC. A) As in Figure 5.2A, for alpha
(8-12 Hz) enhancement, 150-350 ms post-response. MNI coordinates: x = –30, y = –36, z = 63. B) As in
Figure 5.2B, for voxels shown in (A). C) As in Figure 5.2C, for alpha power of the spatiotemporal cluster
shown in (A) and (B).
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Figure 5.4: Peri-response conflict-related beta suppression in right LOC. A) As in Figure 5.2A, for beta
(12-30 Hz) suppression, –100 to 100 ms surrounding response. MNI coordinates: x= 55, y= –36, z= 18.
B) As in Figure 5.2B, for voxels shown in (A). C) As in Figure 5.2C, for beta power of the spatiotemporal
cluster shown in (A) and (B).

5.3.3 MEG source space results: Localizer task

Perceiving simple square stimuli that had the same colors as the synesthetic col-
ors elicited by the letters in the Stroop task, resulted in widespread activity in
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Figure 5.5: Pre-response conflict-related delta enhancement in left LOC/precuneus. A) As in Figure
5.2A, for delta (2-4 Hz) enhancement, –250 to –50 ms pre-response. MNI coordinates: x = –15, y =
–71, z = 53. B) As in Figure 5.2B, for voxels shown in (A). C) As in Figure 5.2C, for delta power of the
spatiotemporal cluster shown in (A) and (B).
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Figure 5.6: Post-response conflict-related delta enhancement in OFC. A) As in Figure 5.2A, for delta (2-4
Hz) enhancement, 200-800 ms post-response. MNI coordinates: x = –5, y = 54, z = 3. B) As in Figure
5.2B, for voxels shown in (A). C) As in Figure 5.2C, for delta power of the spatiotemporal cluster shown
in (A) and (B).

visual cortex: first, there was relative enhancement of beta power over the left
occipital pole extending into right inferior temporo-occipital gyrus and inferior
LOC (500-600 ms; Fig. 5.8ab), which was followed by more focal theta (4-8 Hz)
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Figure 5.7: Stimulus-locked power results. A) Conflict-related delta enhancement in OFC, 1000 ms after
stimulus-onset. B) Conflict-related beta suppression in bilateral parieto-occipital cortex and precuneus,
800 ms after stimulus-onset. In both (A) and (B), voxel and time-frequency map of condition average and
thresholded condition contrast are analogous to Figures 5.2 to 5.6, except that time zero corresponds to
stimulus onset.

enhancement in the right occipital pole (650-750 ms; Fig. 5.8cd). Specifically,
both colored and greyscale stimuli elicited theta and beta suppression in visual
cortex, but this suppression was reduced for color. Note that these results were
significant at p < 0.05 at the voxel level, though uncorrected for multiple com-
parisons across time and frequency. Nonetheless, the purpose of this analysis was
to obtain a color-sensitive occipital mask that we next used for an orthogonal
condition contrast within the Stroop task data.

In the occipital region that showed a color-specific beta modulation, we found
a conflict modulation during the Stroop task (Fig. 5.8e): over a long post-stimulus
time period (400-1300 ms), incongruent trials elicited stronger alpha-beta suppres-
sion than congruent trials. In both conditions, alpha-beta power in this region
was moreover strongly correlated with response-related left PPC alpha power
( p < 0.005) and right superior LOC beta power ( p < 0.001).

Taken together, colored letters elicited a “private” type of response conflict
due to concurrent synesthetic color sensations, which was characterized by slower
responses and oscillatory activity distributed throughout the brain and in various
frequency bands.

5.4 Discussion

We found that when a colored letter elicited a different synesthetic color, this
subjective incongruency subsequently elicited response conflict, as evidenced by
significant reaction time slowing. Importantly, synesthetic response conflict was
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Figure 5.8: Color localizer power results. A) voxels that showed relative beta-enhancement for color
versus greyscale stimuli during a 500-600 ms post-stimulus window. B) Bar graph of average beta power
in voxels shown in (A), plotted for color (green) and greyscale (grey) conditions separately. C) and D), as
in (A) and (B), for 650-750 ms theta (4-8 Hz) power. E) Time-frequency map of power from the Stroop
task from voxels plotted in (A) (i.e. localizer-based spatial mask applied on Stroop task data). Left panel:
condition-average power; time zero corresponds to stimulus onset. Right panel: statistically thresholded
condition contrast (incongruent > congruent).

associated with strong oscillatory responses in the alpha and beta frequency bands
in a network of cortical regions known to be involved in synesthesia (Rouw et al.,
2011). Visual areas comprising medial and lateral occipital and temporal cortices
(plausibly reflecting color and grapheme processing; Dovern et al., 2012; Hub-
bard and Ramachandran, 2005; Sperling et al., 2006), as well as a left parietal
region (thought to be involved in synesthetic “hyperbinding”; Esterman et al.,
2006; Jäncke and Langer, 2011; Weiss and Fink, 2009) all showed strong conflict
modulation of electrophysiological activity. Interestingly, orbitofrontal cortex
showed conflict modulation in the delta band, which could reflect regulative pro-
cesses in exerting increased control over internal mental states (Beeli et al., 2008;
Ridderinkhof et al., 2004b; van der Veen et al., 2014). Together, these results pro-
vide a richer characterization of the oscillatory dynamics underlying synesthesia.
More specifically, they draw an intriguing picture of how response conflict that
is purely elicited by an internal sensation (i.e. not intrinsic to the stimulus it-
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self, nor directly tied to a task instruction) can result in strong cortical oscillatory
responses.

5.4.1 Synesthesia-specific neuralmechanismsof cognitive con-
trol

Synesthetes often report not to be bothered by their additional experiences, and
to “immediately know” which percept is synesthetic and which is not. Nonethe-
less, the one finding within synesthesia research that is most replicated is a be-
havioral conflict effect, which we found here as well: synesthetes consistently
slow down when responding to incongruently colored graphemes (Colizoli et al.,
2014; Dixon et al., 2000; Mattingley et al., 2001; Wollen and Ruggiero, 1983). In
a previous behavioral study we have recently suggested that this synesthetic con-
flict effect may not be mediated by general cognitive control mechanisms (Rouw
et al., 2013). For example, performance of synesthetes in a “classic” Stroop task
(e.g. responding to the color of the word RED printed in green) did not predict
their performance in a synesthetic Stroop task.

Our current findings further lend support for this novel hypothesis. For ex-
ample, cognitive control (and response conflict in particular) has been associated
with medial frontal oscillatory activity in the theta band (Cohen and van Gaal,
2014; Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Pastötter et al., 2013), which has been proposed to
serve as the preferred frequency of interareal communication of control signals
within a network devoted to conflict processing (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Co-
hen, 2014b). In the present study, we did not find conflict-related frontal theta
activity. It could be that the specific spatio-temporal-frequency pattern of con-
flict processing as manifested in EEG (Cohen, 2014b), is more difficult to observe
with MEG (Srinivasan et al., 2006), particularly given the clearly radial dipole-
like orientation of the conflict-modulated EEG frontal theta. We did, however,
observe increased low-frequency power, though this was in the delta band and
was localized to the OFC and precuneus. Delta oscillations have been implicated
in a variety of cognitive processes (Knyazev, 2012), including response inhibition
(Müller and Anokhin, 2012), decision making (Nácher et al., 2013), and increased
“internal concentration” (Harmony, 2013). Moreover, medial cortical areas such
as OFC and precuneus have been reported as generators of delta oscillations (An-
derer et al., 2002; Dang-Vu et al., 2008). Albeit speculative, it could be that synes-
thetic conflict processing is subserved by qualitatively different neurocognitive
and computational processes, which manifest as OFC/precuneal delta instead of
MFC theta. Activity in both precuneus (Jäncke et al., 2009; Laeng et al., 2011;
Specht and Laeng, 2011) and OFC (Beeli et al., 2008; Jäncke et al., 2009; van der
Veen et al., 2014) have been reported in fMRI and EEG studies of synesthesia,
where activity in OFC has been linked to the processing of interference of real
and synesthetic color (van der Veen et al., 2014), or emotional, self-regulatory
processes (Beeli et al., 2008).
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One frontal region that is often implicated in synesthesia is the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Laeng et al., 2011; Paulesu et al., 1995; van der Veen
et al., 2014; Weiss et al., 2001, 2005), which is thought to reflect a general need for
increased cognitive control due to the concurrent color sensations (Rouw et al.,
2011). We did not observe power modulations in this region. One possible expla-
nation could be that although DLPFC activity did not show up as local power
changes, it would have been revealed in functional connectivity analyses (e.g.
through seeded phase synchronization; Cohen, 2011b; Heinzle et al., 2007). In
previous studies, the MFC has been shown to become functionally coupled with
DLPFC in the theta band during general response conflict (Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2008). In synesthetic conflict, one candidate node that
could drive such interregional connectivity is the left PPC (Jäncke and Langer,
2011), which here showed strong conflict-related activity in the beta and alpha
bands. The involvement of this region is in accordance with several other studies
that found left parietal activity during conflict between real and synesthetic color
(Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007; Laeng et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2005).

5.4.2 Oscillatory dynamics during synesthetic experience

We used a rather novel technique to study synesthetic conflict, namely source re-
construction of time-frequency dynamics. To our knowledge, three prior synes-
thesia studies made use of time-frequency analyses. Jäncke and Langer (2011)
found enhanced intrinsic network connectivity (as measured by source level in-
terregional phase synchrony) in synesthetes compared to controls, where the
left PPC was a strong “hub” in various frequency bands, in addition to hubs
in occipital (theta), and prefrontal (theta and alpha) cortex. In addition, Vol-
berg et al. (2013) found that synesthetic color perception coincided with an early
increase in frontoparietal–occipital alpha phase synchronization, followed by a
decrease in interregional theta synchrony. Together, these two studies support
neural accounts of synesthesia that stress the role of aberrant functional connec-
tivity between higher areas and visual cortex (Grossenbacher and Lovelace, 2001;
Hubbard et al., 2011; Smilek et al., 2001), rather than a local, structural cross-
wiring hypothesis (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001a,b). Although our study
primarily focused on local power fluctuations, the activity was distributed, and
the single-trial correlation results did provide evidence for interregional connec-
tivity (e.g., precuneus delta predicting OFC delta for congruent trials). Future
work could use a similar beamforming approach as used here, to study source-
space connectivity during synesthetic conflict processing.

van Leeuwen et al. (2013) found that in synesthetes, posterior alpha power
suppression contralateral to the presentation of either a real or synesthetic color
decreased, even if an attentional cue before the color stimulus indicated to allocate
attention to the opposite side. The authors concluded that color (whether synes-
thetic or real) is a strong and automatic guide for spatial attention, an interpreta-
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tion that supports pre-attentive mechanisms of synesthesia (Palmeri et al., 2002;
Smilek et al., 2003). In our study, we found that a visual region that we identi-
fied by a task-independent localizer, showed alpha suppression in response to in-
congruently colored graphemes. Although this may reflect increased attentional
processing during synesthetic conflict, given the late timing (∼500 ms) of this ef-
fect, we interpret this as a top-down “reorienting” response (Carp and Compton,
2009; van Driel et al., 2012), rather than a bottom-up synesthesia-guided spatial
attention response.

5.4.3 Limitations

The precise anatomical localization of the reported effects should be interpreted
with caution, because beamforming is in essence a spatial filter of scalp recorded
activity. For example, although the involvement of occipitotemporal regions in
synesthetic conflict is consistent with the fMRI synesthesia literature, we lack the
spatial resolution to dissociate, e.g., the visual word form area in the fusiform
gyrus from color processing in V4. However, it is debated whether V4 is the only
or most important color area involved in synesthesia, which may depend on a
variety of task-related factors in combination with the specific type of synesthesia
and individual differences between synesthetes (Rouw et al., 2011).

A second limitation relates to the interpretation of the underlying neural
mechanisms of some of our observed effects. For example, given the absence
of similar previous work, we did not have a strong a priori hypothesis as to what
time-frequency pattern the left PPC might exhibit during synesthetic conflict.
This makes it somewhat difficult how to interpret the effect of conflict-related
pre-response beta suppression and post-response alpha enhancement in this re-
gion.

5.4.4 Conclusion

Synesthesia is often mentioned as a perceptual condition that can inform us about
how the brain constructs a purely subjective and private, conscious experience
(Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001b). Here, we have elucidated a heretofore un-
derstudied aspect of this experience: synesthetes often have to dissociate external
from internal color sensation, especially when these do not match (Rouw et al.,
2013). Such synesthetic interference, in turn, can inform us about how the brain
responds to simultaneous sensations that pose conflicting constraints on behav-
ioral goals.
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Abstract

A large body of findings has tied midfrontal theta-band (4-8 Hz) oscillatory activity
to adaptive control mechanisms during response conflict. Thus far, this evidence has
been correlational. To evaluate whether theta oscillations are causally involved in
conflict processing, we applied transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) in
the theta band to a midfrontal scalp region, while human subjects performed a spatial
response conflict task. Here, conflict was introduced by incongruency between the
location of the target stimulus and the required response hand. As a control condition,
we used alpha-band (8-12 Hz) tACS over the same location. The exact stimulation
frequencies were determined empirically for each subject based on a pre-stimulation
EEG session. Behavioral results showed general conflict effects of slower response times
(RT) and lower accuracy for conflict trials. Importantly, the conflict effect as expressed
in an efficiency measure that weighs accuracy by RT, was reduced specifically during
theta tACS. These results provide evidence for midfrontal theta oscillations as an
active mechanism for cognitive control of conflict.
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6.1 Introduction

In situations of distracting, irrelevant information, multiple competing response
alternatives are available. For example, if you are at a cross-road and you need
to go left, an arrow-shaped traffic light that points to the right and that suddenly
turns green can induce a strong action impulse that needs to be inhibited. This
response conflict scenario is an exemplar of our multifaceted environment that
often triggers the need to cognitively control our action impulses in order to ob-
tain a desired behavioral goal. Failing to detect response conflict can have serious
consequences (e.g. traffic accidents) and is common to various clinical disorders
(e.g. AD/HD and Parkinson’s disease; van den Wildenberg et al., 2010).

Response conflict has been unequivocally shown to coincide with increases
in midfrontal theta-band (4-8 Hz) oscillatory activity (Cohen and Donner, 2013;
Luu et al., 2004; Nigbur et al., 2011b; Pastötter et al., 2013), a signature that is
thought to be a reflection of neural mechanisms of conflict detection (Cavanagh
and Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b). Conflict-related theta most likely originates in
posterior, dorsal parts of the medial frontal cortex (Agam et al., 2011; Cohen and
Ridderinkhof, 2013), and this region often shows theta phase coupling with other
task-relevant regions such as the lateral prefrontal cortex (Cohen and Cavanagh,
2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2008). Such increases in interareal theta connectivity may
reflect orchestrated control signals to improve behavior (Kerns et al., 2004; Mac-
Donald et al., 2000).

Although the findings of conflict-related theta are compelling and neurobio-
logically plausible (Cohen, 2014b), the body of evidence has thus far been corre-
lational: conflict trials call for increased control, and do produce stronger mid-
frontal theta activity compared to non-conflict trials. However, whether this in-
creased theta activity is causally linked to cognitive control of response conflict
remains an open question.

Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) can be a useful tool to re-
veal causal implications of brain oscillations in cognitive function (Filmer et al.,
2014; Thut and Miniussi, 2009; Thut et al., 2012). TACS directly injects a cur-
rent through cortical tissue via two externally placed electrodes, where the direc-
tion of current flow alternates between these electrodes in a sinusoidal fashion
(Herrmann et al., 2013). This plausibly results in a resonating modulation of
membrane potentials of large groups of neurons, and as such entrains oscillatory
network activity (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Reato et al., 2013). Because
of this property, tACS provides an intuitive candidate to study conflict-related
midfrontal theta dynamics.

Applying tACS in the theta band has thus far been used in other cognitive do-
mains such as working memory (Meiron and Lavidor, 2014; Polanía et al., 2012)
and intelligence (Pahor and Jaušovec, 2014), or has served as a control condition
(Brignani et al., 2013; Terhune et al., 2014). In this study, we applied midfrontal
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theta tACS while subjects performed a color-location Simon task (Simon and
Rudell, 1967), known to elicit response conflict. As a control frequency, we ap-
plied alpha tACS. In contrast to theta, which specifically shows transient conflict-
related increases in the time period between stimulus and response, alpha power
has been shown to decrease after conflict, which moreover is a more sustained dy-
namic later in time, when conflict has already been resolved (e.g. in the inter-trial
interval; Compton et al., 2010, 2012). Furthermore, to take into account indi-
vidual differences (Krause and Cohen Kadosh, 2014; Reato et al., 2013), we used
subject-specific peak frequencies for stimulation, based on a pre-stimulation EEG
measurement. Our results suggest that, as predicted, theta tACS significantly im-
proved performance towards conflict, as indicated by a reduced conflict-related
cost in behavioral efficiency.

6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Subjects

30 subjects (age 19–32; 12 male; all normal or corrected-to-normal vision) from
the University of Amsterdam community participated in exchange for €40 or
course credits. Subjects read an information document about tACS, and gave
written informed consent to participate in this study. The study and consent
procedure was approved by The Faculty Ethics Review Board of the University
of Amsterdam, faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences. All procedures com-
plied with relevant laws and institutional guidelines. Data from all subjects were
included in the final analyses.

6.2.2 Task

Subjects performed a color-location Simon task, in which they were instructed
to press with, e.g., their left thumb after seeing a blue or yellow circle, and right
thumb after seeing a red or green circle. The same colors were used for all subjects
and color-response mapping was held constant throughout the task (left vs. right
counterbalanced across subjects). Target stimuli (the colored circles) subtended
0.94 degrees in visual angle (dva; given the used eye–screen distance of approx-
imately 100 cm) and appeared for 200 ms 4.69 dva left or right from fixation.
Responses were accepted within a window of 1000 ms following target-onset, and
trials ended upon responding or when no response was given (in which case feed-
back with the words “respond faster!” was presented at fixation). The inter-trial
interval was on average 1150 ms (jittered across trials between 800 and 1500 ms in
steps of 17 ms). A white fixation cross (0.54 dva) was always present in the center
of the screen and all stimuli were presented on a black background. Response
conflict was induced by manipulating the correspondence between the location
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Figure 6.1: Task design and tACS set-up. a) Trial sequence and timing (top) and example congruent and
incongruent trials (bottom) of the Simon task. b) tACS electrodes were placed mid-frontally between
Cz and FCz locations (active, 9 cm2), and over the two cheeks (reference, both 35 cm2). c) EEG power
spectrum of one example subject, with the theta (red) and alpha (blue) peak frequencies used for tACS.
d) The group average power spectrum, with the range of used stimulation frequencies for theta (red) and
alpha (blue).

of the target stimulus with the correct response hand. (In)congruent trials were
those in which the target appeared in the same (different) visual hemifield as the
required response (Figure 6.1a). In this task, one half of trials was incongruent,
and trial type as well as target color and location were pseudo-randomized across
trials, such that the same color was never presented more than twice in a row.

6.2.3 Sessions and blocks

Each subject was invited to the lab on two separate days (across subjects: min.
3, max. 8 days between sessions). During one of the two sessions, we applied
theta tACS, and during the other session we applied alpha tACS, the order of
which was counterbalanced across subjects. At the start of both sessions, subjects
performed a short practice block of 60 trials. Feedback on accuracy was presented
only in this practice block after each trial, with the words “wrong” or “correct.”
Feedback was presented at fixation upon responding, for 1000 ms.

Both sessions consisted of three experimental blocks: a pre-stimulation, stim-
ulation, and post-stimulation block. All three blocks consisted of five shorter
blocks of 100 trials; between these blocks there were self-paced breaks during
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which average performance was shown on screen. During the pre-stimulation
block of the first session, we measured EEG activity over two channels (FCz and
Cz), which corresponded to the location of tACS stimulation (see below for EEG
and tACS methodology). During the stimulation block, tACS (theta or alpha)
was applied continuously throughout all five 100-trial blocks. After the stimula-
tion block, the tACS equipment was removed and subjects performed a regular
post-stimulation block.

6.2.4 EEG measurement and peak-frequency detection

In order to determine individual peak frequencies within the theta- and alpha-
band, we recorded midfrontal EEG activity during the 500 trials of the pre-stimulation
block of the first session. We used electrodes FCz and Cz of a 64-channel Biosemi
ActiveTwo system (biosemi.com) placed according to the international 10-20 sys-
tem, using both earlobes as reference. Data were sampled online at 2048 Hz.
After data acquisition, data were epoched around -1.5 to 2 seconds surrounding
stimulus onset, detrended and averaged over the two channels. Only incongru-
ent trials were used for further analyses. To compute the power spectrum during
these conflict trials, we applied a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) over 1000 ms slid-
ing windows, ranging from -500 to 1500 around stimulus-onset in 100 ms steps,
with 0.25 Hz resolution. To account for edge artifacts the data were tapered prior
to FFT using a Hann-taper. Power was log-transformed and detrended to attenu-
ate the 1/ f power scaling, and averaged over the sliding windows1. To determine
the subject specific peaks within the theta and alpha band, we used an automatic
peak detection by taking the maximum power value within, respectively, 3-8 Hz
and 8-14 Hz. The power spectrum with selected values were visually inspected
to verify the suggested peak frequencies from the algorithm. An example of a
power spectrum of one subject, together with the average power spectrum across
subjects with the selected subject-specific peaks, are shown in Figure 6.1cd.

1This chapter was submitted for publication as a research article to a scientific journal. During
the review process, we discovered a bug in the peak-frequency detection algorithm: instead of
averaging over all incongruent trials, the FFT was applied only on the first incongruent trial. As
the subsequent tACS settings were based on this one-trial FFT, this mistake could not be corrected
post-hoc. Nonetheless, every subject was still stimulated in a theta frequency and alpha frequency,
albeit not in a subject-specific optimal frequency. Given that the main results were based on general
effects of theta and alpha, we believe that these results, and the conclusions based on these results,
still stand, regardless of this erroneous procedure. We do acknowledge, however, that the strength
of our intended design (namely, reduce cross-subject variance through subject-specific frequency
stimulation) has now introduced a limitation (we unintenionally increased this variance). However,
by determining post-hoc the correct subject-specific frequencies, we could still account for this
variance to some extent, through two additional analyses reported in the Supplemental Material.
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6.2.5 TACS settings

We applied tACS (NeuroConn DC-Stimulator MR, neurconn.de) using three
rubber electrodes that were attached to the subject’s scalp and skin using Ten20
Conducive Paste (weaverandcompany.com). The target electrode had a size of 9
cm2 and was placed over the FCz and Cz location according to the international
10-20 system (the center of the rubber electrode in between FCz/Cz). We used
two bigger reference electrodes each of 35 cm2 that were placed bilaterally on
both cheeks (Figure 6.1b). We reasoned that this set-up would result in electrical
current passing bilaterally through the medial wall of the frontal cortex (Reinhart
and Woodman, 2014). Stimulation was set to bipolar and sinusoidal, using the de-
tected frequency from the EEG measurement, without DC offset, and ranging
between −1 and +1 mA. Stimulation started with a ramp-up of 15 seconds, and
ended with a ramp-down of 15 seconds after task completion, and lasted for 20
minutes in total (depending on response speed).

We decided to use alpha stimulation as the control, rather than a sham stimu-
lation condition, because pilot testing revealed that subjects typically know when
the stimulation is on (many report feeling a light “buzzing” or “tingling” sensa-
tion on the scalp). This contrasts with the typical control condition for tDCS
(direct current, non-rhythmic stimulation), for which a ramp-up-and-ramp-down
sham is often used. The difference may indicate that subjects are aware of the tem-
poral derivative of the stimulation (which is zero for tDCS and which is always
non-zero for tACS). Regardless, it was clear that with our setup, a non-stimulation
sham condition would be an unsuitable control condition. In contrast, using al-
pha as a control frequency ensured that overall physical stimulation was the same
across conditions. Moreover, it allowed us to more directly test the frequency-
specific hypothesis that theta oscillations play a causal role in conflict process-
ing. Finally, as opposed to the beta-frequency range (15-30 Hz) which produced
phosphene-like flicker effects in the periphery of the visual field (revealed by pilot
experiments), subjects did not report experiencing phosphenes when stimulated
in the alpha band.

6.2.6 Statistical analyses

In conflict tasks such as the Simon task, the conflict effect (slower response times
or reduced accuracy for incongruent compared to congruent trials) is attenuated
when the previous trial was incongruent. This “congruency sequence effect” (Eg-
ner, 2007; Gratton et al., 1992) is thought to reflect conflict adaptation. We thus
divided trials into whether the current trial was congruent or incongruent (C/I)
and whether the previous trial was congruent or incongruent (c/i), resulting in
four trial types (cC, iC, cI, iI).

To take into account both response speed and accuracy, we used a behavioral
efficiency measure (Townsend and Ashby, 1983), which was here computed by
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dividing for each subject and condition, the average accuracy by the average re-
action time in seconds. This ensures that, for example, a subject who is both
accurate and fast receives a higher efficiency score than a subject with the same
accuracy but slower responses. A previous study has shown this metric of task
performance to correlate positively with frontal-occipital theta-band connectiv-
ity (Cohen et al., 2009b). In general, trials with responses faster than 100 ms were
removed. For the average reaction time, we removed error trials and trials fol-
lowing error trials, because errors happen more often at incongruent trials, are
usually faster than correct trials, and induce post-error slowing. This may result
in biased reaction time differences between conditions related to errors rather
than conflict.

Behavioral efficiency was entered into a repeated measures ANOVA with the
factors block (pre-stimulation, stimulation, post-stimulation), frequency (theta,
alpha), previous congruency (c/i) and current congruency (C/I). As post-hoc
analyses, we conducted separate ANOVAs for the theta and alpha session, and
additional paired-samples t-tests to explore directionality of obtained ANOVA in-
teractions. If the sphericity assumption was violated, we reported the Greenhouse-
Geisser correction, with original degrees of freedom. Finally, we performed the
same statistical tests on reaction time and accuracy data separately, and on post-
error slowing; the results of these analyses are reported in the Supplemental Ma-
terial.

6.3 Results

On average, subjects responded correctly on 92% of the trials (SD: 4.49), with
a mean reaction time (RT) of 451.5 ms (SD: 50.38). Collapsed over block and
frequency of stimulation, we found a strong conflict effect of lower behavioral
efficiency (see Materials and Methods) on incongruent compared to congruent
trials (F1,29 = 14.22, p = 0.001,η2 = 0.33). Moreover, when the previous trial
was incongruent this also resulted in lower efficiency on the current trial (F1,29 =
17.17, p < 0.001,η2 = 0.37). Current and previous trial congruency interacted,
reflecting the congruency sequence effect or CSE (F1,29 = 184.01, p < 0.001,η2 =
0.86) of a smaller conflict effect after incongruent trials (iI–iC) than after con-
gruent trials (cI–cC; t29 = 13.57, p < 0.001). As can be seen in Figure 6.2a, the
conflict effect even reversed after incongruent trials (t29 = 5.75, p < 0.001). Thus,
the Simon task used in this study elicited the expected trial-by-trial dynamics of
conflict detection and adaptation (Egner, 2007).

To evaluate whether theta-band tACS improved behavior in responding to
conflict, we applied the following analysis-steps. First, the most robust demon-
stration of this effect would entail a four-way interaction between stimulation fre-
quency (theta versus alpha), block (pre-stimulation, stimulation, and post-stimulation),
current and previous trial congruency. This effect was not obtained (F2,28 =
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Figure 6.2: Behavioral results. a) The congruency sequence effect (CSE), showing behavioral efficiency
(accuracy divided by RT in seconds) on the current trial (C: congruent, I: incongruent) as a function
of previous-trial congruency (c: previous congruent, i: previous incongruent). b) The CSE (defined
as [cI–cC]–[iI–iC]) as a function of block (pre, stim, post) and frequency (red: theta, blue: alpha). c)
The effect of tACS (defined as [stim–pre]–[post–pre]) plotted as a function of current and previous trial
congruency, for theta (red) and alpha (blue) stimulation conditions.* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.005.

0.47, p = 0.63,η2 = 0.03). However, irrespective of frequency, we found a three-
way interaction between block, current and previous trial congruency (F2,28 =
8.11, p = 0.002,η2 = 0.37). In other words, the CSE changed as a function of
stimulation. We next quantified the CSE by subtracting the conflict effect after
incongruent trials from the conflict effect after congruent trials: (cI–cC) – (iI–iC)
(Egner et al., 2010). Importantly, in this metric negative values reflect an increase
in conflict (i.e. lower behavioral efficiency on current incongruent compared to
congruent trials, when the previous trial was congruent compared to incongru-
ent). Figure 6.2b shows the CSE as a function of block and stimulation frequency,
where during stimulation a relative increase (i.e. less conflict-induced reduction)
in behavioral efficiency can be seen. This effect was significant, as revealed by
a quadratic effect of block (F1,29 = 10.42, p = 0.003,η2 = 0.26; a linear fit was
marginally significant: F1,29 = 3.43, p = 0.074,η2 = 0.11). Collapsed over fre-
quency, post-hoc dependent samples t-tests showed that the CSE was significantly
reduced during stimulation compared to pre-stimulation (t29 = 4.08, p < 0.001),
and remained at this level during post-stimulation (t29 = 1.21, p = 0.23). How-
ever, the difference between pre- and post-stimulation merely approached signifi-
cance (t29 = 1.85, p = 0.074), which together with the qualitative pattern of Fig-
ure 6.2b suggests that the biggest tACS effect was during stimulation. Thus, irre-
spective of stimulation frequency, we obtained an overall beneficial effect of tACS
on behavior during conflict, as reflected by a decreased CSE on efficiency (results
of the same analysis on reaction time and accuracy separately are reported in the
Supplemental Material).

We hypothesized a priori that people would benefit in their task performance
from theta tACS and not alpha tACS, by showing behavioral improvement in
responding to conflict trials specifically only during theta stimulation. Although
the four-way interaction was not significant (as mentioned in the previous para-
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graph), because of our strict hypothesis we conducted a follow-up ANOVA in-
cluding only the data from the session with theta stimulation. This showed
the same three-way interaction between block, previous and current trial con-
gruency (F2,28 = 6.31, p = 0.005,η2 = 0.31), with again a quadratic trend of
reduced CSE during stimulation (F1,29 = 9.21, p = 0.005,η2 = 0.24). In con-
trast, a similar ANOVA for the alpha session did not show the main interaction
(F2,28 = 1.72, p = 0.20,η2 = 0.11), nor the quadratic trend (F1,29 = 1.94, p =
0.18,η2 = 0.06).

Next, we computed the stimulation-specific effect through a double subtrac-
tion of blocks ([stimulation – pre-stimulation] – [post-stimulation – pre-stimulation]).
The reasoning behind this subtraction method is that it effectively removes base-
line performance (pre-stimulation) as well as possible after-effects of stimulation
(post-stimulation); any conflict-related effect on this metric could then be at-
tributed to the actual stimulation. A post-hoc t-test revealed that the stimulation-
specific effect of theta tACS comprised behavioral improvement for high conflict
trials (cI) compared to reduced efficiency on low conflict trials (cC; t29 = 2.62, p =
0.014; Figure 6.2c). However, testing this effect for either trial types against zero
could not reveal whether it was better performance on cI trials (t29 = 1.04, p =
0.31), or worse performance on cC trials (t29 = −1.56, p = 0.13) that drove the
relative behavioral improvement.

Taken together, although our results did not show that the conflict-reducing
tACS effect was statistically bigger for theta than for alpha, they did show that
theta tACS reduced response conflict (through a relative improvement on cI ver-
sus cC trials), while alpha tACS did not. Importantly, in both the theta and alpha
ANOVA, a main effect of block was weak (theta: F2,28 = 2.03, p = 0.15,η2 = 0.07;
alpha: F2,28 = 3.0, p = 0.07,η2 = 0.18), which is evidence against a general learn-
ing confound or better general performance during stimulation as a placebo ef-
fect.

Because the CSE was defined as a double subtraction ([cI–cC] – [iI–iC]), the
above results cannot determine what part of the CSE was most affected by tACS.
That is, the first part (cI–cC) reflects conflict detection (an increased conflict effect
after congruent trials), whereas the second part (iI–iC) reflects conflict adaptation
(a reduced—or, in this case, reversed—conflict effect after incongruent trials) (Eg-
ner, 2007). It could be that instead of improving conflict detection, tACS nega-
tively affected conflict adaptation. Although the qualitative pattern of Figure 6.2c
however argues against this alternative interpretation, we nonetheless further in-
vestigated this issue by repeating the above theta- and alpha-specific ANOVAs,
now separately for cI versus cC trials (“conflict detection”), and for iI versus iC tri-
als (“conflict adaptation”). This revealed, as expected, that theta tACS improved
conflict detection specifically during stimulation (F2,28 = 4.21, p = 0.025,η2 =
0.23; quadratic trend: F1,29 = 8.16, p = 0.008,η2 = 0.22), while alpha did not
(F2,28 = 1.34, p = 0.28,η2 = 0.09). However, conflict adaptation was significantly
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reduced over blocks for both theta (F2,28 = 5.51, p = 0.010,η2 = 0.28) and al-
pha (F2,28 = 3.82, p = 0.034,η2 = 0.21) stimulation, which in both cases was best
described by a linear decrease (theta: F1,29 = 8.67, p = 0.006,η2 = 0.23; alpha:
F1,29 = 7.89, p = 0.009,η2 = 0.21). These effects are visualized in Supplemental
Figure 2.5. Post-hoc t-tests comparing post-stimulation with pre-stimulation, av-
eraged over the two frequency conditions, revealed that efficiency on iC trials im-
proved (t29 = 3.67, p = 0.001) whereas (higher) efficiency on iI trials remained sta-
ble over blocks (t29 =−0.30, p = 0.76). In other words, we found a frequency- and
stimulation-aspecific improvement of responding more efficiently to non-conflict
trials after conflict trials. In contrast, the results collectively point to a frequency-
and stimulation-specific improvement in responding more efficiently to conflict
trials after non-conflict trials during midfrontal theta-band tACS.

6.4 Discussion

Midfrontal theta dynamics fluctuate together with situations of response con-
flict (Cavanagh and Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b). This neurocognitive covariance
could in theory be epiphenomenal: the theta rhythm may not be part of the
actual computations underlying conflict processing, which could be subserved
by some other, unknown brain process that may spuriously produce midfrontal
theta. Using tACS with a novel stimulation set-up, we obtained evidence sup-
porting an active role of theta oscillations in shaping behavior during response
conflict: applying midfrontal tACS with a subject-specific theta-band frequency2

specifically improved behavior on high compared to low conflict trials. This ef-
fect was not present when stimulating within the alpha band. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to use midfrontal theta tACS in a response con-
flict task. A previous study (Reinhart and Woodman, 2014), applied tDCS (direct
instead of alternating current) over midfrontal sites, and demonstrated that catho-
dal stimulation (down-regulating cortical excitability) resulted in reduced error-
and feedback-related negativity ERP components, as well as behavioral improve-
ments, while anodal (up-regulating) stimulation had the exact opposite effect. In
accordance with our findings, this study thus provided similar evidence in favor
of a causal role of the medial frontal cortex in performance monitoring, which
has been shown to be tightly linked to frontal theta dynamics as well (Cavanagh
et al., 2009; van Driel et al., 2012).

2See Footnote 1 at page 138
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6.4.1 Medial frontal theta-band oscillations causally shape per-
formance during conflict

Although most human electrophysiological evidence of conflict-related theta is
correlational in nature, it collectively suggests a causal relationship: conflict-related
midfrontal theta power is non-phase locked to stimulus onset and response exe-
cution (Cohen and Donner, 2013), with theta phase synchrony with other task-
related regions reflecting functional connectivity (Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Nigbur
et al., 2011a), characterized by strong “hubness” with respect to other scalp re-
gions and frequency bands (Cohen, 2011a). Moreover, these manifestations of
frontal theta activity predict reaction time at the single-trial level, especially dur-
ing conflict trials (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011). Our current results provide an
important and novel contribution to these findings, by showing more directly
that external manipulation of midfrontal theta through tACS improves behavior
during conflict trials. Together, these findings are in line with a recently proposed
biologically plausible model of a microcircuit of anterior cingulate neurons that
generate endogenous theta oscillations (Cohen, 2014b). Presumably, theta tACS,
through rhythmic entrainment, results in a sustained augmentation of this en-
dogenous activity, leading to faster and more efficient responses to conflict. A
prediction that follows from this is that with concurrently measured EEG during
theta tACS, one should observe a reduced conflict-related theta effect (i.e. incon-
gruent relative to congruent trials).

6.4.2 Conflict detection and adaptation

We replicated the often found trial sequence phenomenon in which response con-
flict at the current trial is strongest when preceded by a non-conflict trial (also
known as the “Gratton effect”; (Duthoo et al., 2014; Egner, 2007; Gratton et al.,
1992)), which was here expressed as a conflict-related reduction in behavioral effi-
ciency (a metric that weights accuracy by response speed; Townsend and Ashby,
1983). Moreover, we showed that the conflict effect on efficiency reversed when
preceded by a conflict trial. Such strong conflict adaptation has been interpreted
as reflecting active suppression of the irrelevant stimulus dimension following
conflict, which hampers action selection during non-conflict trials while facili-
tating responding to conflict trials (Gulbinaite et al., 2014; Ridderinkhof, 2002).
Interestingly, our theta tACS effect of performance improvement was specific to
trials preceded by non-conflict trials (see Figure 6.2c), which suggests that mid-
frontal theta tACS modulated conflict detection rather than adaptation. This
interpretation fits well within the view that the medial frontal cortex is sensitive
to conflict occurrence, transmitting a conflict signal to the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, which then implements increased control for future behavioral improve-
ment (Botvinick et al., 2004; Kerns et al., 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a). A
novel prediction from our findings is thus that theta tACS over dorsolateral pre-
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frontal sites should exhibit similar conflict-related behavioral improvements, only
now on trials preceded by conflict instead of non-conflict trials.

An alternative interpretation of our findings is that theta tACS hampered ef-
ficient responses on trials where conflict is expected to be least present (i.e. cC
trials, or congruent trials following congruent trials). That is, the improvement
due to theta stimulation was reflected in relatively better performance on high
compared to low conflict trials, but tACS-induced changes on either trial type
did not statistically differ from baseline. One recently proposed explanation of
conflict-related increases in midfrontal theta-band oscillations is that these simply
reflect longer response times (or time-on-task; Scherbaum and Dshemuchadse,
2013; see also Weissman and Carp, 2013). By this account, augmenting the gen-
eral level of theta activity in medial frontal cortex would consequently lengthen
response times, which could possibly have had a more pronounced effect on the
usually faster low-conflict (cC) trials. However, in a reply, Cohen and Nigbur
(2013) argued against this alternative explanation of conflict-related midfrontal
theta being a reaction-time epiphenomenon, by showing that many studies that
correct for reaction time differences between conflict conditions (e.g., through
single-trial regression (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011) or trial-selection procedures
(van Driel et al., 2012)), still find a robust conflict-related midfrontal theta re-
sponse. Moreover, we here focused on the efficiency measure; a similar series of
analysis on reaction time alone did not reveal any clear tACS effect (data presented
in Supplemental Material).

6.4.3 Limitations

Although the conflict-reducing tACS effect was present only for theta and not for
alpha stimulation, we could not make the statistical inference that performance
differed between the two stimulation conditions, which would have required a
significant four-way interaction. Behavioral effects of tACS are often subtle (Best-
mann et al., 2014), which may be due to, among other things, limited spatial
resolution of the stimulation electrodes, individual differences in cortical folding
(Huster et al., 2014) and cortical excitability (Krause and Cohen Kadosh, 2014), or
other brain-related parameters that are affected by stimulation but uncontrolled
for, such as volume conducted current spread (Herrmann et al., 2013; Reato et al.,
2013). Nonetheless, our results were in accordance with the a priori hypothesis
that increased theta activity would reduce response conflict, while alpha would
not.

Relatedly, the choice of alpha-band stimulation as a control condition may
not have been optimal because of its close spectral proximity to the theta band.
Indeed, the selected individual peak frequencies3 together formed one broad band

3See Footnote 1 at page 138
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(see Figure 6.1c), which may have reduced the sensitivity in finding a significant
difference between theta and alpha. In addition, midfrontal theta and alpha os-
cillations have been shown to interact through cross-frequency coupling under
conditions of response conflict (Cohen and van Gaal, 2013). Using the beta-
band (12-30 Hz) as a control condition could provide an alternative to our ap-
proach. However, with our current set-up of midfrontal stimulation with cheek
electrodes as reference, higher-frequency stimulation resulted in phosphene-like
flicker effects in the periphery of the visual field (as evidenced by pilot exper-
iments), which would have introduced unwanted task-irrelevant differences be-
tween the stimulation conditions. In general, choosing the appropriate control
condition in electrical brain stimulation studies can have various pitfalls and re-
quires careful consideration (Filmer et al., 2014). Irrespective of the frequency of
interest, future studies could explore the possibility to combine tACS with on-
line EEG to better track the effects of tACS on neural oscillations, and to be able
to more directly connect these neuroelectrical effects to behavior (Helfrich et al.,
2014).

6.4.4 Conclusion

Using theta tACS, we have come closer to answering the yet unresolved question
whether midfrontal theta-band oscillatory dynamics are fundamentally involved
in response conflict processing. That is, we showed that improving behavior was
specific to theta stimulation, in particular during high conflict situations that nor-
mally result in detrimental performance.
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6.5 Supplemental Material

6.5.1 Reaction time, accuracy, and efficiency

In this chapter we used an efficiency metric (Townsend and Ashby, 1983) that in-
corporates both reaction time (RT) and accuracy into one measure. Specifically,
a subjects’ average accuracy for a particular condition is weighted by his/her av-
erage RT in this condition measured in seconds. In terms of cross-subject vari-
ance, this effectively means that slower but more accurate subjects are equalized
to faster but less accurate subjects. However, the same holds for a within-subject
difference between conditions: a higher efficiency in condition A than condition
B may be driven by 1) more errors in condition B with similar RT in either con-
dition, 2) slower RT in condition B with similar accuracy in either condition,
or 3) a mixture of these two. This means that from the results reported in the
main chapter, it is hard to disentangle what was driving the tACS effects. We thus
repeated the analyses reported in the main chapter for either measure (RT and
accuracy) separately. The results are reported in Table 6.1 below, which clearly
shows that the strongest effects were obtained via the efficiency measure. That
is, even though accuracy showed the same statistically significant effects as effi-
ciency, while RT only showed some of the same effects (the frequency-averaged
block by CSE interaction), weighting RT by accuracy into the efficiency metric
boosted the effects.

This is also reflected in the increased effect sizes for efficiency relative to the
other measures. Thus, differences in accuracy between conditions cannot be
solely responsible for the differences in efficiency between conditions, and it is
more likely that cross-subject variance in either measure alone was removed by
using the efficiency measure.

6.5.2 Post-error slowing

After committing an error, people usually slow down, a phenomenon known as
post-error slowing (PES; Hester et al., 2007; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004a; van Driel
et al., 2012). PES is thought to reflect the recruitment of performance adjust-
ment mechanisms, resulting in a more cautious response mode (Danielmeier and
Ullsperger, 2011). Given the above effects of tACS on accuracy, and given the
tight relationship between midfrontal theta dynamics and error processing (Ca-
vanagh et al., 2009; van Driel et al., 2012) it could be that theta tACS, as opposed
to alpha tACS also interacted with post-error slowing. To test this, we extracted
from the behavioral data, for each stimulation condition and irrespective of con-
flict condition, the response times of correct trials that were surrounded by two
adjacent correct trials (cCc), and the response times of correct trials that were
preceded by error trials (eC).
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tACS effects separately for accuracy, RT, and efficiency

block*prev*
current

F p η2

accuracy 5.07 0.013 0.27
RT 3.5 0.047 0.11 *Greenhouse-Geisser

efficiency 8.11 0.002 0.37

block*prev*
current
THETA

F p η2

accuracy 5.32 0.011 0.28
RT 2.24 0.126 0.07 *Greenhouse-Geisser

efficiency 6.3 0.005 0.31

block*prev*
current
ALPHA

F p η2

accuracy 1.31 0.287 0.09
RT 1.32 0.283 0.09 *Greenhouse-Geisser

efficiency 1.72 0.198 0.11

t-tests for
CSE*block
interaction

pre-stim pre-post post-stim * p-values
accuracy 0.003 0.082 0.125

RT 0.026 0.064 0.984
efficiency 0.000 0.074 0.234

t-tests for
theta specific
tACS effect

t p
accuracy 2.24 0.033

RT 1.56 0.131
efficiency 2.62 0.014

Table 6.1: Statistical results of repeated measures ANOVAs and post-hoc paired-samples t-tests on three behav-
ioral measures: accuracy (acc), reaction time (RT) and efficiency (eff); the latter is a weighting of accuracy by
reaction time in seconds. Reported are the F -values, p-values and effect sizes (η2) for ANOVAs and t -values
and p-values for t-tests. Where noted, the results of the Greenhouse-Geisser correction are reported due to the
violation of the sphericity assumption.
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Figure 6.3: Supplemental behavioral results. a) Conflict detection (defined as behavioral efficiency on
cI relative to cC trials) as a function of block (pre, stim, post) and frequency (red: theta, blue: alpha). b)
Same as in (a), for conflict adaptation (iI relative to iC trials).

First, irrespective of stimulation frequency and block, there was strong post-
error slowing, as indicated by slower response times on eC trials than cCc trials
(F1,29 = 64.24, p < 0.001,η2 = 0.69). However, PES did not interact with fre-
quency (F1,29 = 0.30, p = 0.59,η2 = 0.01), nor with block (F2,28 = 2.47, p =
0.103,η2 = 0.15), nor did it show an interaction between frequency and block
(F2,28 = 2.0, p = 0.154,η2 = 0.13). Thus, our stimulation approach did not alter
post-error response time adjustments.
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frequencies used for stimulation versus post-hoc determined peak frequencies, for theta (left panel) and
alpha (right panel). Every colored line is one subject. This figure thus shows that for some subjects we
stimulated in frequencies close to the endogenous peak frequency, while for other subjects there was a
substantial difference between frequencies within a band. b) Spearman rank correlations between the
absolute difference between the used frequency and the peak frequency, and the CSE during the stimu-
lation block. For theta stimulation (left panel, red), the closer we stimulated at the peak frequency, the
smaller the CSE, pointing towards a subject-specific behavioral benefit of theta tACS during conflict; this
relationship did not hold for alpha stimulation (right panel, blue).

6.5.3 Correction analyses for individual peak frequencies

One of the aims of our design was to stimulate each subject with his/her endoge-
nous peak frequency within the theta and alpha band. We approached this by
measuring EEG during the pre-stimulation block, and determining through an
automatic detection algorithm the peaks present in the frequency-domain rep-
resentation of incongruent trials, which we obtained through an FFT analysis
(see Materials and Methods). However, due to an unforeseen bug in the algo-
rithm, this peak detection was based only on the first incongruent trial instead
of all incongruent trials, yielding inappropriately assessed peak frequencies (see
Figure 6.4a).

As acknowledged in Footnote 1 at page 138, this error spuriously introduced,
instead of reduced, cross-subject variance in dominant, endogenous peak frequen-
cies (Krause and Cohen Kadosh, 2014). However, because we could reliably de-
termine in a post-hoc manner these endogenous peak frequencies (i.e. the fre-
quencies with which we had meant to stimulate our subjects), we could account
for this variance in the following way. First, we introduced the difference be-
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tween the used (suboptimal) frequency of stimulation and the post-hoc deter-
mined (optimal) peak frequency, for theta and alpha separately, as a covariate in
the theta- and alpha-specific ANOVAs (the same that were described in the Re-
sults). These ANCOVAs showed that, after accounting for this difference, the
interaction between block, previous and current trial congruency remained sig-
nificant for theta stimulation, with increased statistical power (F2,27 = 9.39, p =
0.001,η2 = 0.41; quadratic trend: F1,28 = 16.46, p < 0.001,η2 = 0.37), while re-
maining non-significant for alpha (F2,27 = 1.92, p = 0.17,η2 = 0.12; quadratic
trend: F1,28 = 2.02, p = 0.17,η2 = 0.07). In other words, the reduced congru-
ency sequence effect (CSE) during theta stimulation (see Figure 6.2), which was
present even when stimulating in suboptimal frequencies, was statistically more
robust after removing this unwanted source of variance. The null-effect of alpha
stimulation during conflict, on the other hand, did not seem to depend on the
actual frequency used during alpha stimulation.

To further interpret the directionality of these effects, we ran a Spearman
rank correlation between the absolute difference in used versus peak frequency,
and the CSE during the stimulation block (Figure 6.4b). This revealed that, for
theta tACS, the closer we stimulated a subject in his/her theta peak frequency,
the weaker the CSE (i.e. the stronger the stimulation-induced reduction of the
CSE), while subjects that had received a stimulation that was further away from
their theta peak showed a stronger CSE (i.e. a weaker stimulation-induced reduc-
tion of the CSE)(r28 = 0.43, p = 0.018). This relationship did not hold for the
deviance in alpha stimulation from alpha peak frequency, and the CSE during
alpha stimulation (r28 = 0.23, p = 0.21). Together, we believe these two analy-
ses make the general pattern of results more credible. That is, irrespective of the
actual frequency of stimulation, subjects did receive theta tACS and alpha tACS
nonetheless, which resulted in behavioral improvement towards conflict during
theta stimulation. This effect appeared even when using suboptimal frequencies,
and increased when accounting for this unwanted variance. Importantly, in the
alpha band, we did not find any behavioral improvement, nor did it matter at
which exact alpha frequency we stimulated.
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dPAC: A method for debiasing
phase-amplitude

cross-frequency coupling

Submitted as: van Driel, J., Cox, R., and Cohen, M.X. dPAC: a method for debi-
asing phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling. Manuscript under review.
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Abstract

Cross-frequency coupling methods allow for the identification of non-linear interac-
tions across frequency bands, which are thought to reflect a fundamental principle of
how electrophysiological brain activity is temporally orchestrated. In this chapter we
uncover a heretofore unknown source of bias in a commonly used method that quan-
tifies phase-amplitude-coupling (PAC). We demonstrate that non-uniform phase angle
distributions—a phenomenon that can readily occur in real data—can under some cir-
cumstances produce statistical errors and uninterpretable results. We then introduce
a novel yet simple debiasing procedure that effectively ameliorates this phase cluster-
ing bias. Through a series of simulations, we show that debiased PAC (dPAC) accu-
rately detects the presence of coupling while regular PAC shows inflated or deflated
estimations, depending on the strength of the bias and the angle of coupling. We also
show how the presence of noise influences the bias, and compare both PAC and dPAC
to another frequently used phase-amplitude coupling method (the Modulation Index).
Finally, we demonstrate the performance of these methods on real intracranial sleep
recordings of a macaque monkey. We conclude that dPAC provides a cleaner and
possibly more sensitive alternative to PAC.
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7.1 Introduction

Neurophysiological signals are strongly oscillatory (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004;
Varela et al., 2001; Wang, 2010). Data analysis methods that allow identification
of oscillatory characteristics are useful for linking cognition to underlying neural
mechanisms, and have been growing in popularity over the past two decades (Co-
hen, 2014a). Because neural and cognitive processes are highly dynamic, they ex-
hibit temporal non-stationarities that require analysis methods that can identify
these time-varying non-stationarities. Commonly used time-frequency analysis
methods include Morlet wavelet convolution and the short-time Fourier trans-
form. Though highly successful and nearly ubiquitously used (or at least ac-
cepted) in the cognitive electrophysiology literature, time-frequency analysis meth-
ods have two significant limitations that motivate cross-frequency coupling anal-
yses: They are constrained to a linear temporal reference window, and they as-
sume independence of activities in different frequencies. Because oscillations are
by definition periodic, at each cycle the phase returns to the same state as in the
previous cycle. Thus, oscillations provide a cyclic rather than linear temporal
reference frame. This cyclic-time information is almost entirely lost in standard
(linear-)time-frequency analysis methods, because the phase is typically different
over repeated trials in the task (that is, the oscillatory dynamics are often non-
phase-locked with respect to trial onset). Furthermore, standard time-frequency
analyses treat each frequency as an independent process and therefore preclude
quantification of interactions across frequency bands (with the exception of some
frequency smoothing resulting from time-frequency analyses). This limitation is
in contrast to theoretical predictions and empirical findings demonstrating that
interactions among activities in different frequencies are important for informa-
tion processing and transmission (Canolty and Knight, 2010; Jensen and Colgin,
2007; Lakatos et al., 2005; Palva et al., 2005).

Cross-frequency coupling analyses are specifically designed to address these
limitations by utilizing cyclic-time (as opposed to linear-time) reference frames,
and by specifically uncovering relationships among dynamics at different frequen-
cies. This “nesting” of oscillations across frequencies has been shown to occur in
both humans and animals (Jensen and Colgin, 2007; McGinn and Valiante, 2014),
and to relate to various task-related processes (Canolty et al., 2006), including per-
ception (Gross et al., 2013; Händel and Haarmeier, 2009; Voytek et al., 2010), cog-
nitive control (Cohen et al., 2009a; Dürschmid et al., 2013), memory (Axmacher
et al., 2010; Belluscio et al., 2012; Sauseng et al., 2008; Tort et al., 2009), and emo-
tional processing (Popov et al., 2012). Cross-frequency coupling has also been
related to spontaneous activity during sleep (Cox et al., 2014) and “default-mode”
resting state (Foster and Parvizi, 2012). In general, cross-frequency coupling is
proposed to reflect a common, fundamental principle of how neurophysiologi-
cal processes in the brain can be temporally organized across different frequency
bands (Canolty and Knight, 2010; Lisman, 2005), and thus, different time scales.
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There are several quantitative methods to identify cross-frequency coupling
(Tort et al., 2010). Most methods are based on examining the distribution of
power values at a relatively higher frequency band (e.g., 40 Hz) relative to phase
values at a relatively lower frequency band (e.g., 8 Hz) (lower frequency power
values can be used instead of phase, but the concept is the same). The activities
from both frequency bands are simultaneously recorded, typically from the same
electrode (or from different electrodes in the case of long-range interareal cross-
frequency coupling). The null hypothesis in this analysis approach is that the
distribution of higher-frequency power values over lower-frequency phase values
is uniform; deviations from this uniform distribution indicate the presence of
cross-frequency coupling. The various cross-frequency coupling analysis methods
differ mainly in how this power-by-phase distribution is created or statistically
evaluated.

Many cross-frequency coupling analyses are assumed to be insensitive to dy-
namics within the modulating, lower-frequency band, such as a non-uniform oc-
currence of phase values (Aru et al., 2015). (This happens, for example, when
the oscillatory phenomenon under investigation does not resemble an idealized
sine wave, and the relative contribution of different phases to the sampled sig-
nal is uneven; this will be demonstrated below.) This independence is thought
to be ensured by permutation testing, in which random shuffling ensures that
power values and phase values are randomly coupled, thus accounting for possi-
ble asymmetries in the distribution of power or phase that could artifactually bias
the estimate of cross-frequency coupling (Cohen, 2014a).

The purpose of this chapter is to show that the commonly used phase-amplitude-
coupling analysis methods can be sensitive to within-frequency non-uniform phase
angle distributions, which may introduce biases in some circumstances (Aru et al.,
2015). After describing two commonly used methods for assessing cross-frequency
coupling, we introduce the bias and demonstrate how it might arise in neural
time series data. We then introduce a simple but effective debiasing correction
and demonstrate that this approach successfully minimizes the bias, thus allow-
ing closer approximations of true cross-frequency coupling. Matlab scripts to
produce the simulations and perform the analyses described in this chapter are
available at GitHub (https://github.com/joramvd/dpac).

7.2 Twomethods to analyze cross-frequency phase-
amplitude coupling

In this chapter, we focus on two methods of analyzing cross-frequency coupling
of phase-modulated power. We decided to focus on these two methods because
they are the most commonly used methods in the literature. In the “Implications
and limitations” section we speculate on the relevance of our findings for other
methods.
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7.2.1 Phase-amplitude coupling

The phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) method was popularized by Canolty et al.
(2006). In PAC, vectors in polar space are defined by the angle from the fre-
quency for phase, and a length defined by the power from the frequency for
power. Each vector corresponds to a time point, and the length of the average vec-
tor is taken as PAC. The null hypothesis—that there is no relationship between
power and phase—would produce an average vector length of zero. In contrast,
a non-uniform distribution of power-adjusted phase angles in polar space would
produce a PAC value that is greater than zero. Mathematically, PAC is defined
by:

PAC =

�

�

�

�

�

1

n

n
∑

t=1
at e iφt

�

�

�

�

�

(7.1)

where n signifies the total number of time points, at the amplitude (or power)
of the modulated frequency (frequency for power) andφt the phase of the modu-
lating frequency (frequency for phase) at time point t ; i is the imaginary operator.
As can be seen, the phase angles are first converted to complex space by the Euler
transform (e i k ).

The statistical significance of the PAC value can be determined by compar-
ing it against a distribution of surrogate PAC values generated via permutation
testing, in which the power values are shuffled with respect to the phase values.
The idea is that the shuffling not only allows for statistical evaluation, but also
accounts for possible outliers or non-uniform phase angle distributions (Cohen,
2014a, chapter 30).

7.2.2 Modulation Index

A second measure of cross-frequency coupling that is commonly used is the Mod-
ulation Index (MI), as proposed by Tort and colleagues (Tort et al., 2010). The
logic behind MI is to discretize the time series of the frequency for phase into N
phase bins, and to compute the average power of the modulated frequency for
power in each bin j . The resulting phase-amplitude histogram should show a
non-uniform distribution of power over the N phase bins. To quantify coupling,
the MI computes deviation from a uniform distribution using information theory
(see ref. (Tort et al., 2010) for details):

M I =
DKL(P, U )

log(N )
(7.2)

where N signifies the number of phase bins, and DKL is the Kullback-Leibler
distance between the phase distribution P and the uniform distribution U :
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DKL(P, U ) = log(N )+
N
∑

j=1

P ( j )log[P ( j )] (7.3)

7.3 Non-uniform phase angle distributions can bias
cross-frequency-coupling measures

The logic behind the PAC metric is that a uniform phase angle distribution has an
average vector length of zero, and multiplying each angle with the power values
of the modulated signal will change this zero length vector into a non-zero length
vector when there is phase-amplitude coupling: this length reflects the strength
of coupling. However, in situations where the phase distribution is non-uniform,
this distribution already has a non-zero average vector length before multiply-
ing the angles by power, resulting in a possible under- or overestimation of true
coupling.

To illustrate the bias, we created a signal that oscillated at 5 Hz, but its cycles
were characterized by a non-sinusoidal series of concatenated Gaussian shaped
“bumps” of width g:

e
−(t−c)2

2g2 (7.4)

This time series produces an oscillatory signal with peaks at center times c
with asymmetric amplitude. We used a simulated 10 second time series with a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz, with c ranging in 200 ms steps, yielding a 5 Hz signal
(hereafter called “thetaA”). In Figure 7.1, a 1600 ms example of thetaA is shown
with g = 0.01 (Fig. 7.1a), g = 0.03 (Fig. 7.1b) and g = 0.05 (Fig. 7.1c), together
with the phase angle time series (phase angles were extracted from the Hilbertized
detrended time series), and polar space phase angle distributions of 100 randomly
selected angles from the full 10 seconds. What is evident from this figure is that
the distribution of thetaA phase angles is non-uniform for low values of g that
result in more “spike-like” oscillations (with g = 0.05 the signal approaches a
perfect sine wave).

The extent of this non-uniformity can be quantified, reflecting the strength
of phase clustering (PC), using the following equation (note that this formula is
identical to inter-trial phase clustering; Cohen, 2014a):

PC =

�

�
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1

n

n
∑

t=1
e iφt
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�
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�

�

(7.5)

In words, PC is defined as the absolute value—or, length—of the average com-
plex vector of phase angles, which should be zero in case of a uniform phase
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Figure 7.1: Non-sinusoidal oscillatory signals show non-uniform phase angle distributions. A) Ampli-
tude (top left) and phase angles (bottom left) of a 1.6 seconds sample from a 10 second simulated signal
of concatenated, detrended Gaussians with width of g = 0.01 and peaks every 200 ms (i.e. a 5 Hz non-
sinusoidal oscillation); right: 100 randomly selected phase angles (grey) plotted in polar space, together
with the average vector (black) illustrating the phase clustering (PC) effect. B) As in A), for g = 0.03. C)
As in A), for g = 0.05.

distribution and greater than zero in case of a non-uniform phase distribution. In
Figure 7.1, the three different concatenated Gaussians had PC values of 0.46, 0.13
and 0.01, respectively. This thus shows how asymmetric oscillatory signals can
have non-uniform phase distributions.

To illustrate how phase clustering affects measures of cross-frequency cou-
pling, we additionally created a complex sine wave (hereafter called “gamma”) of
the form ae i2π f t , where f = 30, and a = thetaA + 0.5. In Figure 7.2a, an 800 ms
example of thetaA is shown with g = 0.01, together with the modulated gamma
signal. From visual inspection, one can immediately see that the power of the
gamma signal fully depends on the phase of the thetaA cycle, i.e. pure phase-
amplitude coupling. Applying the PAC Equation (7.1) to this signal, where for a
we used the power of gamma (abs(gamma) in Matlab) and forφ the phase angles
of thetaA (obtained through the Hilbert transform: angle(hilbert(thetaA)),
the resulting PAC value was 0.08, at an angle of 0π of thetaA. This is illustrated
in Figure 7.2a by the red vector in the polar plot.

Although one may conclude from this positive PAC value that we correctly
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Figure 7.2: Non-sinusoidal phase-amplitude coupling simulation. A) Left: signal from Figure 7.1A (theta;
black), which phase-modulates a complex sine wave with frequency set to 30 Hz (gamma; red), illustrating
non-sinusoidal phase-amplitude theta-gamma coupling. Right: phase angles of theta in polar space (grey),
together with theta-gamma coupling as quantified by PAC, expressed as an average vector (red). B) As in
A), with theta set to the signal shown in Figure 7.1C. C) Left: PC as a function of the Gaussian width
of the oscillatory peaks. Middle and right: the corresponding PAC (blue) and MI (green) values when
coupling and clustering were anti-phase (middle) and in-phase (right). Coupling values were z-scored
to have comparable scaling between PAC and MI; these values should not be interpreted as reflecting
statistical significance.

identified coupling, PAC values are always greater than zero. When gamma was
modulated by a thetaA signal with g = 0.05, recomputing PAC showed a more
than twofold increased coupling value of 0.18 (Fig. 7.2b), even though the true
simulated coupling was exactly the same in both scenarios (the a in ae i2π f t for
creating the gamma signal was set to be the thetaA signal in both cases). Note
that the phase clustering of this thetaA signal was very close to zero (Fig. 7.1c).
This suggests that as the phase angle distribution becomes more uniform, PAC
estimations increase. However, as shown in Figure 7.2c, with 50 steps of linearly
increasing values of g from 0.001 to 0.08, phase clustering decreased (left panel),
but the PAC values (the blue line in the middle panel) fluctuated. In other words,
the strength of phase coupling can produce both over- and underestimations of
PAC.
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We also computed MI with Equations (7.2) and (7.3). As shown by the green
line in Figure 7.1c (middle panel), MI was also influenced by the width of the cy-
cles (and thus by the phase clustering bias), but its behavior was more predictable:
with very low g , thetaA approached a spiking instead of oscillatory signal, re-
sulting in low estimations of phase-amplitude coupling. With increasing g , the
thetaA signal initially became more sinusoidal, giving increasing MI values. How-
ever, high g values eventually produced Gaussians that were wider than one cycle
of a 5 Hz oscillation (the distance between the center times c ), thus removing
the oscillatory characteristic of the signal. This produced MI values that dropped
back to zero, which is a sensible result: gamma power was now “modulated” by a
(nearly) flat line.

In the previous scenario, the phase angles of thetaA clustered aroundπ, which
was opposite to the angle of maximal phase-amplitude coupling (0π). We next
tested how PAC and MI would respond to phase clustering and phase-amplitude
coupling being in-phase. To this end, we temporally shifted thetaA 100 ms with
respect to the gamma signal; this corresponds to a shift of π in polar space, yield-
ing phase clustering around the same angle at which gamma power was maximal.
We again did the simulation of increasing g , which now showed strong over-
estimations of PAC for low g , while MI again showed a more expected pattern of
a slightly skewed Gaussian (Fig. 7.2c, right panel).

Thus, we have so far presented evidence that non-uniform phase angle distri-
butions can bias measures of cross-frequency coupling. Non-uniform phase angle
distributions can result from imperfect sinusoidal processes (as simulated here),
in addition to “phase reset” and other non-stationarities often observed around
task-related activities (Aru et al., 2015). We showed that, when using the PAC
method, such a characteristic of the modulating frequency for phase influenced
the estimation of a phase-power relationship, even though it was independent of
this relationship. We now turn to a proposed method to debias PAC.

7.4 Debiasing cross-frequency-coupling: Theory and
implementation

Recently, we introduced a simple modification to the PAC metric in an analysis of
spindle-beta coupling (11-16 Hz and 20-25 Hz, respectively) in electrophysiologi-
cal sleep data (Cox et al., 2014). This method entails a linear removal of the phase
clustering bias, resulting in a debiased PAC (dPAC). More specifically, dPAC sub-
tracts the average vector of the modulating phase angles from the Euler transform
of each phase angle, before multiplying them with the modulated power values:

d PAC =

�

�

�

�

�

1

n

n
∑

t=1
at (e

iφt − Φ̄)

�

�

�

�

�

(7.6)
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where Φ̄ is defined by:

Φ̄ =
1

n

n
∑

t=1
e iφt (7.7)

Note that Equation (7.7) is highly similar to the phase clustering Equation (7.5),
except that the absolute value is not taken (i.e., the average vector is still a complex
number, containing both length and angle). The logic behind the dPAC measure
is that the phase-clustering bias (both in terms of length and preferred phase an-
gle) is subtracted from each phase angle prior to computing PAC. This effectively
“uniformizes” the phase angle distribution. Another way to interpret the de-
bias term is that it shifts the phase angle distribution such that the distribution
has a mean of zero. From here, the debiased phase values are multiplied by the
corresponding power values, just as in the regular PAC Equation (7.1). Because
this modification is modest, it is also easy to implement, and allows for similar
statistical approaches as used for PAC in order to evaluate the significance of ob-
served coupling in recorded data (for example, z-transforming observed dPAC
with respect to a null-distribution of surrogate dPAC values obtained through a
permutation test procedure; see below).

7.4.1 Clustering strength by coupling angle interaction

We now turn to a series of simulations to assess the impact of the debiasing term
in PAC. In the first simulation, we used a perfect sine wave to create a 5 Hz signal
(hereafter called “theta”), and manipulated the presence of the phase clustering
bias by selectively sampling from the phase angle distribution of theta. (This
is conceptually similar to the Gaussian procedure used above, but allows better
control over the distribution of phase angles.) In addition, we manipulated the
angle of maximal coupling with respect to the angle of theta phase clustering in
a gradual manner, to reveal possible interactions between the clustering bias and
coupling angle.

Theta was now described as a complex signal: ae i2π f t , where f = 5, and
a = 5. For gamma we used f = 30 and for a we took the real part of the complex
theta signal plus a constant to prevent negative power values (real(theta) +
6). To introduce phase-clustered non-uniformity in the theta angle distribution,
we first created a normal Gaussian distribution of size n and width σ , where n
was equal to twice the number of time points present in the simulated signals, and
the values were cut-off at −π and π. This created a surrogate non-uniform distri-
bution of phase angles that approached the shape of a Gaussian, depending on σ .
The mean of this distribution will always be zero, resulting in 0π phase cluster-
ing. Next, from the theta phase angles only those were retained that were closest
to this surrogate distribution, which made the theta phase angle distribution also
non-uniform (Fig. 7.3a). In an iterative simulation procedure, we changed σ in
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Figure 7.3: Procedure of nonuniform phase angle and phase-amplitude coupling angle manipulations.
A) Gaussian distributions of random numbers cut-off at π and −π were created with different widths
g , shown here for four levels of g . B) Corresponding phase distributions represented in polar space,
with grey lines showing the different angles (a random selection of 100 out of 10000) and the red line
showing the average vector length of phase clustering, increasing with decreasing g. C) Theta (black) and
theta-modulated gamma (red) sine waves, for different theta-gamma coupling angles of 0π (straight), π/2
(dashed) and π (dotted).

50 logarithmic steps from 5 (almost no clustering; i.e. a close-to-uniform distribu-
tion) to 0.5 (strong clustering; see Fig. 7.3b). In addition, every phase clustering
level was combined with theta being temporally shifted with respect to gamma,
in 50 steps of 2 ms, yielding a gradual change in coupling angle from 0π to π (Fig.
7.3c).

At each clustering-by-angle point, PAC, dPAC and MI were computed. This
yielded coupling values in “clustering-angle-space”, which we compared to the de-
fault scenario of no phase clustering and 0π coupling, by computing a difference
score. This conversion facilitates evaluation because positive numbers indicate
over-estimates while negative numbers indicate under-estimates. As can be seen
in Figure 7.4a, dPAC showed the least deviance from the “true” coupling (as in-
dicated by the lighter colors, where white corresponds to non-biased coupling
values), with slight under-estimations (light blue colors) during strong phase clus-
tering bias. PAC, in contrast, showed strong over-estimations (dark red) when
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A) Phase clustering bias > No bias
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Figure 7.4: Phase bias by coupling angle simulation results. A) Difference score of PAC (right), dPAC
(middle) and MI (right) where coupling values in case of uniform theta phase angles were subtracted from
coupling values at varying levels of phase clustering bias (y-axis, maximum clustering bias at top), that
moreover differed from the angle of maximal coupling in varying degrees (x-axis). Red colors denote
overestimation and blue colors underestimation with respect to true coupling. B) Permutation testing re-
sults. Green color denotes positive coupling, purple color denotes negative coupling; statistical threshold
at p = 0.001 is shown with black outline; p = 0.05 with red outline.

clustering bias was maximal and in-phase with coupling, while MI showed strong
under-estimations (dark blue). Thus, PAC and MI seemed to respond in opposite
directions to the phase bias.

In sum, both PAC and MI, in contrast to dPAC, were affected by phase clus-
tering bias and this depended on the difference between the angle of phase clus-
tering and the angle of maximal coupling. The results so far, however, do not
demonstrate statistical significance; it is possible that the coupling remains statis-
tically significant despite the misestimations. We thus used a permutation testing
routine in which we cut-and-shifted random intervals of the theta signal for 1000
iterations, while leaving the gamma signal intact (the same method recommended
by Canolty et al., 2006). This removes the phase-amplitude relationship but pre-
serves the temporal structure of the signals. We computed PAC, dPAC and MI at
every iteration, giving distributions of surrogate coupling values under the null
hypothesis of no coupling. We did this permutation routine at every clustering-
by-angle point of the simulation described above. Next, we z-transformed the
“observed” coupling values at each point, by computing the statistical distance
from the mean of the null distributions. Figure 7.4b shows the results, with
green colors indicating correctly identified, significant coupling. PACz exhib-
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ited a “band” of false-negative type-II errors (the black outline for p = 0.001 and
the red outline for p = 0.05), in which the z-values were below the threshold
of statistical significance, leading to the incorrect conclusion that there was no
coupling. Moreover, PACz showed negative z-values for strong phase clustering
bias anti-phase with coupling angle (blue-to-purple colors in the top right corner).
These values are difficult to interpret physiologically: they signify less coupling
than can be expected by random phase-amplitude relationships. Both dPACz and
MIz identified significant coupling for all combinations of phase clustering bias
and coupling angle (as evidenced by the saturated green plots).

Taken together, this simulation showed that 1) PAC and MI are influenced by
the phase clustering bias, in seemingly opposite directions; 2) the effect of the bias
on MI can be mitigated through proper statistical procedures (z-transformation
through permutation testing); 3) the bias produces type-II errors and uninter-
pretable negative z-values for PAC, which are not mitigated by permutation test-
ing; 3) dPAC is successful in mitigating the phase distribution biases, with or
without statistical transformations. dPAC thus provides an accurate assessment
of the presence of cross-frequency coupling that is robust to biases.

7.4.2 Effects of noise in the frequency for power

In our next series of simulations, we assessed the influence of noise on these
cross-frequency coupling measures. The presence of noise can inflate estimations
of cross-frequency coupling (Cohen, 2014a), because random fluctuations in the
frequency for power can coincide by chance with phase values of the frequency
for phase. To evaluate if and how the presence of noise would interact with the
phase clustering bias, we first set the phase clustering to a fixed level (by taking
a width σ of 1.5 in creating the Gaussian-shaped non-uniform phase angle distri-
butions; see above). Next, we created broadband noise by multiplying n random
numbers from a normal distribution with amplitude k, where n represents the
number of time points (in Matlab: noise = k*randn(1,n)). We varied k
iteratively in 50 linear steps from 0 to 100. At each step, the resulting broadband
noise (Fig. 7.5b) was band-pass filtered between 25 and 35 Hz using Matlab’s
fir1 and filtfilt functions, resulting in an additional randomly fluctuat-
ing gamma-band signal (Fig. 7.5c). The Hilbert transform of this noise signal
(hilbert(noise)) was then added to the theta-modulated gamma signal (Fig.
7.5d). In addition, similar to the clustering-by-angle simulation, we combined ev-
ery noise level k with a time-shifted theta signal and computed PAC, dPAC and
MI at every combination, resulting in a noise-by-angle space of varying coupling
values. We compared these values to computed PAC, dPAC and MI in a situation
of no phase clustering bias nor noise (i.e. “pure” coupling; Fig. 7.5a).

The difference scores (Fig. 7.6a) revealed that, as with the previous simu-
lation, dPAC (middle panel) showed the least deviance from the true coupling
value (light-blue-to-white colors), while PAC showed under- and overestimations,
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Figure 7.5: Procedure of band-pass filtered noise simulation. A) A 5 Hz sine wave (theta; blue dashed
line) phase-modulates a 30 Hz sine wave (gamma; red). B) Broadband noise as produced by Matlab’s
randn function. C) The signal from B), band-pass filtered between 25 and 35 Hz. D) The signal from C)
added to the signal of A), with the black line showing the power envelope of the red signal (acquired by
taking the absolute values of the Hilbert transform).

with strong overestimations at high noise levels (dark red in the top of left panel).
Again, MI (right panel) seemed to show a pattern opposite to PAC: slight overesti-
mations for phase clustering anti-phase with coupling when there was minimum
noise (light red in the lower right corner), and underestimations for all coupling
angles for even moderate noise levels (dark blue in the top ∼75% of the plot).

In addition, the “type-II error-band” of non-significant PACz values widened
as noise became stronger (Fig. 7.6b left panel). However, starting at medium
noise, all three measures showed non-significant coupling (with PACz showing
relatively more negative z-values). In other words, irrespective of the angle of
maximal coupling, 0π phase clustering bias in combination with high noise levels
resulted in PACz, dPACz and MIz values that fell within the distribution of values
that can be expected by chance.

In sum, this simulation showed that the phase clustering bias present in PAC
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Figure 7.6: Noise by coupling angle simulation results. A) Difference score of PAC (right), dPAC (mid-
dle) and MI (right) where coupling values in case of uniform theta phase angles and no noise were sub-
tracted from coupling values in case of a fixed phase clustering bias and varying levels of noise (y-axis,
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tion and blue colors underestimation with respect to true coupling. B) Permutation testing results. Green
color denotes positive coupling, purple color denotes negative coupling; statistical threshold at p = 0.001
is shown with black outline; p = 0.05 with red outline.

is exacerbated by noise, in that it results in stronger overestimations, and more
incorrect non-significant PACz values. The bias in MI was also modulated by
noise, although conversion to a z-score via permutation testing mitigated the bias.
dPAC was less affected by the noise-bias interaction. Finally, at certain noise
levels, cross-frequency coupling was removed irrespective of the phase clustering
bias, resulting in non-significant statistical values for all three measures.

7.4.3 No coupling

Given the biases that can affect estimates of true cross-frequency coupling, it is
also important to determine whether these biases can produce false positives, i.e.,
estimates of coupling when in fact there is none. We thus repeated the above
two simulations except that gamma was now not modulated by theta (i.e., a in
ae i2π f t was set to 1). In brief, PAC (in contrast to dPAC and MI) showed some
spurious coupling values for strong phase clustering bias. In addition, noise pro-
duced spurious coupling in both PAC and MI, in contrast to dPAC. However,
permutation testing produced non-significant z-values in all three measures for all
bias and noise levels, thus resulting in correct statistical inferences of no coupling.
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These results are not shown here, but the code to produce them are included in
the online Matlab scripts.

7.4.4 Summary and conclusions from simulations

The above simulations showed that dPAC offers a simple but powerful solution to
the bias of phase clustering that affects PAC. The overestimations (when the angle
of the phase bias is in-phase with the angle of coupling) and underestimations
(when the clustering-coupling angle is anti-phase) were removed by dPAC, and
it correctly identified coupling through permutation testing. PAC, in contrast,
showed in some circumstances type-II errors of falsely concluding the absence of
coupling, and it also produced negative values, which are difficult to interpret
(less coupling than expected by chance). Although MI showed the same statistical
results as dPAC, its raw values did show fluctuations as a function of phase bias.
The presence of noise interacted with the phase bias in case of PAC and MI, but
not dPAC. Lastly, when there was no actual coupling, all three measures showed
the correct statistical decision of non-significant coupling, although raw PAC and
raw MI were still affected by the bias to some extent.

In general, we conclude from these simulations that dPAC provides a cleaner
alternative to the regular PAC method. MI provides a similarly good approach
to ameliorate phase clustering bias although this requires the use of permutation
testing to remove the bias. In the next section we test the three methods on real
electrophysiological recordings of monkey sleep data.

7.5 Testing debiased PAC in empirical electrophysi-
ological recordings

7.5.1 ECoG recording and time-frequency decomposition

To assess the performance of PAC, dPAC and MI in real electrophysiological
data, we calculated the various coupling measures across a continuous electocor-
ticographical (ECoG) recording of a sleeping monkey (Macaca fuscata). Sleep
data was chosen because oscillatory interactions between frequency bands are
particularly robust during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep (Cox et al.,
2014; Mölle et al., 2002; Steriade et al., 1993). Additionally, slow (<1 Hz) os-
cillations during sleep are known to be non-sinusoidal (Nir et al., 2011), thus
offering a physiological test case with phase distributions that are expected to
be non-uniform for at least some frequencies. Data were retrieved from, and
are freely available from, neurotycho.org/sleep-task. Details of surgery and the
recording protocol have been described elsewhere (Nagasaka et al., 2011). Briefly,
subdural ECoG data of one monkey were recorded at 1kHz from 128 chronically
implanted electrodes covering most of the lateral and medial aspects of the left
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cerebral hemisphere, while the monkey was asleep. A reference electrode was
placed in the subdural space between the ECoG array and the dura mater, and a
ground electrode was positioned between the dura and skull. The sleep state was
defined based on the degree of spatial synchronization in the 1-4 Hz delta band
(Yanagawa et al., 2013).

We extracted ten minutes of continuous, artifact-free sleep data. Data were
down-sampled to 200 Hz and notch-filtered around 50 Hz. Visual inspection
of the signals and their power spectra indicated the presence of slow oscillatory,
delta and, for some channels, sleep spindle activity, confirming the monkey was
in a state of NREM sleep. Based on this inspection, we selected one channel (# 72)
for further processing. We performed wavelet convolution to obtain momentary
estimates of phase and power. Specifically, we constructed a family of complex
Morlet wavelets, e i2π f t e−t 2/(2σ2), where i is the complex operator, t is time, f
is frequency ranging from 0.5 to 100 Hz in 40 logarithmically spaced steps; σ
defines the width of each wavelet, according to c/2π f , where c is the number of
wavelet cycles ranging between 3 to 12 in 40 logarithmically spaced steps. Power
was defined as the squared complex magnitude of the convolution result, while
phase was defined as the angle of the convolution result, bound between −π and
π. Next, we cut off the first and last 5 seconds of data to remove edge artifacts
stemming from the convolution.

7.5.2 Coupling estimation and statistical analysis

Phase-amplitude coupling was estimated using Equation (7.1) for PAC, Equa-
tions (7.6) and (7.7) for dPAC, and Equations (7.2) and (7.3) for MI (using an N of
18 bins, as recommended by Tort et al., 2010), between modulating frequencies
ranging from 0.5 to 30 Hz, and modulated frequencies from 1 to 100 Hz. Fur-
thermore, for every frequency-frequency bin, the power time series was shuffled
with respect to the phase time series 1000 times, in order to create a distribu-
tion of surrogate coupling values under the null-hypothesis of no cross-frequency
coupling. This null-distribution was used to z-transform each coupling measure
(equal to statistical procedures for the simulations; see above), in order to visualize
coupling strength across frequencies and to compare coupling across measures.

7.5.3 Results

Figure 7.7a shows the comodulograms of cross-frequency phase-amplitude cou-
pling between multiple frequency pairs, with black outlines showing statistically
significant coupling at p < 0.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Clearly,
given the dark red and black-outlined upper-left part of the diagonal, this channel
exhibited strong nested coupling; almost every frequency phase-modulated the
power of almost every higher frequency. Of note, coupling included modulations
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Figure 7.7: ECoG results. A) PACz, dPACz and MIz all showed robust lower frequency phase modula-
tion of higher frequency power in a 10 minute NREM recording of a sleeping monkey. Magenta colored
disk highlights the frequency bin of 1.3 Hz phase values and 2.6 Hz power values that was non-significant
for PACz, but significant for dPACz and MIz. B) Left: the phase angle distribution of the modulating 1.3
Hz signal showed significant non-uniformity. Middle: this non-uniformity was expressed in polar space
by an average phase clustering effect (black line), which had a preferred angle that was opposite to the angle
of maximal coupling. This resulted in smaller PAC (red) than dPAC (blue line). Right: phase-amplitude
bar plot of 2.6 Hz power as a function of 1.3 Hz phase bin, showing a clear non-uniform power-phase
distribution.

of delta (1-4 Hz) power by the<1 Hz phase, as has been described previously (Ste-
riade et al., 1993). Qualitatively, the three measures showed comparable results,
with PAC showing some weaker and non-significant coupling values compared to
dPAC and MI. Interestingly, the lower-right part of the diagonal shows computed
coupling values for higher frequency for phase modulating lower frequency for
power, something which is not readily observed in neural time series data (Co-
hen, 2008). Thus, this part of the comodulogram should produce non-significant
z-values close to and around zero. Though all three measures indeed showed this,
PACz and MIz contained more negative z-values in this part of coupling-space
than dPACz (with PACz showing the most negative values exactly at the diagonal
of “same frequency coupling”).

For one particular frequency-frequency bin (1.3 Hz phase values driving 2.6
Hz power) that showed a non-significant result for PACz and a significant result
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for dPACz (see magenta disks highlighted in Fig. 7.7a), we additionally plotted
the phase angle distribution of the frequency for phase (Fig. 7.7b; left panel). This
clearly showed a non-uniform distribution, which was statistically confirmed by
a Rayleigh’s test of circular uniformity ( p < 0.001). To visualize how PAC and
dPAC responded to this non-uniformity, we plotted the phase angles in polar
space, together with the mean vector of phase clustering (multiplied by 40 for
visualization purposes) and both coupling measures (divided by 107 for visual-
ization) plotted as vectors in polar space (Fig. 7.7b; middle panel). First, the
phase clustering angle was opposite to the angle of maximal coupling. Second,
and consistent with our simulations, this anti-phase clustering-coupling relation-
ship resulted in a lower PAC value compared to when the phase bias was removed
in dPAC (this can also be seen by the dPAC vector being about 1.5 longer than
the PAC vector). Finally, we constructed a phase-amplitude plot (Fig. 7.7b;
right panel) of 2.6 Hz power strength per 1.3 Hz phase bin, showing a clear
non-uniform distribution of power over phase. Thus, this visualizes the logic
behind the MI method of quantifying the deviance of this distribution from a
uniform distribution. Similar to dPACz, MIz showed significant coupling for
this frequency-frequency bin.

In sum, from a freely available data set of monkey ECoG sleep data (Na-
gasaka et al., 2011; Yanagawa et al., 2013), we analyzed one intracranial chan-
nel that exhibited clear electrophysiological sleep activity, and showed that 1)
the PAC, dPAC and MI methods generated comparable results of robust phase-
amplitude coupling; 2) dPAC attenuated non-sensible results (statistically negative
coupling values for higher frequency phase modulating lower frequency power)
without affecting the more interpretable results; and 3) PAC values that became
non-significant due to the phase clustering bias became significant when this bias
was removed with dPAC.

7.6 Implications and limitations

Here we showed how non-uniform phase distributions over a certain time win-
dow (which could, for example, result from imperfect sinusoidal processes), can
influence methods that assess phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling over time.
However, phase clustering can also happen over trials, for example through the
time-locking of phase angles to task-related events such as externally presented
stimuli or behavioral responses. Such inter-trial phase clustering could in partic-
ular pose a bias for methods that are designed to evaluate transient, time-varying
cross-frequency coupling dynamics (Cohen, 2008; Voytek et al., 2013), especially
because here coupling is likely to fluctuate as a function of the same task-related
events that produce the phase clustering effect. In addition, we have not inves-
tigated how the bias is expressed in other, less frequently used phase-amplitude
methods, such as the GLM approach (Kramer and Eden, 2013; Penny et al., 2008)
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and the phase-locking value (Colgin et al., 2009). Future work could elucidate
whether and how phase clustering may affect these other (event-related) phase-
amplitude coupling methods, and whether dPAC could be validly used to assess
cross-frequency-coupling in the presence of event-related phase clustering.

We compared PAC and dPAC with the Modulation Index proposed by Tort
and colleagues (Tort et al., 2010). Although the “raw” MI was susceptible to the
phase bias as well, the bias was mitigated by permutation testing. In fact, dPAC
and MI showed qualitatively comparable results. It is not evident which mea-
sure should be preferred. One advantage of MI is that it conceptualizes phase-
amplitude coupling as the distribution of power values over phase angle bins,
which may be more intuitive than an average vector length of power-adjusted
angles in polar space. On the other hand, the information theory equations are
arguably less intuitive, and the number of bins necessitates an arbitrary, subjective
decision.

Concerning the argument that permutation testing by itself ensures indepen-
dence of cross-frequency coupling measures from within-frequency asymmetries
(Cohen, 2014a), we have shown that PAC can, under some circumstances, pro-
duce statistically significant negative values that are hard to interpret. Moreover,
negative values can lead to improper conclusions especially when comparing dif-
ferent conditions. Consider two conditions (A and B) that both show negative
PACz, but condition A shows relatively less of this negative coupling than con-
dition B. Without careful inspection of the individual conditions, one may con-
clude that condition A shows increased (positive) coupling. The use of dPACz
may preclude such awkward inferences.

7.7 Conclusion

Cross-frequency coupling analyses address the hierarchical and cyclical nature of
electrophysiological brain dynamics by quantifying non-linear interactions across
frequencies, though thereby assuming independence from within-frequency non-
stationarities (Aru et al., 2015). Here we have demonstrated that one of these
methods, aimed to assess the modulation of power of a higher frequency by the
phase angles of a lower frequency (phase-amplitude coupling), can be contami-
nated by asymmetric phase angle distributions within the lower frequency. In
the often used PAC method (Canolty et al., 2006), this phase clustering bias can
produce over- and underestimations, type-II errors, and uninterpretable statistical
outcomes. These three problems are alleviated by a simple linear subtraction of
phase clustering from the PAC equation. We thus conclude that dPAC provides a
simple modification of PAC that allows for cleaner and more sensitive investiga-
tion of cross-frequency coupling dynamics, and we recommend that it be used in
place of the standard PAC.
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General Discussion and
Conclusion

This thesis contained several entangled “story lines”. First, what all studies have
in common is that they show how time-frequency analyses of M/EEG data offer a
rich toolbox for the cognitive electrophysiologist to study the neural mechanisms
underlying perceptual and cognitive processes. This is a very broad statement,
and I acknowledge that the chapters of this thesis only scratch the surface of what
is currently possible within this exciting young field (see e.g. da Silva, 2013).
However, having investigated both low-level perceptual processes (Chapter 2) as
well as higher-level cognitive processes (Chapters 3 to 6), by using both scalp-
level (Chapters 2 to 4 and 6) as well as source-level analyses (Chapter 5), with
correlation (Chapters 2 to 5), causation (Chapter 6), and simulation (Chapter 7)
approaches, this thesis aimed to offer a broad view of several aspects of the field.

Second, and perhaps most importantly, this thesis aimed to elucidate the func-
tional significance of different frequency bands in neurocognitive mechanisms,
primarily with respect to the theta and alpha bands. I will now turn to a discus-
sion of the implication of these findings in relation to current theories of these
frequency bands in human cognition.

8.1 The role of alpha oscillations in cross-sensory
integration and attention

In Chapter 2, while subjects judged the duration of stimuli that comprised the au-
ditory and visual modalities presented simultaneously, we witnessed a very strong
effect of interregional phase synchronization between clusters of EEG channels
assumed to pick up activity from primary sensory processing regions. Moreover,
this effect was remarkably confined to the alpha band, centered exactly around
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10 Hz. We interpreted this effect as reflecting “temporal windows” of communi-
cation between these regions (Fries, 2005; Ward, 2003; Womelsdorf et al., 2007):
through rhythmic phase alignment, distant cortical regions can be temporally
coupled, allowing for more efficient information transfer, and thus supporting
coherent cross-modal representations (Senkowski et al., 2008). This interpre-
tation was corroborated by the observation that the strength of alpha audiovi-
sual coupling correlated with performance measures thought to reflect the degree
to which subjects integrated the temporal information of the multimodal stim-
uli. The hypothesis that the alpha band may be important for the time window
within which multisensory information is integrated was recently confirmed by a
study by Cecere and colleagues (Cecere et al., 2015), who studied a time-illusion:
if two beeps are presented within a temporal window of around 100 ms (i.e. an
alpa cycle) and only the first is accompanied by a light flash, a second illusory
flash is perceived (Shams et al., 2002). Cecere et al. (2015) showed that the subject-
specific alpha peak frequency correlated with individual differences in the width
of this temporal window, and that alpha tACS causally modulated this window.
This provides support for the notion that sensory processing may “prefer” the
alpha cycle because this is the time window within which cross-sensory informa-
tion can be integrated most efficiently (Kerlin and Shapiro, 2015; VanRullen and
Koch, 2003).

Chapter 2 also showed local alpha phase dynamics in visual and auditory
regions. This finding fits within the “gating by inhibition” theory (Jensen and
Mazaheri, 2010; see also Klimesch, 2012; Klimesch et al., 2007), or the view
that the alpha band provides rhythmic pulses of inhibitory activity, resulting
in periodic attentional sampling (Busch and VanRullen, 2010; VanRullen et al.,
2011). This theory has been recently extended into a framework of alpha-gamma
cross-frequency coupling (Jensen et al., 2012, 2014), where the phase of alpha
oscillations temporally constrains local neural firing in the gamma (30-100 Hz)
band, providing a controlled, sequenced code of perceptual processing. Inter-
estingly, Mazaheri and colleages (Mazaheri and Jensen, 2008; van Dijk et al.,
2010) have shown in related work how the alpha rhythm exhibits profound non-
sinusoidal properties such as amplitude asymmetry. In Chapter 7 we have argued
that such non-sinusoidal properties may introduce a bias in estimates of cross-
frequency coupling, through asymmetric phase distributions. Based on the find-
ings in Chapter 7, we advice researchers to use the dPAC measure instead of the
regular PAC measure (Canolty et al., 2006), which is sensitive to this bias.

Finally, we have seen in several chapters that suppression of posterior alpha
power is strongly related to attentional orienting. In Chapter 3, we found that in
conditions in which subjects were likely to show attention lapses (because of the
repetitive, predictable nature of the task), performance errors were followed by
a strong, prolonged alpha suppression effect over parieto-occipital regions. We
interpreted this effect as reflecting a “regaining” of sustained attention to the task
(Macdonald et al., 2011; Mazaheri et al., 2009). In Chapter 4, when the location of
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a target stimulus (which could be presented at the left or right side of the screen)
was incongruent with the correct response hand given the task instructions (e.g.,
press “left” upon seeing a red circle; see below for a discussion of this task), we
observed a reduced lateralized alpha suppression effect, indicating reduced spatial
attention (Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006). Interestingly, the spatial loca-
tion of the stimulus was the irrelevant dimension in this task that needed to be
ignored, because it could pose conflict on selecting the correct response. Chap-
ter 5, finally, showed that in synesthetes, letters that were incongruently colored
with respect to their private synesthetic color experience, elicited occipital al-
pha suppression, and posterior parietal alpha enhancement. The occipital alpha
effect may reflect an increase in visual processing of the letter itself (Compton
et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 2012, 2014), while the parietal alpha effect may indicate
a reduction in “synesthetic binding” (Esterman et al., 2006). Together, these re-
sults provide evidence that in addition to the alpha phase, the strength of alpha
oscillations is also strongly implicated in attentional processing, with an inverse
relationship. Traditionally, increased alpha power has been interpreted as “corti-
cal idling”(Pfurtscheller et al., 1996): a general reduction in arousal and alertness.
Currently, the new “vista” of alpha oscillations is that of an active inhibitory
mechanism (Palva and Palva, 2007, 2011), both locally and interregionally. This
view is strongly supported by the findings in this thesis.

8.2 The role of theta oscillations in cognitive control
and conflict detection

The theta band (oscillations with a frequency around 6 Hz) has been a central
topic in Chapters 3, 4 and 6, primarily with regard to its putative role in conflict
processing. Conflict is a broad term, and in the cognitive control literature refers
to a situation in which there are multiple response alternatives activated but only
one is appropriate given the task instructions. It has been argued that response er-
rors, negative response feedback or punishment could also be regarded as conflict
between one’s desired action and the actual outcome (Frank et al., 2005; Rid-
derinkhof et al., 2004a). In general, these situations may be best captured by the
term “prediction error” (Holroyd and Coles, 2002): a selected motor command is
expected to result in a particular sensorimotor outcome, and frontally mediated
performance monitoring mechanisms (Ullsperger et al., 2014), in concert with
dopamine-mediated interactions with basal ganglia circuits (Schultz, 2002), are
thought to evaluate the violation of this prediction.

Conflict elicits an avalanche of performance-related processes, including the
detection of the presence of conflict, the selection of the appropriate action in
addition to the suppression of the to-be-inhibited inappropriate action, and the
monitoring of the eventual performance outcome. A large body of findings has
not only tied these functions to the prefrontal cortex (Miller, 2000; Ridderinkhof
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et al., 2004b), including the medial frontal (Danielmeier et al., 2011; Ito et al.,
2003) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Fuster, 2000; MacDonald et al., 2000),
but has also convincingly shown that the preferred “language” of these structures
to orchestrate cognitive control is the theta band (Cavanagh et al., 2012). The
findings presented in this thesis support this view.

In Chapter 3, errors hypothesized to result from failures to inhibit prepotent
action impulses were followed by a robust increase in theta power over midfrontal
EEG electrodes, together with increased theta phase synchrony between mid-
and lateral frontal electrodes, which is consistent with numerous related findings
(Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen, 2011a; Cohen and van Gaal, 2013, 2014; Cohen
et al., 2009b; Hoffmann et al., 2014; Luu and Tucker, 2001; Luu et al., 2004; Mas-
Herrero and Marco-Pallarés, 2014; Mazaheri et al., 2009; Navarro-Cebrian et al.,
2013; Trujillo and Allen, 2007; van den Brink et al., 2014b; Womelsdorf et al.,
2010). The novelty of the study presented in this chapter was that errors also re-
sulted in posterior alpha dynamics, and that the relative degree of these frequency
specific systems fluctuated as a function of the qualitative nature of the error type
(alpha-related attention lapses and theta-related control failures). Errors can thus
recruit a heterogenous mixture of electrophysiological brain processes.

In Chapter 4 we found that correct behavior on conflict trials showed a sim-
ilar pattern of local as well as interregional frontal theta dynamics, which is also
in accordance with previous findings (Cavanagh et al., 2014a; Cohen and Ca-
vanagh, 2011; Cohen and Ridderinkhof, 2013; Cohen et al., 2008; Gulbinaite,
2014; Hanslmayr et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2014; Nigbur et al., 2011a,b; Pastöt-
ter et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Zavala et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2015). Finally,
in Chapter 6 we provided evidence that externally boosting the general level of
midfrontal theta oscillations through tACS reduced the behavioral cost of con-
flict. This is an important finding, as it demonstrates that frontal theta oscilla-
tions are likely not to be an epiphenomenon of some unknown neurocognitive
mechanisms of conflict processing, or an analysis artifact (Scherbaum and Dshe-
muchadse, 2013; Yeung et al., 2007). Instead, it strengthens the recently proposed
view of an active role of theta band activity in conflict processing (Cavanagh and
Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b): just as alpha oscillations provide the optimal tem-
poral window for neural communication related to attentional modulation of
perception, theta oscillations appear to be the optimal rhythm used within a neu-
ral microcircuit in the medial frontal cortex to detect the presence of conflict
and to signal the need for increased control to other task-relevant areas. In addi-
tion, it has been shown that conflict-related theta activity most likely originates
in posterior parts of the medial frontal cortex (Cohen and Ridderinkhof, 2013;
Wang et al., 2005), and shows functional coupling with dopaminergic basal gan-
glia structures (Cavanagh et al., 2014a,b; Cohen et al., 2012; Zavala et al., 2014).

In the chapters that showed the importance of theta oscillations in conflict
and error processing, we used the Simon task to trigger response conflict. In the
Simon task (Leuthold, 2011; Simon and Rudell, 1967), subjects need to respond
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to a particular feature of a target stimulus (e.g. color) while ignoring another,
task-irrelevant feature of the same target stimulus (e.g. its location). Typically,
the irrelevant dimension triggers a strong response tendency that needs to be sup-
pressed. For example, if a task rule is to respond with a left button press to a red
stimulus, whenever this stimulus appears on the right side of the screen, the ten-
dency to respond with a right button press poses conflict on the correct left-hand
response. Other conflict paradigms exist, such as the Eriksen flankers task and
Stroop task, and the commonalities as well as differences between these tasks are
not trivial (Hommel, 2011). This is reflected in the findings presented in Chap-
ters 4 and 5. The goal of the study of Chapter 4 was to cue the likelihood of
upcoming conflict, which has been shown to reduce behavioral costs and neural
indices of conflict (e.g. Correa et al., 2009; Wendt and Kiesel, 2011). Strangely,
we observed an unexpected though internally consistent pattern of results: cues
that predicted conflict resulted in worse performance and stronger midfrontal
post-response theta power as well as increased mid-lateral theta synchrony, with
robust cross-subject correlations. The use of the Simon task may have been the
culprit: in this task, conflict could only be anticipated on an abstract level, as the
conflicting spatial location of the target stimulus itself could not be predicted—
only whether the location was going to be congruent or incongruent with the
required response. This may in fact have resulted in dual task interference, and
thus worse performance. In contrast, in an Eriksen flankers task, conflict re-
sides in irrelevant (“flanking”) distractor stimuli (Eriksen, 1995); the appearence
of these flankers can be anticipated, allowing for proactively controlled reduced
processing of the flankers (e.g. King et al., 2012; Lehle and Hübner, 2008; Vietze
and Wendt, 2009).

In Chapter 5, we used a modified version of the Stroop task (MacLeod and
MacDonald, 2000), tailored to the internal, idiosyncratic color experience of our
synesthetic subjects (Wollen and Ruggiero, 1983). For example, a synesthete who
consistently associates the letter “A” with the color red shows a prolonged re-
sponse time when asked to name the color of an “A” printed in green. We used
this simple though fascinating phenomenon to show that such internally gener-
ated conflict (Rouw et al., 2013) elicits a rich pattern of distributed oscillatory
activity in different regions and frequency bands. Notably, in contrast to what
we expected, synesthetic Stroop conflict was not associated with any clear me-
dial frontal signal, nor did we find the theta band to be involved in this type of
conflict processing. Instead, we found conflict-related orbitofrontal delta (2-4 Hz)
enhancement. Whether this is due to synesthesia or to the specific type of task re-
mains unclear, although it illustrates that conceptualizing frontal theta as a single
homogeneous mechanism devoted to cognitive control in general may be over-
simplified (Cohen, 2014b). Nonetheless, previous studies have shown that regu-
lar Flankers (e.g. Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011) and Stroop
(Hanslmayr et al., 2008) tasks do elicit similar conflict-related frontal theta pro-
files as found in the Simon task.
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In sum, one core finding in this thesis is that midfrontal theta band activity
serves as an active mechanism in conflict detection and performance monitor-
ing, which fits within a large body of empirical findings in humans (Cavanagh
et al., 2012), as well as non-human primates (Tsujimoto et al., 2010) and rodents
(Narayanan et al., 2013), and corroborates theoretical frameworks of the role of
this frequency band in neurocognitive systems of cognitive control (Cavanagh
and Frank, 2014; Cohen, 2014b).

8.3 Limitations and challenges

When completing the studies of this thesis, I have run into several limitations and
challenges. Most chapters have a specific section devoted to such limitations in the
respective Discussion sections. Here, I will highlight some overarching problems
that I encountered and which I think are important to cognitive electrophysiol-
ogy in general.

Frequency phrenology: frequency band x performs function y?

As outlined in the Introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1), it can be tempting to
apply a direct one-to-one mapping between a cognitive function and a frequency
band. For example, “the alpha band is involved in attention”, and “the theta band
is involved in cognitive control”. Such statements do not tell us much more about
brain functioning than “faces are processed in the fusiform face area”. Moreover,
activity in frequency bands is often described in terms of going up or down as
a function of some experimental condition, just as standard fMRI results are of-
ten described as BOLD activity in region X going up or down as a function of
experimental condition. We as cognitive electrophysiologists often use the argu-
ment that what we study (neuroelectrical processes) is a direct reflection of ac-
tual neurocognitive computions in the brain, and that time is an informationally
richer dimension of brain dynamics than space (Cohen, 2011b). This argument
comes with the responsibility of providing biologically and neurophysiologically
informed interpretations of observed time-frequency dynamics, linking them to
different levels of neural processing (Cohen and Gulbinaite, 2014). The above two
paragraphs on the role of theta and alpha oscillations in different neurocognitive
mechanisms provide examples of such attempts.

Explosion of dimensions: finding the needle in the haystack

During the analyses of the studies described in this thesis, I have struggled with
how overwhelming time-frequency representations of EEG data can be. For ex-
ample, with four conditions, 64 electrodes, frequencies ranging from 1 to 40 Hz,
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time points ranging from -400 to 1200 ms surrounding the event of interest, de-
scribing seeded synchrony between these 64 electrodes and two electrodes of in-
terest, it can be quite daunting how to continue further analysis steps. Suppose
your hypothesized time-frequency window of 100 to 300 ms theta synchrony be-
tween a midfrontal and posterior electrode did not show the expected significant
difference between conditions—do you stop? This would mean ignoring huge
parts of possibly highly interesting brain dynamics. On the other hand, while
further qualitative visual inspection of the data is quite tempting, it can intro-
duce the chance of basing your conclusions on false positives. Over the course
of this thesis’ projects, I learned that the best approach to this problem consists
of a mixture of hypothesis- and data-driven analyses, where the latter requires or-
thogonalized selection criteria to account for the bias of “looking” for condition
differences and then report that they are significant, and/or cluster-based permu-
tation testing routines to account for the multiple comparisons problem. For ex-
ample, in Chapter 2 we had formulated a somewhat loose hypothesis that audio-
visual time perception would be reflected in phase synchrony between auditory
and visual processing regions. However, the preci electrodes were determined
through a task-independent localizer, and the time-frequency window through
a contrast-orthogonal condition average approach, after which we applied an
ANOVA on this window to test for condition differences. We thus ended up
testing a hypothesis that would have been very hard to formulate without look-
ing at any data. Also worth mentioning is Chapter 5, which used a completely
data driven cluster-based permutation approach to reveal time-frequency dynam-
ics in 3D brain space. Here, we used permutation testing with cluster correction
only in brain space (given that we had to test over 8000 voxels), but not in time-
frequency space. However, correcting for everything was guaranteed to give no
results, while the effects we observed were strong and believable. These continue
to be difficult issues with no clear right or wrong solution. The brain is a hyper-
complex organ, results are a matter of belief, and statistics form the toolbox to
express both this complexity and belief.

The absence of gamma

Although the focus of most chapters lies on the theta and alpha band, I have pre-
sented some findings related to delta and beta band activity as well. Why have
we not found gamma activity? Although the importance of the gamma rhythm
in neural processing, especially in the local representation of visual information,
is not debated (Donner and Siegel, 2011), the role of gamma in more integrative
functions (i.e., the functions studied in this thesis) is less clear (Nikolić et al.,
2013; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2010; Ray and Maunsell, 2015). For example, high-
gamma (> 80 Hz) may not be a similar, faster oscillatory process as lower gamma
(30-80 Hz), but instead could rather directly reflect (non-oscillatory) spiking ac-
tivity (Ray and Maunsell, 2011). Furthermore, gamma oscillations may not show
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the same gradual sinusoidal properties of lower frequencies (Nikolić et al., 2013),
making it less likely to function as a phase-based functional connectivity mecha-
nism (although see Bastos et al., 2014). Finally, gamma band activity appears to be
difficult to measure reliably at the level of the human scalp (see Ray and Maunsell,
2015): 1) it can be severely obscured by muscle and oculomotor artifacts, which
are expressed in the same high frequency but with larger amplitudes (Hipp and
Siegel, 2013; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2010); 2) due to the 1/f law of power scaling,
higher frequencies have lower power and as such a lower signal-to-noise ratio; 3)
the precise frequency and power of a gamma response is highly dependent on fine
grained stimulus features (Hermes et al., 2015), requiring carefully designed visual
stimulus material if one is interested in the potential role of gamma in a cognitive
process.

The absence of ERPs

One obvious concern that could be raised with respect to the methodology used
in this thesis is the fact that we did not include any ERP analysis (event-related
potential; the trial-averaged time-domain representation of EEG activity). Advan-
tages of the ERP method are that it is arguably more simple than time-frequency
analyses, and that there is a huge body of literature on the perceptual and cog-
nitive correlates of many ERP components. Together, these two advantages al-
low for clear hypothesis driven EEG research, without the risk of drowning in
dimensions and choking in analysis options. However, it is less clear which un-
derlying neurophysiological processes produce an ERP and what neurocognitive
mechanism they reflect (see e.g. Mazaheri and Jensen, 2008; Shah et al., 2004); in
contrast, from the animal and human intracranial literature it is clear that brain
activity is oscillatory, allowing for a more direct link between time-frequency re-
sults of human EEG data and actual brain physiology (although, as pointed out
above, this link is not always drawn). Another limitation of the ERP method is
that non-phase locked activity that nonetheless fluctuates in power as a function
of a perceptual or cognitive event is completely averaged out; time-frequency anal-
ysis of induced power do reveal such meaningful brain dynamics. Moreover, and
as a consequence, time-frequency analysis may add sensitivity in testing partic-
ular hypotheses. A good example is Chapter 3, in which we found different er-
ror types to be characterized by differences in theta and alpha power; a previous
study using the ERP method (Christ et al., 2000) failed to show such a difference
in the ERN (error-related negativity; Gehring et al., 1993). Finally, measures of
interareal functional connectivity with the ERP method are confined to peak-
peak correlations (though this is rarely encountered in the literature), while time-
frequency analysis offers a variety of ways to study interregional communication,
such as phase synchrony, power-power correlations, or inter-site cross-frequency
coupling. Moreover, these are biologically plausible mechanisms of how distant
brain regions are functionally linked.
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8.4 Outstanding questions

Below, I address a few outstanding questions that are related to, or generated by,
the findings presented in this thesis.

� In Chapter 2, we used a time perception task. An issue that we did not
address in this study, was the exciting question whether our ability to judge
the passage of time may be somehow related to neural oscillations; that
is, oscillatory cycles serve as an intuitive metaphor for a neural “clock”
(Gu et al., 2015; Matell and Meck, 2004). The fact that we observed strong
interregional alpha phase synchrony, begs the question whether the alpha
cycle serves such a clock-like function. However, people can distinguish
durations that differ in only a few milliseconds; should an oscillatory cycle
be the “perceptual unit” from which our apprehension of time emerges, the
frequency needs to be as high as 500 Hz. This relationship is thus far from
clear (van Wassenhove, 2009).

� In Chapter 3 we conceptualized theta and alpha as reflecting, respectively,
impulsive conflict-driven errors versus attentional lapse-driven errors. How-
ever, together the errors in all tasks exhibited a mixture of both theta and
alpha dynamics, though the relative presence of each frequency band var-
ied in degree. It is an empirical question whether this mixture is the true
underlying spectral signature of the different error types, or whether, for
example, a single attentional lapse is purely characterized by alpha sup-
pression, and that the heterogeneous time-frequency patterns we observed
were a direct result of our task design and averaging procedure. Single-
trial analysis, combined with pattern-analysis approaches, such as encod-
ing/decoding models that are able to “recognize” representational patterns
in time-frequency data (e.g. Anderson et al., 2014; Garcia et al., 2013), or
decomposition methods such as PCA (principal component analysis), may
provide a more suitable and sensitive way to disentangle different neurocog-
nitive sources and responses to different error types.

� Chapter 6 used tACS to causally manipulate endogenous frequency-specific
oscillatory activity. Here, we used the alpha band as a control condition,
because our main interest was the role of theta in conflict processing. In-
deed, the condition in which subjects were stimulated in the alpha fre-
quency did not show reliable effects on conflict-related behavioral effects
in the Simon task. However, alpha stimulation itself may also prove inter-
esting within such a cognitive control paradigm, for example in relation to
its putative role in sustained attention (see Chapter 3). Most likely, we did
not obtain clear effects of alpha stimulation because of the stimulation site
(midfrontal). Alpha tACS over posterior regions has been shown to affect
target detection (Helfrich et al., 2014) and temporal illusions (Cecere et al.,
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2015). Future work could use parietal or parieto-occipital alpha tACS to
study causal involvement of posterior alpha oscillations in conflict (Comp-
ton et al., 2012) and error processing (Mazaheri et al., 2009).

� The final outstanding question is a general one: what about oscillatory
dynamics beyond the cortex? As described in the Introduction (Chap-
ter 1), pyramidal cells in the cortical sheet are best equipped to generate
measurable oscillations at the scalp level. However, subcortical structures
are also well known to exhibit oscillatory activity, such as the hippocampus
(Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004), subthalamic nucleus (Cavanagh et al., 2014b),
nucleus accumbens (Cohen et al., 2012; Dürschmid et al., 2013), and even
the cerebellum (Dalal et al., 2013; De Zeeuw et al., 2008; Middleton et al.,
2008). In humans, cerebellar oscillatory activity could be studied indirectly
by applying tACS (Pope and Miall, 2012) or non-invasively through source
localization techniques (Dalal et al., 2008). For deeper structures, invasive
techniques such as implanted electrodes as part of deep-brain-stimulation
therapy in patients are needed, which obviously comes with risks, costs
and other challenges. Nonetheless, research has shown that oscillatory ac-
tivity within these structures as well as oscillatory interactions between
these structures and cortical regions may play an important role in sev-
eral of the neurocognitive mechanisms studied in this thesis. For example,
basal ganglia structures have been strongly implicated in the inhibition of
motor commands (Jahfari et al., 2011), which may be important for the
response conflict processes studied in Chapters 3 to 6. In addition, cerebro-
cerebellar oscillatory interactions may be involved in error processing (Ito,
2013; Schlerf et al., 2012) and timing (Ivry et al., 2002), studied in Chap-
ters 2 to 4.

8.5 Conclusion

This thesis used time-frequency analyses applied on human M/EEG data during
a variety of cognitive tasks, ranging from cross-modal time perception to spatial
response conflict. Together, the chapters provide evidence that the brain uses
the temporal regularity embedded in its activity (oscillations) as a communica-
tion signal to functionally couple distant cortical regions as well as local neural
populations coherently in time. This principle served different perceptual and
cognitive purposes as highlighted in this thesis: 1) transiently coupling sensory
processing regions in the alpha band in situations when cross-modal integration
is beneficial; 2) dissociating between lapse and impulsive errors via posterior al-
pha and frontal theta dynamics; 3) anticipating upcoming conflict situations via
increased pre-stimulus frontal theta; 4) attenuating spatial attention during spatial
conflict through lateralized posterior alpha; 5) recruting a distributed network of
regions with different spectral profiles in the delta, alpha and beta bands dur-
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ing synesthetic conflict; 6) causally modulating efficient behavior in situations of
strong response conflict through increased frontal theta oscillations.

In the time of Hans Berger, brain rhythms were sometimes considered harm-
ful: they increased in strength during epilepsy and anesthesia, and “desynchro-
nized” during alert, conscious behavior (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004). Now, al-
most a century later, the functional role of brain oscillations in producing stream-
lined perception and action seems as evident as it is intriguing.
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Hersenactiviteit is sterk ritmisch, net als bijvoorbeeld geluidsgolven, lichtspectra
en signalen voor moderne telefonie dat zijn. De cognitieve elektrofysiologie, een
veld binnen de neurowetenschappen, houdt zich bezig met de vraag hoe deze neu-
rale oscillaties (hersengolven) zich verhouden tot cognitie en gedrag. Zijn neurale
oscillaties een onbelangrijk bijverschijnsel (een epifenomeen) of hebben ze een ac-
tieve functie? Waarom observeren we in hersenactiviteit dynamische verschillen
in meerdere frequentiebanden (het aantal oscillaties per seconde)? En, wat is de
rol van deze frequentiebanden in de communicatie tussen hersengebieden tijdens
perceptuele, cognitieve en motorische processen? De centrale hypothese van dit
proefschrift is dan ook dat de golfeigenschap van hersenactiviteit de manier voor
het brein is om van chaotische pulsjes tussen zenuwcellen, tot grootschalige en
temporeel georganiseerde processen te komen. Met andere woorden, neurale os-
cillaties vormen de ‘taal’ van het brein. Door de taal van het brein nauwkeurig te
bestuderen in relatie tot gedrag, kunnen we meer te weten komen over de tussen-
liggende cognitieve functies van het brein. Hieronder volgt eerst een korte uitleg
over hoe oscillaties in het brein ontstaan, gevolgd door een korte introductie tot
de cognitieve functies die onderzocht zijn in dit proefschrift.

Achtergrond I: neurobiologie van neurale oscillaties

Wanneer we hersenactiviteit meten door middel van EEG (elektroden geplaatst
op de schedel), zien we een ruizig, fluctuerend signaal. Door middel van gea-
vanceerde analyse technieken (tijd-frequentie analyses) kunnen we achterhalen uit
welke frequentiebanden dit oscillerende signaal bestaat (zie ook Figuur 1 van het
hoofdstuk “Introduction”). Neurale oscillaties komen tot stand doordat—simpel
gezegd—verschillende soorten neuronen elkaar voortdurend ‘aanzetten’ (exciteren)
en ‘uitdoven’ (inhiberen). Deze communicatie tussen neuronen gebeurt door
middel van elektrische pulsjes. Als grote groepen van deze neuronen hetzelfde
type informatie verwerken, sommeren deze pulsjes tot elektrische velden, en
ontstaan er elektrische golven van excitatie en inhibitie. Deze kunnen soms zo
sterk zijn, dat je ze op de schedel kunt meten, door middel van EEG.

Vroeger dacht men dat hersengolven geen functie hadden—ze werden gezien
als ‘achtergrondruis’, of zelfs schadelijk geacht gegeven de sterke ritmiciteit van
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het EEG bij een epileptische aanval, of bij bewusteloosheid. Inmiddels is door
onderzoek duidelijk geworden dat neurale oscillaties een fundamenteel principe
reflecteren van hoe het brein informatie verwerkt. Het idee hierachter is vrij sim-
pel: gegeven dat neuronen niet continu actief kunnen zijn, maar wel met elkaar
moeten samenwerken, kunnen ze het beste gelijktijdig actief zijn. Dit geldt zowel
op het niveau van één hersengebied, als wel tussen verschillende hersengebieden.
Het brein moet namelijk voortdurend een puzzel oplossen: informatie die ver-
brokkeld en verspreid over tijd en ruimte binnenkomt, moet vervormd worden
tot een coherente stroom van waarneming (bijvoorbeeld: je hoort en ziet een
naderende auto) en actie (je springt nog net op tijd opzij). De huidige hypothese
in de cognitieve elektrofysiologie is dat neurale oscillaties de ‘sleutel’ vormen tot
deze puzzel: doordat hersengolven over tijd, frequentie en tussen verschillende
hersengebieden kunnen synchroniseren, kan het brein razendsnel en efficiënt in-
formatie over grote afstanden maar korte tijdspannen aan elkaar koppelen. Neu-
rale oscillaties worden om die reden ook vaak omschreven als ‘tijdspakketjes’ van
neurale informatie en als ‘tijdskaders’ van neurale communicatie.

Achtergrond II: Multisensorische integratie en cognitieve controle

In dit proefschrift is de functie van neurale oscillaties onderzocht binnen twee
‘cognitieve thema’s’, die beide omvat worden door het bovenstaande voorbeeld
van het opmerken van de naderende auto en de daaropvolgende ontwijkende re-
actie. Ten eerste bestaat vrijwel alle binnenkomende informatie in het dagelijks
leven uit meerdere sensorische modaliteiten. Je ziet én hoort de auto en kunt deze
zo snel lokaliseren. Een belangrijke vraag waar neurowetenschappers en cognitief
psychologen zich mee bezig houden is hoe het brein deze multisensorische infor-
matie integreert tot één coherent percept. Het bestuderen van neurale oscillaties
kan ons meer inzicht hierin geven. Zo hebben meerdere onderzoekers aange-
toond dat wanneer een stimulus multisensorisch is (bijvoorbeeld een lichtje en
een piepje die gelijktijdig vanuit dezelfde locatie worden aangeboden), de oscil-
laties in de gebieden die de afzonderlijke sensorische informatie verwerken sterke
synchronisatie laten zien. Dus zowel de plek in het brein waar de auto ‘gezien’
wordt, als de plek in het brein waar de auto ‘gehoord’ wordt, gaan op een gesyn-
chroniseerde wijze ‘vuren’. Dit is interessant, omdat men vroeger dacht dat er een
derde associatie gebied moest zijn die de informatie integreerde. Synchronisatie
van neurale oscillaties tussen de sensorische gebieden kan echter op zichzelf een
mechanisme zijn van integratie. Het is daarmee dus niet een gebied in de hersenen,
maar een proces in de hersenen, dat belangrijk is voor deze functie.

Ten tweede kan de ervaring van de naderende auto aanleiding geven om een
geplande actie (het is groen en je wilt oversteken) te stoppen en om te zetten in
een andere actie (de auto rijdt door rood en je moet snel een stap terug doen).
Deze cognitieve controle van doelgericht gedrag is één van de meest complexe
hersenfuncties en wordt vooral door gebieden voorin het brein—de prefrontale
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cortex—bewerkstelligd. Maar, hoe controleert de prefrontale cortex ons gedrag?
De prefrontale cortex beslaat een zeer groot deel van het menselijk brein en stuurt
onder andere sensorische en motorische gebieden aan. Hoe doen de hersenen dit,
als de situatie van de naderende auto vereist dat je bliksemsnel actie onderneemt?
Ook hier lijken neurale oscillaties de sleutel: door middel van gesynchroniseerde
hersengolven kunnen meerdere gebieden in het brein, aangestuurd vanuit vooral
mediale structuren in de prefrontale cortex, functioneel worden gekoppeld en
ontkoppeld binnen tientallen tot enkele honderden milliseconden.

Overzicht van de resultaten

Hoofdstuk 2 staat volledig in het teken van het eerste cognitieve thema: multi-
sensorische integratie. Een belangrijke voorwaarde bij sensorische integratie is
niet alleen dat de verschillende soorten informatie vanuit dezelfde locatie komen,
maar ook dat ze gelijktijdig ontstonden en dezelfde tijdsduur hebben. Door de
mond van de pop gelijktijdig te laten bewegen met zijn stem, doet de buispreker
jou geloven dat zijn stem uit de mond van de pop komt. Met name over onze
waarneming van tijd is nog relatief weinig bekend. In dit hoofdstuk onderzochten
we integratie van auditieve en visuele tijdsinformatie door proefpersonen tijdsin-
schattingen te laten maken van intervallen die bestonden uit een combinatie van
auditieve en visuele stimuli (een gelijktijdig aangeboden piepje en lichtje). De re-
sultaten wezen uit dat in situaties waarbij de twee stimuli verschilden in tijdsduur,
en de instructie was om maar op één van de twee te letten, de tijdsduur van de
stimulus die genegeerd moest worden tóch invloed had op de tijdsinschatting van
de andere stimulus. Dit wijst dus op het idee dat sensorische integratie een sterk,
automatisch proces is, dat moeilijk te controleren is. Dit effect verschilde daarbij
ook tussen de modaliteiten: auditieve tijdsduur had een veel sterker sturend effect
(bias) op visuele tijdswaarneming dan andersom. In het EEG vonden we daarnaast
dat dit gedragseffect ook samen bleek te gaan met synchronisatie van oscillaties in
de alpha band (8-12 Hz) tussen gebieden waar visuele informatie wordt verwerkt
en gebieden waar auditieve informatie wordt verwerkt. Deze vorm van neurale
communicatie was het zwakst wanneer proefpersonen alleen moesten letten op
de auditieve stimuli (en visuele stimuli moesten negeren), maar zeer sterk wanneer
proefpersonen beide informatiebronnen moesten gebruiken om tot hun besliss-
ing te komen. Daarnaast hing de mate van auditieve bias op visuele tijdswaarne-
ming in gedrag sterk samen met inter-corticale alpha synchronisatie: hoe meer
cross-sensorische bias, hoe meer synchronisatie tussen de auditieve en visuele ge-
bieden. Dit hoofdstuk levert daarmee evidentie voor de hypothese dat neurale
oscillaties een manier zijn voor het brein om uni-sensorische gebieden tijdelijk te
koppelen voor een multisensorische beslissing.

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt beschreven wat er in het brein gebeurt wanneer beslissin-
gen fout gaan. Een fout is een sterk leersignaal: als je uitgevoerde actie niet tot het
gewenste doel leidt, zal je je toekomstige gedrag moeten aanpassen om niet weer
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dezelfde fout te maken. Echter, niet elke fout is hetzelfde. Neem het voorbeeld
van de naderende auto, waarbij uiteindelijk bleek dat jij door rood liep terwijl de
auto juist door groen reed. Het kan zijn dat je aan het dagdromen was en overstak
zonder het stoplicht opgemerkt te hebben. Maar het kan ook zijn dat je wél naar
het stoplicht keek maar dat deze uit meerdere lichten bestond (bijvoorbeeld eentje
voor naar rechts en eentje voor rechtdoor); in de haast reageerde je impulsief op
het verkeerde groene licht dat niet op jouw situatie van toepassing was. Omdat
de bron van de fout verschilt, zal ook de aanpassing in gedrag van andere aard
moeten zijn om zo je toekomstige gedrag optimaal te verbeteren (je aandacht her-
pakken bij een kruispunt, of je niet laten misleiden door afleidende stoplichten).
In dit hoofdstuk onderzochten we de verschillen in hersengolfpatronen na ver-
schillende soorten fouten. Proefpersonen voerden een taak uit waarbij ze zo snel
mogelijk moesten reageren op de kleur van een stimulus terwijl ze de locatie van
de stimulus moesten negeren. Dit kon in sommige situaties tot response conflict
leiden: wanneer bijvoorbeeld een blauwe stip aan de rechterkant van een comput-
erscherm verscheen, terwijl de instructie luidde om bij blauw op de linkerknop
te drukken, dan moest de proefpersoon de zeer sterke neiging onderdrukken om
op de rechterknop te drukken. Tóch te snel op de rechterknop drukken betek-
ende een fout. Na dit soort impulsieve fouten vonden we, in overeenstemming
met eerdere bevindingen, verhoogde activiteit in de theta band (4-8 Hz) in me-
diale frontale gebieden, en inter-corticale theta synchronisatie tussen laterale en
mediale frontale gebieden. Wat wij echter ook vonden was dat wanneer de volgo-
rde van de stimuli in de taak zeer voorspelbaar werd (waarbij we veronderstelden
dat aandacht zou verslappen), er nog steeds fouten werden gemaakt. Deze fouten
lieten vooral verlaagde alpha activiteit achterin in het brein zien. Interessant ge-
noeg wordt frontale theta activiteit in de literatuur gezien als een belangrijk mech-
anisme voor cognitieve controle, terwijl alpha activiteit vaak in verband wordt ge-
bracht met aandachtsprocessen. Fouten in gedrag die waarschijnlijk ontstonden
door verstoringen in deze cognitieve processen genereren dus ook een ‘passend’
hersensignaal.

Hersenactiviteit na fouten kun je zien als reactief : het (foutieve) gedrag heeft
al plaatsgevonden. In Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijven we in hoeverre we ons ook proac-
tief kunnen voorbereiden op het type situatie zoals hierboven omschreven (het
onderdrukken van een impuls en het uitvoeren van doelgericht gedrag). We ge-
bruikten hierbij deels het onderwerp van Hoofdstuk 2, door de tijdsinformatie
tussen stimuli voorspellend te laten zijn over de mate waarin cognitieve controle
nodig was. In het alledaagse leven gebruik je impliciet ook vaak tijdsinformatie:
denk aan een naderend stoplicht dat op oranje springt, waarbij je vliegensvlug in-
schat hoe lang het duurt voor je bij het stoplicht arriveert en dit vergelijkt met
de ingeschatte duur van het oranje licht, alvorens te besluiten te stoppen of door
te rijden. We vonden in dit hoofdstuk onder andere dat mediale frontale theta
activiteit al omhoog ging rond het tijdstip dat voorspellend was voor toekom-
stig vereiste cognitieve controle. Dus, het hersensignaal dat cognitieve controle
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reflecteert ‘ging al aan’ voordat de controle daadwerkelijk nodig was. Dit hoofd-
stuk verschaft daarmee belangrijke evidentie voor de rol van theta oscillaties in
het controleren van gedrag, zowel in voorbereiding, als in reactie op response
conflict.

In Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 verkennen we de grenzen van de functionele rol van
theta oscillaties tijdens response conflict. Zo onderzochten we in Hoofdstuk 5
proefpersonen met grafeem-kleur synesthesie, een perceptuele ‘conditie’ waarbij
mensen verschillende letters en cijfers sterk associëren met specifieke kleuren (ie-
mand ervaart bij de letter A bijvoorbeeld altijd de kleur blauw). Wanneer synes-
theten moeten reageren op de geprinte kleur van een letter, en deze kleur niet
overeenkomt met de synesthetische kleurervaring die deze letter automatisch bij
hen oproept (een A geprint in rood die daar bovenop de synesthetische kleur
blauw oproept), ervaren zij ook response conflict: ze reageren trager en maken
vaker fouten. In Hoofdstuk 5 vonden we dat deze ‘mismatch’ tussen externe,
fysieke kleur en interne, synesthetische kleurervaring gevolgd werd door sterke
hersengolfpatronen in meerdere corticale gebieden en frequentiebanden. Wat
echter opviel was dat tijdens de cognitieve controle die nodig was door de ex-
tra synesthetische waarneming, frontale hersenactiviteit zich met name bevond
in de orbitofrontale cortex en in de delta band (1-4 Hz), in tegenstelling tot medi-
ale frontale activiteit in de theta band. Hier laten we dus zien dat de relatie tussen
cognitieve controle en mediale frontale theta oscillaties niet absoluut en één-op-
één is, maar waarschijnlijk afhangt van het specifieke neurocomputationele on-
derliggende proces. Daar tegenover lieten we in Hoofdstuk 6 zien dat frontale
theta oscillaties wel een causale, actieve rol kunnen hebben. We toetsten in dit
hoofdstuk de vraag van causaliteit door middel van de hersenstimulatietechniek
tACS (transcranial alternating current stimulation). Met tACS ‘stuur’ je hersengol-
ven door het brein heen, door twee elektroden op de schedel te plaatsen en hier
een (zeer zwakke, en dus onschadelijke) wisselstroom doorheen te sturen. Door
de frequentie van deze wisselstroom aan te passen kun je zo bijvoorbeeld theta of
alpha oscillaties in het brein tijdelijk versterken. Wat we hier vonden was dat tij-
dens theta stimulatie het gedrag efficiënter werd (proefpersonen maakten minder
fouten en werden sneller), met name in reactie op onverwachte stimuli die sterke
response conflict genereerden (de blauwe stip die rechts verscheen terwijl je links
moest drukken). Stimulatie in de alpha band liet dit effect niet zien.

Het proefschrift eindigt met Hoofdstuk 7 dat een geheel methodologisch
karakter heeft en niet zozeer een cognitieve functie bestudeert. Uit fysiologisch
maar ook neurocognitief onderzoek is naar voren gekomen dat neurale oscil-
laties ook een koppeling kunnen aangaan tussen verschillende frequentiebanden.
Zo bestaat er evidentie voor de hypothese dat het aantal objecten dat je kunt
vasthouden in je werkgeheugen samenhangt met het aantal gamma (30-80 Hz)
golfjes dat past binnen een theta golf. De analyse technieken die dit soort cross-
frequentie koppeling uit het EEG halen zijn echter vrij complex en foutgevoelig.
In dit hoofdstuk tonen we aan dat er een bias zit in een veel gebruikte methode
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om cross-frequentie koppeling te kwantificeren, en stellen we een correctie voor
om deze bias uit de analyse weg te halen en zo tot een betere schatting van cross-
frequentie koppeling te komen.

Conclusie

De bevindingen in dit proefschrift laten ten eerste zien dat men door middel van
het bestuderen van neurale oscillaties tijdens klassieke taken van de cognitieve
psychologie, de perceptuele en cognitieve processen die ten grondslag liggen aan
het gedrag in deze taken, beter kan begrijpen. Daarnaast levert dit proefschrift
evidentie voor theorieën omtrent de rol van twee frequentiebanden in cognitie:
alpha en theta oscillaties.

Alpha oscillaties worden gezien als golven van actieve inhibitie: waar infor-
matie moet worden genegeerd, gaan alpha oscillaties omhoog, en waar meer aan-
dacht nodig is gaan alpha oscillaties omlaag. De bevindingen uit Hoofdstuk 3, 4
en 5 laten zien dat deze functie opgaat na aandachtsfouten, tijdens het negeren van
de lokatie van stimuli, en wanneer synestheten reageren op voor hen ‘onjuist’ gek-
leurde letters. Naast lokale inhibitie blijken alpha oscillaties ook belangrijk voor
het integreren van informatie tussen verschillende gebieden in het brein, zoals
aangetoond in Hoofdstuk 2.

Recent is in de wetenschappelijke literatuur de hypothese geformuleerd dat
neuronen in de mediale frontale cortex ‘generatoren’ zijn van theta oscillaties, en
dat een netwerk binnen dit gebied synchroniseert in de theta band vooral tijdens
(verschillende vormen van) response conflict. Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 leveren correla-
tioneel bewijs voor deze theorie: na impulsieve fouten en conflicterende stimuli,
en tijdens conflict-voorspellende tijdsintervallen, gaan mediale en laterale frontale
gebieden een sterk gesynchroniseerd functioneel theta netwerk aan. Hoofdstuk
5 laat aan de hand van synesthesie zien dat dit echter niet altijd op gaat: andere
soorten response conflict (zoals in synesthesie) kunnen een kwalitatief verschil-
lend hersengolfpatroon teweegbrengen. Hoofdstuk 6, ten slotte, geeft bewijs
voor de bewering dat frontale theta oscillaties tijdens cognitieve controle geen
epifenomeen zijn, maar zeer waarschijnlijk een causale rol hebben bij het bewerk-
stelligen van doelgericht gedrag.
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